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Preface
This year, we are happy to announce the 11th SIGRAD Conference Proceedings. For the first time, SIGRAD 2012, the annual
conference of the Swedish Chapter of Eurographics, takes place in the Småland region of southern Sweden and is hosted by the
Computer Science Department (ISOVIS Group) at Linnaeus University (LNU), Växjö.
SIGRAD 2012 is the premier Nordic forum for computer graphics and visualization advances for academia, government, and
industry. As the years before, this annual event brings together researchers and practitioners with interest in techniques, tools,
and technology from various fields, such as visualization, computer graphics, visual analytics, or human-computer interaction.
In 2012, the conference solicits novel research ideas and innovative applications especially in the area of interactive visual
analysis of complex data sets. Each paper in this conference proceedings was peer-reviewed by at least three reviewers from the
international program committee consisting of 23 experts listed below. Based on this set of reviews, the conference co-chairs
accepted 12 papers in total (seven full papers and five short papers) and compiled the final program.
Many have contributed to make the conference an enjoyable and beneficial experience. In particular, we would like to express
our gratitude to the paper authors, the two invited speakers Alfred Inselberg and Frank van Ham as well as the industrial
session speakers Nils Andersson (EON Development AB) and Robert Moberg (IBM Sweden). Without all those great people,
this conference would not have been possible. Also, we would like to thank the international program committee as well as
the auxiliary reviewers for their commitment and reviewing efforts. Finally, we thank our conference sponsors for generously
supporting the conference.
Welcome to SIGRAD 2012. We hope that you enjoy the conference and that you have a great stay in Växjö, Sweden. Be
inspired, share experiences, and bring home new fresh ideas.
Andreas Kerren and Stefan Seipel
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Parallel Coordinates ... are better than they look!
Alfred Inselberg
Tel Aviv University

Abstract
With parallel coordinates the perceptual barrier imposed by our 3-dimensional habitation is breached enabling
the visualization of multidimensional problems. The highlights, from the foundations to the most recent results and
promising applications to Big Data, are developed.
By learning to untangle patterns from the displays, a powerful knowledge discovery process has evolved. It is
illustrated on real datasets together with guidelines for exploration and good query design. Realizing that this
approach is intrinsically limited leads to a deeper geometrical insight, the recognition of M-dimensional objects
recursively from their (M − 1)-dimensional subsets. It emerges that any linear N-dimensionsal relation is represented by (N − 1) indexed points. The indexing in ||-coords is not well understood and will be demystified. Indexing
enables the concentration of relational information into patterns and paves the way for coping with large datasets.
For example in 3-D, two points with two indices represent a line and two points with three indices represent a
plane. There result powerful geometrical algorithms (intersections, containment, proximities) and applications
including classification.
A smooth surface is the envelope of its tangent planes. This is equivalent to representing the surface by its normal vectors, rather than projections as in standard surface descriptions. Developable surfaces are represented by
curves revealing the surfaces’ characteristics. Convex surfaces in any dimension are recognized by the hyperbolalike (i.e. having two asymptotes) regions from just one orientation. Non-orientable surfaces (i.e. like the Möbius
strip) yield stunning patterns unlocking new geometrical insights. Non-convexities like folds, bumps, concavities
and more are no longer hidden and are detected from just one orientation. Evidently this representation is preferable for some applications even in 3-D. The patterns persist in the presence of errors deforming in ways revealing
the type and magnitude of the errors and that’s good news for the applications. We stand on the threshold of
cracking the gridlock of multidimensional visualization.
The parallel coordinates methodology is used in collision avoidance and conflict resolution algorithms for air
traffic control (3 USA patents), computer vision (USA patent), data mining (USA patent) for data exploration and
classification, multiobjective optimization, decision support, and process control.

Biography: Alfred Inselberg
(AI) received a Ph.D. in
Applied Mathematics and
Physics from the University
of Illinois (ChampaignUrbana) remaining there
as Research Professor until
1966. He then held senior research positions at IBM, where
he developed a Mathematical Model of the Ear TIME Nov.
74, concurrently having joint appointments at UCLA, USC,
Technion and Ben Gurion University. Since 1995, he is
professor at the School of Mathematical Sciences in Tel

Aviv University. AI was elected Senior Fellow at the San
Diego Supercomputing Center in 1996, was Distinguished
Visiting Professor at Korea University in 2008 and National
University of Singapore in 2011. He invented and developed
the multidimensional system of Parallel Coordinates for
which he received numerous awards and patents (on Air
Traffic Control, Collision-Avoidance, Computer Vision,
Data Mining). The textbook on Parallel Coordinates:
VISUAL Multidimensional Geometry and its Applications,
published by Springer, was praised by Stephen Hawking
among others.
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Re-inventing and Re-implementing the Wheel.
Visualization Component Reuse in a Large Enterprise
Frank van Ham
IBM Business Analytics

Abstract
Most information practitioners will have implemented an interactive bar chart at some point in their career. In a
large enterprise like IBM, we have hundreds of bar chart implementations available, across a number of different
platforms. This represents a lot of duplicated work, and a potential maintenance nightmare. Ensuring correct
and consistent design across the enterprise becomes much harder as a result. Adding to this problem is that our
customers sometimes require new visualization types to be added to our products, or want to existing types tweaked
to suit their needs.
In this talk I will talk about some of the practical problems we face in this area. I will also present an IBM
rendering and mapping framework that represents a solution to some of these problems. By abstracting two key
phases of the traditional information visualization pipeline, we can flexibly insert new mappings into products and
facilitate deployment of previously created visualizations across different target platforms. I will outline some of
the high level design constraints and present samples where possible.

Biography: Frank van Ham
obtained his CS and PhD
in Computer Science from
the University of Eindhoven,
specializing in graph visualization. After his doctorate
studies, he joined IBM Research where he was one of
the co-creators of the Many
Eyes visualization service.
Since 2009, Frank is part of
IBM’s Software division where he helps integrate core infor-

mation visualization functionality into IBM’s software products. He is a current associate editor for IEEE Transactions
on Visualization and Computer Graphics (IEEE TVCG) and
the 2012 chair of the IEEE Information Visualization conference. Frank’s current research interest revolve around visualization frameworks, collaborative visualization, network
visualization and general user interface design.
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Visual Ontology Alignment System – An Evaluation
V. Sabol1 , W. O. Kow3 , M. Rauch1 , E. Ulbrich1 , C. Seifert2 , M. Granitzer2 , and D. Lukose3
1 Know-Center, Inffeldgasse 13/VI, 8010 Graz, Austria
of Computer Science and Mathematics, Passau University, Innstrasse 33, 94032 Passau, Germany
3 Artificial Intelligence Centre, MIMOS Berhad, Technology Park Malaysia, 57000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
2 Faculty

Abstract
Ontology alignment is the process of mapping related concepts from different ontologies. A lot of research effort
has been invested in development of algorithmic methods supporting automatic discovery of mappings between
ontological concepts. However, automatic alignment remains potentially prone to errors especially with large
real-world ontologies, demanding intervention of domain experts. We therefore created a semi-automatic tool
including algorithmic alignment methods and an interactive visual interface. Visualisation components included in
the interface support experts in navigating the concept space and reviewing the automatically generated mapping
suggestions. An experiment with 15 test users was performed to evaluate whether, and in which cases the use
of visualisation is beneficial compared to a user interface employing standard GUI widgets. The results indicate
that users typically executed tasks slightly faster with an interface using standard widgets, but an interface which
includes a visualisation component providing overview, filter and narrowing-down functionality achieved higher
rates of successful task completion.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—User-centered design

1. Introduction

cusing on evaluation of ontology alignment algorithms and
systems. By following the improvement gains on a yearly
basis it can be observed that, despite an increasing research
effort being invested into new, more complex algorithmic
methods, the gains are tangible but diminishing.

Since the advent of semantic technologies, more and more
organisations and people share their knowledge in the form
of ontologies. Interoperability issues may arise when ontologies express the same knowledge in different ways, for
example due to the use of different terminology, divergent
points of views, or differing levels of model granularity. Ontology alignment is the process of finding mappings between
related concepts from two or more different ontologies. Incompatibilities between ontologies and the need for interoperability between the rapidly growing number of systems
using semantic technologies lead to an increased need for
ontology alignment.

Automatic ontology alignment methods may be a viable
solution in some cases, but they are likely to underperform
in scenarios where deep understanding of a specific application domain is required, large ontologies are aligned and
high quality of the computed mappings is expected [Rah11].
In order to overcome these challenges, human experts should
be adequately integrated in the alignment process [KL08]
to make use of their wide knowledge and rich experience. Semi-automatic ontology alignment systems provide
the possibility to improve on the automatic alignment techniques through the involvement of domain experts, who can
decide whether an automatically computed mapping is correct or not.

There have been a variety of algorithmic solutions proposed for automatic alignment based on different approaches, beginning from simple string matching, over linguistic methods, reasoning, machine learning techniques, to
specialised techniques such as similarity flooding. For more
details on various algorithmic methods for ontology alignment see [ELBB∗ 04], [ES07] and [GS08]. To compare the
performance of different methods, the Ontology Alignment
Evaluation Initiative [OAE11] organises a yearly event fo-

However, domain experts are rarely knowledgeable in semantic technologies and thus require easy to use tools to perform this kind of tasks. Visual methods provide means for
exploration and analysis of large amounts of complex infor-
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HOMER [UGM07], PROMPT [NM03], AlViz [LS06],
which provides a combination of trees and graph views,
and [dSDdMR06] which uses hyperbolic geometry to reduce
clutter.

mation by making use of the powerful human visual capabilities [TC05]. Use of visualisation to support ontology alignment has been discussed and advocated by several authors,
such as in [LSR∗ 08]. In [GSK∗ 10] a survey of visual ontology alignment systems is given and compared to a list of
requirements collected from various user studies, concluding
that no system currently fulfils all requirements.

The treemap [Shn91] is a visual representation providing
an overview of hierarchical structures, where nodes are represented as nested rectangles. The size and colour of each
rectangle encode properties of the corresponding class, such
as the number of leaves and the amount of found mappings. COGZ [FS07, FBG09] includes treemaps to provide
an overview of the class taxonomy and usees colours to show
which regions contain many or few mappings.

In this paper we present the "Semantic Mediation Tool"
(SMT), a semi-automatic visual ontology alignment system
using algorithmic methods to compute an initial set of mapping suggestions, which are then reviewed by experts using a
visual user interface. The focus of the presented work is twofold: i) design of the user interface with the goal of fulfilling
all user requirements, and ii) evaluation of performance of
visualisation for semi-automatic ontology alignment tasks.

Our survey [GSK∗ 10] summarises the findings of user
studies, such as [FNS06, FNS07], into a list of requirements
for interactive ontology alignment tools (see Section 5 for
details). Subsequently, these requirements were compared to
the available visual ontology alignment systems and it was
concluded that no current system fulfils all requirements. As
a consequence we proposed a visual interface which was designed by following the recommendations and requirements
compiled in the survey.

This paper is structured into eight sections. Section 2
gives a short overview of visual ontology alignment tools,
Section 3 provides an architectural overview of our system,
and Section 4 outlines the algorithms we used for ontology alignment. Section 5 introduces the list of user requirements and presents the visual interface of our tool. Section 6
describes the investigation procedure we used to find out
whether use of visualisation is suitable for performing selected tasks. Evaluation results are reported and discussed
in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 sums up the results of our
evaluation and discusses future work.

In [KSG∗ 11] a very brief overview of an early version
of the resulting "Semantic Mediation Tool" (SMT) was presented, but no details were disclosed and no evaluation results were presented. SMT uses an information landscape
visualisation to provide an overview of concepts from both
ontologies and employs graph visualisation components for
showing details. The springScape system [EBJ06] uses an
information landscape for visualizing multiple data sources
(ontologies) in the context of microarray and contextual
bioinformatic data. However, springScape does not address
ontology alignment. Also, in contrast to SMT, the employed
layout algorithm does not scale well and may produce different results over subsequent runs for the same data set (reproducibility problem). The remainder of this paper gives a
detailed description of our system and provides results of the
performed user evaluation.

2. Related Work
In visually supported, semi-automatic ontology alignment
systems the involvement of humans necessitates an easy to
use user interface, where visual components are used to support overview, pattern recognition and navigation functionality. In our previous work [GSK∗ 10] we compiled a survey of
semi-automatic, visually supported ontology alignment systems. The majority of available systems can be subdivided
into three main categories depending on the visual paradigm
employed by the user interface: i) interfaces based on linked
tree widgets, ii) interfaces based on graph visualisation, and
iii) treemap-based interfaces. In the following we give an
brief overview of existing visual ontology alignment systems
grouped into these three categories.

3. Architecture
SMT is conceived as a server-client system implemented
in Java. Alignment algorithms are executed on the server
and are implemented as so-called Matcher components. Currently two matcher implementations exist, a linguistic and a
statistical Matcher (see Section 4 for algorithm details), but
due to a standardised Matcher API additional alignment algorithms can be easily added to the system. Matchers have
access to ontologies to be aligned through an API which encapsulates triple stores (currently Jena [CDD∗ 02] and AllgroGraph [W3C09] engines are supported). When a pair of
ontologies is aligned, the list of concept mappings computed
by a Matcher is stored under a user-specified name in the
Mediation Repository and can be retrieved and reviewed by
the user at a later time. Additionally, a full-text search index and visualisation geometry data (see Subsection 4.2) are

Interfaces based on linked trees use the standard tree
widget to present the class hierarchy of the two ontologies, with both trees being placed next to each other. Mappings are shown as lines or curves connecting concepts in
different trees, such as the AgreementMaker [CSMB07],
COMA++ [ADMR05] and COGZ [FS07, FBG09]. The interface of PROMPT [NM03] is similar, however it shows
mappings in a table instead of connecting the trees.
Since ontologies are graph structures, graph-based visualisations are a natural fit for visualising ontologies. Tools
using graph visualisation methods to represent ontology
nodes and generated mappings include Optima [KD08],
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Know-Center’s KnowMiner knowledge discovery framework [KSM∗ 09]. The algorithm consists of three steps: concept vectorisation, concept clustering, and mapping finding.
In the first step every concept is converted into one or more
feature vectors using following information: i) concept label,
ii) concept description (if available), iii) neighbouring concept labels, and iv) relationships connecting to neighbours.
Additionally, WordNet is used to extend the label information with synonyms (as well as hypernyms and hyponyms,
if desired). In this way up to four different vector spaces are
spawned which are used to compute the cosine similarities
between concept pairs. It should be noted that, besides concept labels and descriptions, structural information (i.e. relationships and neighbours) and linguistic information (i.e.
label synonyms) also contribute to the similarity. A compound similarity value over all spaces allows for adjusting
the weight of each space. Currently the weights are fixed, but
in a future version of the algorithm they could be automatically adjusted depending on the specifics of the ontologies
to be aligned.

generated and stored in the Mediation Repository together
with the list of concept mappings.
The client implements a visual user interface which connects to the server and displays the data stored in the Mediation Repository. The user can review the computed concept
mappings and use the visualisations to explore the concept
space and the generated mappings. The user interface consists of the following main components:
• Mapping table: a table component for displaying the suggested mappings.
• Ontology browsers: two graph visualisation components
for exploring concept properties and navigating in the ontologies.
• Information landscape: a visualisation providing an
overview of the entire concept space, supporting narrowing down to regions of interest.
• Ontology trees: two tree components displaying the class
hierarchies and concepts of the aligned ontology pair.
A coordinated multiple view framework works behind the
scenes to synchronise the different views and ensure that
user actions, such as selection or filtering, performed in one
component are adequately reflected in other components.

Once concept vectors are available, the concepts from
both ontologies are clustered using a scalable hierarchical
clustering algorithm [MSG10] running in O(N ∗ log(N))
time and space, N being the total number of concepts. The
algorithm creates a balanced hierarchy of clusters by recursively applying a modified x-means [PM00] clustering
method. As a result, similar concepts will be gathered in the
same clusters, even when they originate from different ontologies. To avoid comparing all concept pairs when finding
mappings, which would lead to a quadratic execution time,
mappings are found by inspecting only pairs of concepts
assigned to the same cluster (or sub-cluster). By choosing
sub-clusters deeper in the hierarchy in such a way that the
number of concepts within the branch is smaller than a fixed
threshold C  N, the number of comparisons performed for
each concept is O(C) (i.e. constant) resulting in the running
time of the mapping-finding step being linear with the total
number of concepts N.

4. Algorithms
This section describes the two ontology alignment algorithms used in our system, a linguistic method and a unsupervised learning-based method. The algorithms employed in
the second method are also being used for computing the geometry for the information landscape visualisation. It should
be noted that, since the focus of this paper is on visualisation,
an into-depth description and evaluation of the algorithms is
not included.
4.1. Linguistic Method
This method uses an external taxonomy to measure the semantic distance between the two concepts based on the
name of the concept. In this case, we are using the WordNet [Uni10] taxonomy, but the algorithm can be adapted to
use any taxonomy. The Wu-Palmer measure [WP94] is used
for calculating the similarity values of the mappings. Using
this measure, similar concepts (members of the same WordNet synset) would have a score of 1. Concepts that share the
same parent will have a score slightly below 1, while concepts that share the same grandparent will have a lower similarity. The distance between the common ancestor and the
root of the taxonomy is also taken into account, so that siblings higher up in the tree (more general) will have a lower
similarity compared to the more specific ones near the bottom of the tree.

The hierarchy produced by the clustering algorithm is also
used for computing the similarity layout (i.e. a layout where
similar objects are placed spatially close to each other) and
the geometry needed for the information landscape visualisation. The hierarchy computation of the 2D similarity layout and cluster area subdivision are performed by a scalable
projection algorithm having the same O(N ∗ log(N)) time
and space complexity as the clusterer [MSG10]. The algorithm proceeds recursively along the cluster hierarchy: First,
the top-level clusters are positioned using a force-directed
placement method [FR91] producing a layout where similar clusters are placed close to each other. Then, each cluster is assigned a polygonal area using Voronoi area subdivision [Aur91]. The method proceeds recursively by positioning sub-clusters within their parent cluster’s area and
then assigning Voronoi areas to the sub-clusters. Recursion
stops when the bottom of the hierarchy, i.e. the concepts, are

4.2. Unsupervised Learning-based Method
The second alignment method is a machine learningbased approach utilising algorithms implemented in the
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is described in the rest of this section, fulfils all requirements
listed above.

reached and positioned. Scalability of the algorithm is due to
the fact that at each hierarchy level the number of direct children of a cluster has a strict upper limit, which is guaranteed
by the clustering algorithm. As a results, the force-directed
placement method, which is known to compute good similarity layouts but scales poorly, is only applied on small data
chunks (consisting of, for example, 20 elements) on which it
operates very quickly.

Using an information landscape visualisation in the context of ontology alignment is a novel concept, which needs to
be evaluated (see Section 6). In order to compare the information landscape with the standard tree widgets which are
typically used in comparable tools, we included the possibility of displaying and navigating ontology class hierarchies
using a pair of trees (shown in Fig. 2). These ontology trees
address the same requirements as the information landscape.

5. Visual User Interface
As already mentioned in Section 2, the design of our system is based on the summary of user requirements for interactive alignment tools provided in [GSK∗ 10]. The requirements are as follows:

5.1. Mapping Table
The mapping table (top-left in Fig. 1) displays mappings discovered by the alignment algorithms. Table columns show
the name of the mapped concepts (with coloured icons encoding ontology membership), a similarity score between 0
and 1, a status column (suggested, accepted, rejected), and a
reviewer column (initially empty). By default, mappings are
sorted by their estimated similarity (confidence), but sorting
by any other column is possible. Initially all mappings are in
suggested state. The user can review the mappings, change
their status to accepted or rejected (using buttons in the tool
bar), add a comment, and save the performed changes. Navigation in the table takes place by paging in groups of 10,
20 or 50. Filtering of concepts and mappings is possible depending on the mapping state (drop-down list in the tool bar)
and by navigation and selection in the information landscape
(see next subsection). Concepts and mappings not fulfilling
the filter criterion are removed from the mapping table. Additionally, backed by a built-in retrieval subsystem, our tool
supports searching as well as fast highlighting and filtering
based on full-text and Boolean queries. To optimise the reviewing, various keyboard shortcuts are provided together
with a single-click function for accepting the selected concept pair and rejecting all other mappings containing one of
the concepts.

1) Presentation of automatically generated mapping suggestions including an estimated confidence for each mapping.
2) Exploration and navigation of ontologies providing details on every concept.
3) Overview of the concept space and the alignment results.
4) Capability to narrow down to the area of interest.
5) Filtering based on features of concepts and mappings.
6) Confirming, rejecting and editing of automatically generated mappings.
7) Collaboration via commenting, tagging, annotating etc.
8) Ability to partition the reviewing task into chunks
assignable to team members.
9) Saving and loading of user’s changes.
Visual techniques appear particularly useful for addressing
Requirements 2, 3 and 4, while Requirements 5, 6 and 8
can also benefit from visualisation methods. Therefore we
designed a visual user interface, shown in Fig. 1, providing
support for the above requirements. The two aligned ontologies in this example are the mouse anatomy ontology (red),
and the human anatomy ontology (green), both provided
by the Ontology Alignment Initiative [OAE11]. The colour
used for each ontology is configurable to support users with
red-green colour blindness. The user interface consists of the
following main components: a table of mappings (up-left)
addressing Requirements 1, 6 and 7, two ontology browsers
(on right) addressing Requirement 2 and supporting Requirement 6, and an information landscape (in the centre) addressing Requirements 3 and 4 and supporting Requirement
5 and 8. Requirement 5 is fully supported by a search facility (upper-right corner). Requirement 8 is supported by the
capability to select a subset of the mappings, typically using
the information landscape (see Subsection 5.2), and assigning it as a task to an (expert-)user (second button from the
right in the tool bar), who will be able to review and modify
only the assigned mappings. Monitoring of task progress is
also possible (rightmost button in the tool bar). Finally, saving and loading of user changes (button in the upper left corner of the tool bar) is also provided satisfying Requirement
9. Therefore, in contrast to other visual ontology alignment
systems (see Section 2), the proposed user interface, which

5.2. Information Landscape
In the centre of Fig. 1 the information landscape visualisation [SKM∗ 09] can be seen showing an overview of all
concepts from the two ontologies. An information landscape is a visualisation paradigm based on a geographic map
metaphor, which conveys relatedness in the data through
spatial proximity in the visualisation. Concepts are shown
as dots with colours encoding ontology membership and
spatial proximity between the dots encoding similarity between the concepts. By selecting a mapping in the table,
the corresponding pair of concepts will be highlighted in the
landscape. As related concepts from different ontologies are
grouped together by the similarity layout algorithm, identification of regions rich with mapping candidates becomes
easily possible: Identifying promising alignment candidates
is as simple as finding dense regions containing dots in different colours, while regions dominated by one colour are
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Figure 1: Semantic Mediation Tool user interface.

likely to contain no mappings (for example in the bottomright corner of the landscape).

ing areas with agglomerations of similar items. To highlight
the areas being reviewed by the user and separate them visually from areas which are currently not in the focus of interest, we have modified this concept so that only selected
concepts, i.e. those for which mappings are currently shown
in the mapping table, will contribute to the height of the hills.

The landscape organises concepts from the two ontologies
into a hierarchy of clusters which are represented as nested
polygonal areas. Just like the concepts, cluster areas are also
positioned in such a way that similar clusters are placed spatially close together. Each cluster is labelled by several keywords which were extracted as highest weight features from
the underlying concept vectors. Labelled cluster areas are
useful when aligning large ontologies, because the user can
efficiently narrow down to the area of interest: Moving the
mouse cursor over the keywords shows the area covered by
the cluster (see "artery, vein, bone" cluster in Fig. 1). The
user can navigate deeper in the cluster hierarchy by choosing a suitable cluster and clicking on its keywords, which
reveals its sub-clusters. Alternatively, free navigation using
zooming (mouse wheel) and panning (mouse drag) is also
supported. Once the user has narrowed down to the area of
interest, lasso- and/or cluster-selection can be used to select
a particular group of concepts (highlighted in Fig. 1). On selection, the mapping table is updated to show only mappings
containing the selected concepts.

The capability provided by the landscape to explore, narrow down and filter is crucial when the number of concepts
and mappings is large, enabling the user to identify and focus only on relevant portions of the concept space. Note that,
as users may be accustomed to navigating hierarchies using
a tree widget, providing an additional tree view showing the
cluster hierarchy (on the left from the landscape) proved to
be beneficial to the users [GKS∗ 04].
5.3. Ontology Browser
When deciding whether to accept or reject a mapping the
user might need additional information on the corresponding
pair of concepts. This information is provided visually by a
pair of ontology browsers (on right in Fig. 1). When a pair
of concepts is selected in the mapping table, each concept,
together with the triples containing the concept, will be displayed in the corresponding ontology browser. Literals are
shown with a gray ’information’ icon, while predicates are

In a classical information landscape hills will arise where
the density of visualised items is large, visually emphasis-
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displayed as links with the name of the predicate labelling
the link.

multiple inheritance in the class hierarchy and flattening of
the ontology graph structure into a tree structure, concepts
will be occurring multiple times in different sub-trees. We
expect nodes occurring multiple times in different sub-trees
to be counterintuitive for users, which might lead to slower
interaction with the ontology trees, for example due to increased necessity for scrolling. Thus, our first hypothesis for
the user evaluation, which focuses on navigational tasks involving exploration and navigation to a particular concept,
is as follows:
H1 Users perform equally well with both representations in
navigational tasks.
Information landscapes have been shown to be a useful
representation for getting an overview of large data sets and
narrowing down to the area of interest [SKM∗ 09]. Thus, our
second hypothesis for the user evaluation was the following:
H2 Users perform better with the information landscape in
tasks involving narrowing-down and filtering.
During the evaluation we further wanted to find out users’
preferences and collect general user feedback to the proposed tool.

Figure 2: Trees showing ontology class hierarchies.

5.4. Ontology Trees

6.1. Design

As an alternative to the landscape view, SMT provides a
pair of tree views for navigation in the class hierarchies of
both ontologies (see Fig. 2). Note that, while the hierarchy in
the landscape view is calculated by the clustering algorithm,
the ontology class hierarchies are typically man-made. The
root element of each tree contains the name of the ontology. Besides the name of the concept, each concept label
contains the number of sub-concepts in its sub-tree (#C)
and the number of mappings for itself and its sub-concepts
(#M). Narrowing down and filtering of the mappings is supported through navigation and selection. By selecting a concept (Fig. 2: "blood vessel", highlighted in red) the mapping
table is updated to show only mappings containing the selected concept or its sub-concepts. Also, when a user selects
a mapping in the mapping table, the trees will expand and the
concepts will be highlighted (grey background). Note that
due to multiple inheritance in the class hierarchy and flattening of the graph structure, it is likely that multiple branches
in each tree will be expanded.

We used a within-subject design with the independent variable being the visual representation of the concept space
with two different levels: information landscape and ontology trees. We measured task completion times and task completion success rates. Task completion time is measured as
the time the user required from reading the task until the
completion of the task or until the timeout for the task was
reached. A task is counted as successfully solved if the desired result was achieved within the maximum time limit.
The time limit was identified with three pilot-user tests and
was set to one minute for the easy (first four) tasks and five
minutes for the complex (last four) tasks.
6.2. Procedure
Figure 3 gives an overview of the evaluation procedure. Every participant was given an introduction to ontologies and
to the goals of ontology alignment. Then, the participants
were asked to fill out a demographic questionnaire. After
that participants were introduced to the application and had
the possibility to try it out and ask questions. Then each participant performed 8 tasks, where the last 4 tasks were performed twice, once with the information landscape and once
with the ontology trees. The first four tasks were designed
to be simple with the purpose to familiarise the participants
with the terminology and the problem of ontology alignment. These initial four tasks, which were only performed
using the mapping table, are as follows: T1) finding the total number of mappings, T2) identifying concepts for a first

6. User Evaluation
We performed a user evaluation of the SMT to find out how
our visual tool performs for tasks relevant to ontology alignment. In this evaluation we focused on comparing the usability of two visual representations of the concept space: the information landscape and the ontology trees. Since tree views
are standard components in most operating systems, users
will certainly be very familiar with them. However, due to
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Landscape

user 1
Intro
user 2

Tasks
T1-T4

Tasks T5-T8
Ontology Tree

Tasks T5-T8

...

Ontology Tree

Tasks T5-T8
Landscape

Q

Tasks T5-T8

...

Figure 3: User evaluation procedure: After a general Introduction (I), all users performed tasks T1-T4. Tasks T5-T8 were
performed twice by all users, once using the information landscape and once with the ontology trees. The sequence of the visual
representations was altered for subsequent users (I O - introduction to the Ontology Trees, I L - introduction to information
landscape). Finally, users filled out a questionnaire (Q).

mapping, T3) confirming the highest-, and T4) rejecting the
lowest-confidence mapping for a given concept.

alignment results and the similarity layout used by the landscape would be more in accord, since they were generated
based on the same cluster hierarchy. The alignment algorithm generated 36.665 mapping suggestions, with multiple
suggestions per concept enabled and the similarity threshold
set to a low value in order to achieve a high recall.

Each of the next four tasks were performed once with the
information landscape and once with the ontology trees. The
sequence of the test conditions was altered with each participant. Before beginning with the tasks the respective visual
representation (information landscape or ontology trees) and
available interaction mechanisms were explained in detail.
The user had the possibility to try the interaction mechanisms and ask questions. Each user started testing with exactly the same state of the system for each task. Tasks T5-T8
were defined as follows:

As already mentioned, the cluster hierarchy shown in
the information landscape is generated automatically based
only on concept similarities. In contrast to that, the tree
view displays the inherent hierarchical structure of an ontology by using the existing subClassOf relation and UNDEFINED_part_of restriction.

T5 Guided navigation to a concept and mapping counting,
T6 Non-guided navigation and mapping review,
T7 Overview, narrowing-down and elimination of nonrelevant mapping subsets,
T8 Narrowing-down and selection of a relevant mapping
subset.

6.4. Participants and Environment
For the user evaluation we managed to recruit 15 volunteers,
13 males and 2 females. The age of the participants ranged
from 24 to 40 years, with an average of 30.5 years. All participants were experienced computer users. One third (5) of
the participants had little or no experience with ontologies
and two thirds (10) were familiar or very familiar with ontologies. The participants were tested in a calm environment
without noise distractions. The task was performed on a Dell
Latitude e650 notebook running Windows XP Professional.
The notebook was equipped with an Intel Core Duo 2.26
GHz, 3 GB RAM, a USB mouse and an external keyboard.
An external 22 inch display with a resolution of 1680 x 1050
pixels was used.

Tasks T5 and T6 were designed to test hypothesis H1 (navigability), while tasks T7 and T8 were designed to test hypothesis H2 (narrowing-down and filtering). After performing the tasks the participants filled out a questionnaire. The
questionnaire contained questions about how the participants perceived the interaction with the mapping table, the
information landscape and the ontology trees in terms of intuitiveness and ease of use. We used a 5-point Likert scale
for these questions. Further, the participants stated which visual representation they preferred for tasks T5 to T8. The
questionnaire also contained a comments section about what
the participants particularly liked and disliked, and what they
think should be improved.

7. Results of User Evaluation
In this section we present and discuss the results of time
measurements, the questionnaire answers, and collected user
suggestions.

6.3. Test Material
For evaluating the SMT we used two standard ontologies from the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative [OAE11], namely the human ontology consisting
of 2744 concepts and mouse ontology containing 3304
concepts. For evaluation we used only the unsupervised
learning-based alignment algorithm, the reason being that

7.1. Measured Performance
Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of the task
completion times for tasks T5 to T8. We omit results for
tasks T1 to T4, because the goal for those tasks was primarily
to make participants familiar with the application. Only 12
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out of 15 participants were able to complete task T7 within
the given time limit, the results in Table 1 were calculated
by omitting these users from the calculation for this task.
We tested on equal means with Wilcoxon rank sum test for
unpaired samples. The null hypothesis for the test was that
the means are equal, we set α = .05. We found a statistical
difference (α = 0.05) between the two conditions for task
T5, T6, and T8. We found a statistical difference for task T7,
which means users performed slower using the landscape in
this task. However, all users were able to solve this task using
the landscape within the given time limit. In contrast, 20%
of the users were not able to solve this task at all using the
ontology trees.

1

Completion time [sec]
L
OT

Success rate [%]
L
OT

T5
T6
T7
T8

61 ± 37
95 ± 37
179 ± 73
105 ± 57

100
100
100
100

47 ± 15
89 ± 33
98 ± 55 1
112 ± 50

Intuitiveness
Ease-of-use

Landscape

Ontology Trees

4.1 ± 0.8
4.2 ± 0.6

3.8 ± 1.1
3.3 ± 0.9

Table 2: User ratings for intuitiveness and ease-of-use of the
landscape and the ontology trees on a fife point scale where
one is the best and fife the worst value. Showing mean and
standard deviation. Better (smaller) values are marked bold.
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the three participants who did not complete the task were omitted

Table 1: Comparing task completion times for tasks T5 to
T8 for landscape (L) and ontology trees (OT). Showing mean
and standard deviation. Statistically significant differences
are marked bold.

Figure 4: User voting: Preferred visual representation for
tasks relevant to visual ontology alignment.
easier to use than the information landscape. However, Figure 4 shows a split picture. On the one hand, participants
preferred the ontology trees for navigation and finding single
concepts. On the other hand, for selecting relevant subsets of
ontologies and getting an overview over the concept space,
the landscape was the participants’ representation of choice.

We further were interested, if participants being slower
using one visual representation are also slower using the
other one. Thus, for Task T5 - T8 we calculated Pearson’s
correlation coefficient ρ between the completion time participants achieved with the ontology trees and the completion
time participants achieved using the landscape. The correlations ranged from 0.11 (T7) to 0.53 (T6). Given the limited
amount of samples we conclude that there is no correlation
between completion times using the different interfaces.

Summing up, we found out, that participants found the
ontology trees more intuitive, easier to use and better suited
for navigation tasks, but clearly preferred the landscape for
overview and subset selection.

Summing up, on our user sample we found no difference
in user performance between the information landscape and
the ontology trees for navigational tasks (H1). Users performed not better with the information landscape in tasks involving narrowing-down and filtering (H2), users were able
to solve all tasks with the information landscape, but not
with the ontology trees.

7.3. Qualitative Evaluation of the Questionnaire
Here we give a report on comments provided by test users
including positive and negative feedback as well as suggestions for improvement. Due to the large number of comments, we provide insights into the overall distribution of
comments and give a summary of the most common issues.
A detailed discussion would be outside the scope of this paper and will be provided in a future report. All 15 participants provided at least one comment. The comments could
be grouped into five categories which are listed in Table 3.
Some of the comments addressed multiple categories and/or
multiple visual components. For the following analysis we
counted such comments once for each addressed category or
component, resulting in 86 comments in total. We evaluated
the type of the comments, identifying each comment either
as being positive, being negative or being a suggestion. Figure 5 gives an overview of the number of comments, their
categories and their types for each component.

7.2. Quantitative Evaluation of the Questionnaire
As mentioned before, each participant filled out a questionnaire after executing the test tasks. We report which visual
representation users preferred for which task and how they
perceived the interaction with the representation.
Table 2 summarises how participants perceived the visual
representations, and Figure 4 shows which one was preferred
by the participants for which task. As can be seen in the table, participants found the ontology trees more intuitive and
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Category

Description

Features
Filtering
Navigation
Visual Appearance
Technical Issues

Requests for new features, suggestions for improving existing ones
Comments on filtering mappings in the mapping table
Comments on navigation in ontology trees and landscape
Comments about look and feel of different components of the application
Comments about the technical issues, such as response times or click accuracy
Table 3: Categories of participants’ comments.

8. Conclusion

Majority of the comments (27) were about navigation,
most of them (12) being about navigation in the ontology
trees. Distribution of positive and negative comments on
navigation in ontology trees was equal, negative comments
arising mostly due to multiple branches being expanded on
concept selection in the mapping table. Navigation comments for the landscape (7) are slightly on the negative side
(3 positive vs. 4 negative), with negative comments addressing loss of context when zooming and technical issues concerning the mouse interaction. Comments on navigation in
the mapping table was predominantly negative (2 positive
vs. 4 negative comments), mostly due to complexity arising
from the combination of sorting, paging and selection.

We presented a semi-automatic visual system for ontology
alignment, in which algorithmic methods are used to compute an initial set of mapping suggestions, which are then
reviewed by experts using a visual user interface. In a user
evaluation we compared the two visual key components, the
information landscape and ontology trees, for tasks relevant
to visual ontology alignment.
We found no difference in task completion times between
the landscape and the ontology trees for navigational tasks.
However, landscape appears to be slightly slower, but the
results are not statistically significant on the tested user sample. However, the information landscape is better suited for
narrowing down, filtering and selection in terms of task
completion success rate. On the basis of the comments to
the questionnaire users preferred the landscape for overview
tasks. However, users would prefer the ontology trees for
navigational tasks, but as indicated by user comments this
might change if users were provided a better training for the
unfamiliar landscape interface.

In terms of components, the landscape occurred in most
comments (32), about 25% of the comments covering its visual appearance. The visual appearance of the information
landscape received strongly positive comments (7 positive
vs. 3 negative comments). In total, the landscape (ratio positive to negative comments: 13/11) was perceived more positively than ontology trees (ratio positive to negative comments: 3/7).
14

Concerning our future work, in the short term we will be
fixing a number of minor but annoying technical and usability issues, especially those affecting the landscape visualisation. We will also address the most pressing feature requests
for improving mapping selection and navigation. In the following, we plan to focus on evaluation and tuning of the
alignment algorithms. As a challenging goal for the future,
we envision a system where user feedback provided in visual form will be utilised to adapt the model, improve the
algorithm performance, and show the adapted results within
a short (possibly near real-time) time interval. Finally, after having compared our visual tool against a common treebased interface, we will compare SMT performance to other
visual ontology alignment systems, such as those mentioned
in Section 2.
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Figure 5: Positive (pos), negative comments (neg) and suggestions (sug) by component and category. OT - Ontology
Trees, L - Landscape, MT - Mapping Table, OB - Ontology
Browser, S - Search.
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Summing up, the user rated the landscape more positively
than ontology trees, but requested improvements in navigation and fixes for mouse interactions.
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Abstract
Many visualization tools allow the implementation of custom (non-standard) visualizations, but they differ in
approach. The approaches vary from imperative to declarative programming. Moreover, some tools provide environments that assist designers in implementing visualizations. Which approach supports designers best in implementing custom visualizations? What is lacking? To answer these questions, we compared the approaches of
four recent visualization tools that support custom visualizations using an example. Further, we evaluated the
approaches using the framework of the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations (CDs). Our findings favour notations
that use declarative rather than imperative programming, and environments that allow exploration rather than
dialogue-dependant ones.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: Performance evaluation (efficiency and effectiveness)—H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Evaluation/methodology—

1. Introduction

sible to designers? What is lacking? To answer these questions, we selected four recent visualization tools: Prefuse,
Improvise, Protovis, and Uvis. We investigated the tool approaches, and compared the solutions of the tools to a custom visualization. Furthermore, we used the framework of
the Cognitive Dimensions of Notations (CDs) [Gre89], a
framework for evaluating a notional system and the environments it is manipulated in, to evaluate the tools and identify
areas that need improvement.

Charting tools (e.g. MS Excel) support standard visualizations such as line charts, bar charts, etc. Designers only need
to select data, and choose their visualizations based on predefined templates. However, custom visualizations are tailored to a specific need, and cannot be built like standard
visualizations. Further, designers might not be exactly sure
about what the desired visualization should look like. They
need to explore various avenues to implement the visualization. It is a trial and error approach.

Our findings are in favour of notations that use declarative programming rather than imperative programming, and
environments that support exploration rather than restrictive
dialogue-dependant ones.

A visualization tool allows the user to set up a graphical presentation of data. Many visualization tools allow the
implementation of custom visualizations, but they vary in
approach. For instance, some tools [Fek04, HCL05] provide modules (e.g. visual objects, layout mechanisms) that
can be used with traditional programming languages. Other
tools [BH09] provide declarative domain specific languages
that can combine visual objects, and define their properties
to show data. Moreover, some tools [KPX13] provide development environments that use cognitive artefacts such as interface builder, direct manipulation, etc. to enhance designers’ cognitive ability and ease the process of visualization
design.

2. Related Work
A common approach to evaluating visualization tools is to
conduct an experiment or an evaluation study that evaluates
how well several tools support tasks . Examples can be found
at [Byr99,SEH00,PGB02]. This approach provides some insight about the usability of the evaluated tools, but it is taskspecific.
Broad evaluations of visualization tools exist. For instance, a recent study was carried out to evaluate how visualizations are constructed from a user perspective [PL12].
While this approach is insightful, it does not give details

How do the existing approaches support custom visualizations? To what extent are the approaches sufficiently acces-
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Figure 1: A custom x-y graph based on table HighReading

object properties to data, a mechanism that supports complex arrangement of visual objects, and an environment that
helps designers implement visual mappings. We compare the
selected tools according to these four elements. Table 1 provides a summary for the comparison.

about the specifics (e.g. functionality, utility, etc.) of the
tools. Another recent study compared the visualization and
analysis functionalities, and environments of various visualization tools. However, little critique was given about the
usability of the tools [HC12]. The authors of Protovis evaluated the accessibility (the effort required to create or modify
a visualization) of Protovis [BH09], Flare [Fla], and Processing [Pro] using a subset of dimensions from the CDs framework [BH09]. The evaluation was brief, but it shed some
light on a few aspects of the tools.

We compare the selected tools using a custom x-y graph
(Figure 1). The example shows high readings of temperature
in a given city. The readings are taken from 1 June 2011 to
1 October 2011. The dots represent the readings, and so far
it looks like a conventional chart. However, we want to customize the colour of the dots. If the dot is showing the highest temperature, it is black. Otherwise, if the dot is showing a temperature greater than 25, it is red. The rest of the
dots are orange. Although the example is simple, it was selected because it can be made with the selected tools without
advanced knowledge. Further, it does not favour any of the
tools.

3. Evaluation Settings
3.1. Selection of Visualization Tools
We selected four visualization tools for evaluation: Prefuse
[HCL05], Improvise [Wea04] , Protovis [BH09], and Uvis
[LKP∗ 13, KPL12, KL12]. We selected the tools based on
support for custom visualizations, how recent they are,
whether they are general-purpose, and difference of approaches.

We use the CDs framework to evaluate the tool support
for custom visualizations. To effectively use the framework,
we need to understand the nature of the task of implementing a custom visualization, and which cognitive dimensions
are important to look at. The task qualifies as an exploratory
task since it is a combination of incrementation (adding information without altering the structure) and modification
(changing the existing structure possibly without adding new
content), and the desired end might not be known in advance [GB98]. The cognitive dimensions that are important
to look at when designing or evaluating tool support for exploratory tasks are: abstractions, hidden dependencies, premature commitment, progressive evaluation, viscosity, visibility, and juxtaposability [GB98]. Based on that, we selected the aforementioned dimensions for the evaluation.

All the selected tools support the creation of custom visualizations, have been developed in the last decade, and are
general-purpose. Also the tools have different approaches to
visualization creation. We only selected a representative tool
from tools similar in approach or cognitive artefacts. For instance, we excluded Flare [Fla] since it adapted its design
from Prefuse. Likewise, we excluded D3 [BOH11] as it borrows a lot of its concepts (e.g. helper functions) from Protovis.
Since they do not have direct cognitive support for visualization creation, we excluded programming languages,
Graphics API’s and GUI development systems such as Processing [Pro], Java2D, and Piccolo [BGM04].
3.2. Design

Ideally, systems that support exploratory tasks (e.g. implementing a custom visualization) should have low viscosity,
few hidden dependencies, few premature commitments, few
abstractions, and high visibility and juxtaposability [GB98].
We use this as a criterion for evaluating how well the tools
support custom visualizations.

We introduce the selected visualization tools, and the support they provide for visual mappings [CMS99]. Visual mapping is a key to visualization expressiveness and effectiveness [SJ07]. It requires four essential elements: visual objects that show data graphically, a mechanism to bind visual
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Prefuse

Visual objects

Environment

N/A

Improvise

Protovis

Uvis

(Protoviewer)

(Uvis Environment)

• WYSIWYG
• Selection

• WYSIWYG
• Selection

•
•
•
•

Mark (Dot,
Wedge, etc.)

Primitive

Java Shape (Ellipse,
etc.)

Glyph (Rectangle,
Oval, etc.)

Specialized

Graph, TreeMap, etc.

BarChart,
MatrixView, etc.

• Class (Action)

• Expression (Pro-

Binding
visual
properties to data

jections)

Bar,

N/A

• Expression
(Anonymous

WYSIWYG
Direct manipulation
Error highlighting
Inspector

Ellipse, Triangle, Box,
etc.
TimeScale, Spiral, etc.

• Expression (Formulas)

Functions)

Complex layout

• Visual objects (e.g.
Tree Map.)
• Layout class (e.g. force
directed.)

• Visual
objects
(e.g. Tree, Graph,
etc.)

• Layout property
(e.g. tree map,

• Visual objects (e.g.
tree map, TreeNode.)

force directed.)

Table 1: A summary of the selected tool approaches

4. Approaches

visual objects orange (line 8). It sets the FILLCOLOR (background colour) of all visual objects to orange. However, the
redColor variable makes objects that conform to a condition red (line 9). The condition is specified by a predicate
that checks if the temperature fields are greater than 25. This
predicate is specified at line 6. The actions are attached with
the visualization object (lines 11-15).

4.1. Prefuse
Prefuse is a visualization toolkit suited for advanced visualizations (e.g. tree maps, sunburst, etc.). It provides modules
(e.g. functions, layout classes, etc.) suited for various visualization tasks. To create visualizations, the designer writes
Java code that uses the modules.
Prefuse provides primitive geometric visual objects (e.g.
rectangles, ellipses, etc.) and specialized visual objects that
are suited for specific visualizations such as trees and graphs.
Prefuse provides many Action subclasses that bind visual
properties to data. The designer can use specialized objects
or a Layout subclass to accomplish complex arrangement of
visual objects.

The axes are positioned using a RenderFactory class
(lines 17-20), and tick marks of the axes are generated using
an AxisLabelLayout class (lines 21-24). The tick marks
are associated with their corresponding axes (line 25).
Finally, ellipses are chosen as visual objects to represent
the temperature readings, and associated with the axes defined previously (lines 26-28).

Example: Figure 2 shows the specifications of a custom
x-y graph with Prefuse. First, a visualization object is created and bound to data (lines 1-3). Prefuse uses an AxisLayout abstraction that supports plots (lines 4 and 5). The
to-be-visualized fields are passed in the AxisLayout constructor.

Summary: There are many abstractions that designers
have to know and create (e.g. AxisLayout, RenderFactory). The separation of actions from the visualizations, predicates, and their properties can facilitate the management of code and allow reuse, but might increase the gap
between the problem and the solution (Norman’s gulf of execution [Nor86]). A designer might be wondering "which
visual object or property does this action relate to?".

Actions bind visual properties to data (lines 8-10). There
are many types of actions. For instance, ColorAction can
make a colour property (e.g. border colour or background
colour) show data. The orangeColor variable makes all
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Figure 2: Creating a custom x-y graph with Prefuse. a) binding the visualization to data, b) defining time and numeric axes,
c) defining a conditional visual mapping, d) associating the visual mappings with the visualization, e) defining tick marks and
associating them with the axes. f) defining ellipses representing the temperature readings

Figure 3: Creating a custom x-y graph with Improvise
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Figure 4: Creating a custom x-y graph with Protovis. a) defining the visualization. b) defining the numeric (temperature) and
time scales (axes). c) defining dots and visually mapping them to temperature and date fields according to the scales

4.2. Improvise

tion from the Category combo box, and Other and
?(boolean,Color,Color). Improvise shows the result as a conditional expression tree with default colours as
results for the true and false expressions.

Improvise is a visualization system that mainly supports coordinated visualizations. It provides primitive and specialized properties whose visual properties can show data using expressions. The expressions can be conditional, logical,
mathematical, etc. Improvise provides specialized objects
that support complex layouts such as trees. Designers use
a development environment to create a visualization. They
navigate from panel to panel to accomplish visual mappings.
Each panel has a distinct purpose. For instance, one panel
shows the available visual objects and their properties. Another panel shows the variables that can be used in expressions.

Second, the designer can manipulate the conditional statement parts by clicking the tree nodes. To create a comparison condition, the designer chooses Function from the
Category combo box, and Comparison and >(...)
from the Operator combo boxes. Third, to make one of
the nodes refer to the Temperature field, the designer
clicks the node and chooses Attribute from the Category combo-box. Improvise displays the available fields,
and the designer just selects (clicks) it.

Example: To define a x-y graph, the designer chooses
Plane View 2D object from the list of visual objects. To
define visual mappings for the visual object, the designer
chooses Layer.Projection from the list of properties.
He clicks "Create" to create a new projection (visual mapping). This leads him to a new panel (Lexicon) where he
can define expressions.

Summary: In general, visual mappings rely heavily on dialogues. For instance, even a simple expression takes long to
create. The environment forces the designer to use comboboxes that have the expression elements. It is not easy to
find the expression elements. Moreover, the longer the expression, the harder it is to read.

We want to define this expression for the background
colour property.

4.3. Protovis
Protovis is a JavaScript-based visualization toolkit that uses
a declarative domain specific language that can map data into
primitive visual objects (e.g. bar, dot, etc.) and their properties. Protovis does not provide specialized objects for visualizations with complex layouts, but provides a Layout property that can arrange visual objects in various ways. Protovis

Temperature > 25 ? "red": "orange"
This expression has to be built step-by-step using
combo boxes that provide the available Expression elements (Figure 3). First, the designer creates the conditional part of the expression by choosing Func-
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can be extended with a development environment called Protoviewer [Aka11].
Example: Figure 4 shows the specifications of a custom
x-y graph with Protovis. First, a visualization object is defined (lines 1-4). Protovis uses non-visual scale classes for
creating time and numeric axes (lines 5-11). The designer
uses them to generate tick data. Rule and Label visual objects are used to draw the axes based on the tick data (lines
12-18).
Dot objects are bound to data (an array that corresponds
to the HighReading table) (lines 19-21). The Left and
Bottom properties position the Dot objects horizontally
and vertically (lines 22 and 23). The designer specified expressions for the two properties that call functions provided
by the scales that calculate the positions based on temperature and date fields. Finally, a conditional expression for the
FillStyle (background colour property) sets the colour
of dots that show the highest temperature black. Otherwise,
it sets the colour red for dots showing temperature greater
than 25 red. Otherwise, they are orange (lines 24 and 25).

Figure 5: Creating a custom x-y graph with Protovis environment (Protoviewer)

Development Environment (Protoviewer): The visualization can be built with the Protoviewer development environment (Figure 5). This has several advantages. Designers
can see the resulting visualization immediately as they are
modifying the source code. Moreover, clicking a visual object, designers can view the position values (x and y) of the
object. This can help inspecting the object.
Summary: Protovis provides non-visual scale classes that
facilitate the construction of axes. The axes are not defined
directly. Instead, primitive objects such as Label and Rule
are used for drawing the axes. This separation increases
flexibility (e.g designers might obtain a custom axis in this
way), but increases the steps of such a common task. Unlike Prefuse actions, the declarative expressions for the Dot
visual objects are not separated from the visual properties.
This increases visibility and understandability.

Figure 6: The specifications of the custom x-y graph with
Uvis

Example: Figure 6 shows the textual specification of the
custom x-y graph with Uvis and Figure 7 shows the environment where the chart was developed.

4.4. Uvis
Uvis is a visualization tool that allows creating custom visualizations based on relational data. To construct a visualization, the designer drags and drops visual objects (building blocks), binds their visual properties with data using
spreadsheet-like formulas, and the environment shows the
resulting visualization in a WYSIWYG fashion. To see properties of a visual object, the designer selects (clicks) the visual object, and the environment shows the visual properties
of the object in a property grid. To make a visual property
(e.g. Height) depend on data, the designer types a declarative spreadsheet-like expression (formula). Uvis supports
conditional, logical, and mathematical formulas. Moreover,
a formula can refer to data fields, visual properties, and functions. Uvis supports complex algorithms with specialized
objects such as tree maps.

To create the time and numeric axes, the designer dragged
HTimeScale and VNumericScale visual objects from
the toolbox and dropped them on a form. The designer
moved and resized them until they looked right. The environment sets position properties (i.e. Top, Height, etc.) accordingly. To define the range of time and numbers the scales
show, the designer typed the value of the Range property in
the property grid (lines 5 and 11 in Figure 6).
To create dots representing the temperature reading, the
designer drags and drops an Ellipse. The designer typed
formulas for the position properties (Top and Left). The
formulas call position functions provided by the scales to
calculate the positions based on temperature and date fields
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Figure 7: Uvis environment

(lines 18 and 19 in Figure 6). Finally, a conditional expression for the BackColor (background colour property) sets
the colour of ellipses (line 21 in Figure 6).
Development Environment: The environment has several advantages. Designers can drag, drop, resize visual objects (Direct manipulation), and they can see the resulting
visualization immediately as they are updating the expressions.
The inspector shows data for a bundle of visual objects.
It shows the data rows behind the visual objects (Figure 7).
Further, it shows the values of an expression and its subexpressions (Figure 8).

Figure 8: The inspector showing property Left expression
values

Summary: Unlike Prefuse, Protovis, and Improvise, Uvis
deals only with visible visual objects. Like Protovis, Uvis
uses declarative expressions that directly define the visual
properties, but there is no need to define variables, and the
sequence of specifying the expressions is free. Like Improvise, the environment shows the available visual objects, but
it allows the designers to drag, drop, and resize them (as long
as the position and size properties do not have dynamic expressions) rather than textually setting them.

5.1. Abstractions
The abstractions dimension assesses the abstractions that encapsulate implementation details and the mechanism to manage them. Although abstractions can make the specifications
shorter and sometimes fit the domain better, systems that require learning many abstractions have an abstraction barrier. Exploratory tasks do not tolerate many abstractions.
Prefuse is an example of a system that has an abstraction
barrier. For instance, there are many subtypes of Layout,
RenderFactory, and Action to learn. The abstractions
can be extended programmatically by Java programming,
but this requires in-depth knowledge of Java.

5. Cognitive Dimensions of Notations
This section evaluates how the selected tools perform in a
relevant set of cognitive dimensions. The dimensions themselves are not sufficient to make a judgement. Therefore,
we make the judgement based on what is desirable for exploratory tasks such as implementing a custom visualization.
For instance, exploratory tasks require high visibility. Hence,
tools that have high visibility rate high.

Protovis has fewer abstractions to learn than Prefuse, but
some programming abstractions (e.g. variables, anonymous
functions) are necessary to learn. Protovis abstractions can
be extended programmatically with JavaScript.
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Improvise imposes a strict sequence on how some things
are done. Constructing the expression step-by-step is an example of strict sequencing, and having to navigate from
panel to panel to carry out visual mappings is another one.

Like Prefuse, Improvise has many abstractions. For instance, there are many panels and expression parts (e.g. conditional statements, functions, etc.) and the designers need to
be aware of their meaning, and how to manipulate them, etc.
Like Prefuse, Improvise abstractions can be extended with
Java.

Uvis specifications are sequence-free. At run time, the
kernel finds out the sequence of execution. If the designer
types a formula that refers to a property that does not exist
yet, Uvis kernel flags an error, but the application still runs.

Uvis formulas resemble spreadsheet expressions, but obviously have more abstractions than spreadsheets. For instance, a Uvis formula can refer to data fields, visual properties, etc. However, Uvis has relatively few abstractions. For
instance, there are no variables and rendering objects. Uvis
does not allow defining new abstractions.

5.4. Progressive Evaluation
The progressive evaluation dimension assesses how easy it
is to evaluate and obtain feedback on an incomplete task.
Progressive evaluation is important for exploratory tasks.

5.2. Hidden Dependencies

In Prefuse, it is not easy for a designer to obtain visual
feedback of the specifications. The source code has to be run
in another setting to obtain feedback.

The hidden dependencies dimension assesses whether dependencies between entities are hidden or visible. Hidden
dependencies slow down information finding and can potentially increase the risk of error. Exploratory tasks tolerate
only a few hidden dependencies.

Improvise bridges that gap with an immediate visual feedback feature. However, the visual feedback can be overshadowed with many editing panels.

Most Prefuse abstractions have hidden dependencies. For
example, the layout action implicitly overrides a specific visual mapping of size and position properties.

Protoviewer and the Uvis environment provide a separate
design panel that is updated immediately when the specifications are changed. The Uvis environment provides similar
kinds of feedback as traditional environments such as highlighting erroneous formula parts, error, and warning lists. In
addition, the environment shows the formula values in a separate panel that is updated when the formula changes (Figure 8).

Protovis expressions can depend on variables. Such dependencies can be hard to see in textual specifications. More
advanced visualizations use layout classes that position visual items implicitly (e.g. tree maps), or some operators such
as "Parent" and "Sibling" that have hidden dependencies.
In Improvise, it is hard to derive the elements of an expression, particularly, if the expression contains variables or
other sub-expressions. These can be viewed in other panels.

5.5. Viscosity

Uvis formulas can depend on other visual properties. The
properties can have their own formulas, and so on. When
designers change an expression, it is hard to know the implications of such a change. Furthermore, more advanced visualizations such as hierarchical visualizations use operators
(e.g. Parent) that result in hidden dependencies.

The viscosity dimension assesses the cost of making small
changes. It is costly to make a small change in viscous systems. Viscosity is harmful for exploratory tasks. We consider
two types of viscosity. First, repetitive viscosity means a single goal-related change which requires many repetitive actions. Second, knock-on viscosity means a change in one part
affects other related parts.

All the surveyed tools except for Uvis do not explicitly
show which particular visual property depends on which
field. The Uvis environment shows that using the inspector
(Figure 8).

Prefuse is based on an object oriented language (Java.)
Hence, inheritance can reduce repetitive viscosity. For instance, a change can be made in a parent class rather than
all inheriting classes. Modern development environments
can help with small knock-on changes such as changing a
variable name that is used in many places (re-factoring.)
Nevertheless, changing Prefuse specifications requires indepth knowledge of the language constructs and programming concepts.

5.3. Premature Commitment
The premature commitment dimension assesses whether
there are any constraints on the order in which tasks must
be accomplished. Premature commitment is harmful for exploratory tasks.

Like Prefuse, the Protovis language has low-repetitive
viscosity since it supports inheritance for visual objects.
Moreover, Protovis allows other changes easily, for instance,
changing the visual object type. The environment (Protoviewer) does not have support for making changes.

Since the specifications are program-like, Prefuse and
Protovis impose constraints on the sequence in which visualizations are defined. For instance, if a property depends on
another, the independent one has to be defined first.
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visual object, and a list of errors. Upon selecting a visual object, Uvis shows the data behind that particular object. Further, to allow comparison, the data from other visual objects
from the same data source are shown as well. It is also possible to see the defining expressions of all properties of a
selected visual object. However, it is not possible to see expressions of two visual objects at the same time.

Designers who are experienced with Improvise might find
some things easy to change. For instance, variables that are
referred to from many expressions can be changed in one setting. Otherwise, Improvise is highly viscous. For instance,
changing some specialized visual object types (e.g. Plane
View) is not possible. In general, a change in Improvise requires navigating across panels.
Like spreadsheets, simple visualizations in Uvis have low
viscosity. However, viscosity grows with size. Uvis does not
support inheritance, but designers can add properties that
have formulas that other visual objects can refer to. In such
a case, a change is only required in the designer property.
Since Uvis formulas can refer to other formulas elsewhere,
a change in one formula might affect other dependant formulas. The Uvis environment shows errors that result from
such a change.

6. Conclusion
We summarize the findings of the comparative analysis and
the evaluation with CDs as follows.
• All the surveyed tools suffer from low juxtaposability
and high hidden dependencies with slightly different degrees.
• All the surveyed tools except for Uvis suffer from high
premature commitment and low visibility with slightly
different degrees.
• Prefuse uses a programmatic approach that relies on specialized modules. The main strength of this approach is
the breadth of visualizations it can express due to the
many modules it provides. However, there are many abstractions to learn even to construct a simple example like
a custom x-y graph. Furthermore, even with a development environment, the approach suffers from low progressive feedback.
• Improvise uses an approach that is heavily dependant on
dialogues (panels). The main strength of this approach is
that the tool provides useful visual objects tailored for
some tasks. However, the functionalities are not easy to
find. For instance, the conditional expression is buried in
a combo box item called "Other".
• Protovis uses an approach that relies on primitive visual
objects and declarative expressions. The main strength of
the approach is that the properties of the visual objects are
directly specified. No middle-ware objects (e.g. Prefuse
actions) are needed to link visual properties with expressions. However, some programming abstractions (e.g.
variables) are still needed to learn the language.
• Uvis uses an approach that relies on declarative
spreadsheet-like formulas for visual mappings, and a dedicated environment with many features (e.g. drag-drop, visual feedback, etc.). The approach has high visibility, low
premature commitment, and relatively few abstractions to
learn. However, the approach still suffers from high viscosity (especially when it is a large-sized application).

5.6. Visibility and Juxtaposability
The visibility dimension assesses the ability to view data
components easily. Juxtaposability assesses the ability to
view two similar components side by side. The two dimensions are generally discussed together due to similarity. Both
dimensions are important for exploratory tasks.
What data components would a designer want to view
when implementing a custom visualization? Many can
be considered important. Examples include the currentlydesigned visualization, the available visual objects and their
properties, the visual mappings, the available data, the visualized data, and errors. What needs to be viewed varies from
task to task and designer to designer, but a possible solution
is to give designers the ability to show or hide components.
Even if Prefuse is integrated with a development environment, only a few components can be visible in one setting.
Traditional environments show the source code, the available
visual objects, and a list of errors in one setting. However,
the designer has to view the currently-designed visualization
in another setting.
Protoviewer shows the currently-designed visualization as
well as the specifications behind it. Furthermore, designers
can view the position property values of a single selected
visual object at a time. Protoviewer does not provide support for comparing the specifications of two similar visual
objects.
Improvise shows the currently-designed visualization, but
it can be over-shadowed by the editing panels. A panel can
only show one expression at a time, and it occupies a lot
of space. This does not allow comparing many expressions.
Further, many data crucial for the task (e.g. data fields) are
buried in combo boxes.
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Abstract
Previous algorithms for multidimensional scaling, or MDS, aim for scalable performance as the number of points
to lay out increases. However, they either assume that the distance function is cheap to compute, and perform
poorly when the distance function is costly, or they leave the precise number of distances to compute as a manual
tuning parameter. We present Glint, an MDS algorithm framework that addresses both of these shortcomings.
Glint is designed to automatically minimize the total number of distances computed by progressively computing
a more and more densely sampled approximation of the distance matrix. We present instantiations of the Glint
framework on three different classes of MDS algorithms: force-directed, analytic, and gradient-based. We validate
the framework through computational benchmarks on several real-world datasets, and demonstrate substantial
performance benefits without sacrificing layout quality.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Human-centered Computing]: Visualization—
Visualization systems and tools

1. Introduction

tion. Though the different MDS algorithms compute coordinates in a wide variety of ways, in each case the computational work can be divided into two parts: distance calculation, where the inter-point distances are calculated from the
input points, and layout calculation, which reads the computed high-dimensional distances and positions the points in
the low-dimensional space.

Multidimensional Scaling, or MDS, is a method for positioning the points of a dataset into a user-specified, lowdimensional space. The technique is used when the given
description of the points is overly verbose, making visual
analysis unwieldy or algorithmic analysis intractable. Input
dataset descriptions processed by MDS come in two types:
points, where each point is described by an equal number of
spatial coordinates, or a distance matrix, where the rows
and columns of the matrix represent a nonnegative value
computed by a distance function of the two points.

The contribution of this paper is Glint, an iterative algorithm framework for automatically minimizing distance
calculation in MDS. Structurally, Glint forms an outer loop
around a modified MDS algorithm. It starts with an empty
distance matrix, densifying the matrix as the outer loop iterates, automatically terminating when the MDS layout is
stable. Glint separates the distance calculation portion of the
MDS algorithm from layout calculations and provides an automated termination procedure.

Plotting the low-dimensional MDS output enables visual
analysis of the proximity relationships between data points
that are obscured in high-dimensions. This technique is employed in psychophysics, marketing research, and unsupervised learning [BG05, Gre75, HTF09]. MDS visualizations
can be readily incorporated into other interactive applications [IMS12], providing a rich overview of the data.

The time cost of individual high-dimensional distance
calculations have a profound effect on the run time of an
MDS algorithm. Even for an efficient metric like the 10dimensional Euclidean distance function, the time spent calculating high-dimensional distances occupies almost 80%
of the algorithm run time using the Glimmer force-directed
MDS algorithm [IMO09]. Many real-world problems where
MDS is used require more costly distance functions than the

All MDS algorithms work by minimizing an objective
function quantifying the distortion of the points in the lowdimensional space relative to their original input configura-
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describes two issues concerning these distances: the existence and effect of expensive distance functions, and how
sparse the input distance matrix can be.

Euclidean case. In these more expensive cases, total distance
costs occupy more than 99% of MDS run time using the
same algorithm. Thus, an efficient MDS algorithm should
seek to minimize the total work done, minimizing the sum
of both the distance and layout work.

2.1. Expensive Distance Functions

Previous work has assumed that individual distance computations are fast to calculate and thus has not sought to automatically resolve the balance between distance and layout work. Current fast MDS algorithms that handle distance
matrices either compute many more distances than necessary [IMO09], or leave the total number of distances to compute as a tuning parameter and so do not have a fully automatic way to terminate [BP07, dST04]. The Glimmer algorithm is an example of the overcomputation shortcoming [IMO09]. It computes an iterative MDS approximation
using force-directed heuristics. The Glimmer minimization
strategy defines a cheap iteration and then iterates until convergence is detected. Within each iteration, both distance
calculations and layout calculations are done. Glimmer automatically chooses the number of distance calculations to
make before terminating, but computes more than are strictly
necessary. The Pivot MDS algorithm is an example of the
termination shortcoming [BP07]. It computes a one-step analytic MDS approximation. The MDS work is cleanly divided between distance calculation up front followed by a
single contiguous layout calculation. Pivot MDS computes
all the distances it uses up front, but does not know how
many to select.

Minimizing the total number of distances computed is especially important when the time spent computing distances
dominates the time spent computing the layout. Many realworld applications involve datasets with expensive distance
functions. Even the straightforward Euclidean distance metric can be costly if the number of dimensions is large
enough, for example in the millions. In image processing,
the Earth Mover’s Distance, or EMD, compares the similarity of color distributions between images and is useful
for ranking images for querying and nearest-neighbor-type
calculations [RTG00]. Its calculation requires solving a linear program, often a costly operation relative to the layout
calculation per point. Computational complexity is not the
only reason for distance calculation cost. Distances based
on database lookups are costly due to the relative speed of
disk I/O to memory reads. Distances that involve elicitation
of human judgement can be the most costly of all, because
the time scales of human response are so much longer than
of automatic computation. Human-elicited distances are of
interest in many domains; in a marketing example, a single
distance is derived from the averaged similarity judgements
elicited from survey takers comparing two items [LMF07];
in a psychophysics example, distances are derived from just
noticeable differences in haptic stimuli [TM08].

The above examples motivate a synthesis of the benefits
of the two algorithms, keeping the automatic termination of
algorithms like Glimmer while separating the distance work
from the layout work as in algorithms like Pivot MDS. The
goal of Glint is thus to not only compute far fewer distances
than the iterative approximation, but also to remove the tuning parameter from the analytic approximation.

In all of these cases, distance calculations can comprise
well over 99.9% of the total time to compute the MDS layout. We will show that using the Glint framework can drastically reduce the time spent computing distances without
compromising the final quality of the MDS layout.

To demonstrate the generality and robustness of the
Glint approach, our contribution includes Glint instantiations for three very different classes of MDS algorithm:
force-directed, analytic, and gradient-based. We present the
design of the Glint components for each instantiation, where
each is tailored to the requirements of the underlying MDS
algorithm. We show that these Glint instantiations drastically
reduce total run time on datasets with costly distance functions without penalizing the final layout quality.

2.2. Experimental Analysis of Sparse MDS Solutions
Spence and Domoney conducted a series of data experiments
to determine if there could be an a priori way to select an
optimal subset of distance matrix entries to compute prior
to MDS layout [SD74]. Their experiments investigated the
effect of controlling three factors pertaining to layout quality. The first two factors, the amount of noise in the distance
measurement and the number of input data points, are given
in practice. The last experimental factor they tested, which
an algorithm can indeed control in practice, is distance matrix density, or how densely sampled the approximation of
the distance matrix is compared to the full version.

2. Distances In MDS
The distances between the points in a low-dimensional MDS
solution are intended to closely model those in the highdimensional input dataset. The core premise of MDS is that
the input contains redundant information, allowing for correct output even with an incomplete set of distances as input.
Glint exploits this redundancy by iteratively constructing a
subset of distances that is as small as possible. This section

The experiments resulted in two key findings that pertain
to our work. First, only a fraction of the matrix, ranging from
20% to 60% of the distances on their example data, needed to
be computed to accurately approximate the full layout. This
finding verifies that the goal of minimizing distance computations is a reasonable one. Second, their results imply that
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3.3. Force-Directed Algorithms

there is no direct way to assess in advance exactly how many
distances need to be computed. We thus designed Glint to
run online, determining the optimal number of distances to
compute on the fly.

The Glimmer [Ing07, IMO09] algorithm and its antecedent,
by Chalmers [Cha96], are MDS approximation algorithms
that iteratively sample high-dimensional distances and proportionally nudge the layout points in the direction of the
residual distances. The movement of the points is controlled
using a dampened force-directed simulation heuristic.

3. Related Work
MDS refers to an entire family of algorithms with different
objective functions, computational complexities, and qualitative results [BG05, FC11]. The common thread is that
they all minimize objectives that are some function of the
difference between the Euclidean distances of the lowerdimensional layout coordinates and the magnitude of the
original high-dimensional dissimilarities. Here, we discuss
the four major classes of MDS algorithms in terms of their
shortcomings in handling costly distances.

While force-directed algorithms typically exhibit a rapid
convergence to a minimum, they often suffer from computing more distances than are strictly necessary. The algorithms are designed to compute high-dimensional distances prior to each force simulation time step, regardless
of whether enough distance information has already been
sampled to achieve a quality layout. This oversampling becomes especially inefficient when distances are costly. As
we show later in the paper, force-directed algorithms can
sample fewer high-dimensional distances and suffer little to
no degradation in quality.

3.1. Coordinate-Based Algorithms
MDS input can take the form of a table of coordinates
or a distance matrix. When the points are given as coordinates, the number of input dimensions m is often much
smaller than the number of points N. The PLMP [PSN10]
and LAMP [JCC∗ 11] algorithms build on this assumption to rapidly compute low-distortion layouts for very
large datasets. The profound acceleration that the algorithms
achieve is hindered when the number of dimensions equals
or exceeds the number of points, as is precisely the case
when the input format is a distance matrix. Because Glint is
designed for the distance matrix use case, coordinate-based
algorithms are not suitable as components for Glint.

3.4. Gradient Algorithms
Other MDS techniques use exact gradient information to
calculate layout coordinates. Some of these algorithms
use backtracking gradient descent on the Stress function [BSL∗ 08], while the SMACOF algorithm [dLM09]
minimizes a sequence of majorizing quadratic functions.
These techniques are more costly but the most flexible, permitting weights and missing values, while also converging
to a lower-error minimum than randomized techniques.
As shown in their application to graph drawing [GKN04,
KHKS12], gradient techniques can harness a sparsely populated distance matrix as input with good results. However,
like analytic approximation techniques such as Pivot MDS,
the precise number of distances to compute in advance to
converge to a quality minimum is left up to the practitioner.

3.2. Analytic Algorithms
The original MDS algorithm, now called Classic
MDS [Tor52], computed a one-step analytic minimum
of an objective function called Strain. The algorithm relies
on computing the full SVD of a dense N 2 matrix, and is
therefore too computationally complex to be suitable for
large datasets or problems with costly distance functions.

4. Glint Algorithm Framework
Glint is an algorithm framework: an algorithm with modular
components that are themselves algorithms. Figure 1 shows
a diagram of these three components; each corresponds to a
step in the Glint outer loop. Glint starts with an empty distance matrix and a random layout and then loops over the
following three main steps to determine a final layout. First,
in the Densify Matrix step, it selects a new subset of the distance matrix to compute with the distance matrix densification strategy DS and then updates the matrix with the computed values. In the Lay Out Points step, it updates the layout
using the new distance information as input to the MDS layout algorithm M. Finally, in the Check Convergence step, it
checks to see if the change in the objective function S is below a threshold ε. If convergence is detected, the last layout
is returned, otherwise the loop repeats.

Several scalable Classic MDS approximation algorithms
based on the Nyström approximation of the SVD have been
presented [Pla05]. For example, both Pivot MDS [BP07] and
Landmark MDS [dST04] work by having the user select a
number of “pivot” or “landmark” points. These particular
columns in the distance matrix are then computed and processed by the algorithm to map the remaining points into
low-dimensional space.
The main drawback to this strategy is the manual nature of
selecting the proper number of landmark points. The Pivot
MDS authors suggest a human-in-the-loop strategy where
the user iteratively adds landmarks until visually determining the stability of the layout. The Landmark MDS authors
propose an iterative strategy based on cross-validation, but
do not present any benchmarks for this termination criterion.

The MDS layout algorithm M takes as input a lowdimensional point configuration as the starting point and a
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Densify Matrix (DS)

Lay Out Points (M)

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for Glint, with variable definitions.
function GLINT(ε)

Check Convergence (S)

layout ← RANDOM L AYOUT
dS

while !converged do
eps

Pt+1 ← DS( Pt )
0
Dt+1
← DISTANCE( Dt0 , Pt+1 , d )

iteration

D't

D't+1

layoutt

layoutt+1

St

St+1

0
layoutt+1 ← M(Dt+1
, layoutt )
0
Snew ← S(Pt , Dt+1
, layoutt+1 )
converged ← |Sold − Snew |/Sold < ε
0
Sold ← S(Pt+1 , Dt+1
, layoutt+1 )

Glint Outer Loop

Figure 1: Diagram of Glint execution.

return layout
sparse distance matrix. To qualify for use in Glint, M must
possess three characteristics. First, it must be able to compute a layout given a distance matrix. Next, it must be able
to handle an incomplete – that is, sparse – distance matrix,
given the Glint strategy of gradual densification. Finally, M
must compute a layout from a given starting position rather
than starting from scratch each time, so that subsequent outer
loop iterations start M from a state closer to the final layout
configuration. We discuss M further in Section 5.1.

Variable
Pt
Dt0
St
d
t
ε

Controlling the density rate and pattern of the distance
matrix is the job of the densification strategy DS. Some MDS
algorithms, such as Pivot MDS and Landmark MDS are able
to compute layouts with incomplete matrices, but the precise sparsity pattern of the incomplete distance matrix may
be constrained. Because matrix sparsity pattern requirements
vary from algorithm to algorithm, we must tailor the selection of computed distances DS to the MDS algorithm M. We
discuss DS further in Section 5.2.

Description
the set of computed point pairs at iteration t
the sparse distance matrix with nonzeros
specified by Pt
scalar objective function value at iteration t
the distance function
the current Glint iteration
termination threshold

the MDS algorithm M runs to termination with the starting
point layout and the input distance matrix D0 . Glint itself
terminates when the change in the objective function S is
less than the termination threshold ε.
The objective function S takes three parameters: the sparsity pattern P that specifies the pairs of points over which we
compare high-D and low-D distances, the distance matrix
D0 from which is read the distances specified by pairs in P,
and the low-dimensional layout coordinates layout from
which we compute the low-D distances. The reason for including the pattern P as an input instead of simply summing
over the entirety of D0 is subtle, but important. Glint terminates when the objective function converges; that is, when
it stops changing between subsequent iterations. Thus, the
objective function must compare results at time t + 1 to results at time t. However, not only do the points in the layout
change between iterations, but the number of terms in the
distance function changes, because there are more nonzero
0
entries in Dt+1
than in Dt0 . To properly measure convergence, we need to compare functions with the same number
of terms. Including the same sparsity pattern in the objective
calculation ensures that we compare objective functions with
equivalent terms at each iteration, by specifying which entries of the matrix to use. Thus, in the Figure 1 pseudocode,
Snew is computed with the sparsity pattern from the previous iteration, Pt , to determine which entries to include in the
computation, while using the actual values derived from the
current layout at time t + 1.

Glint requires a cheap, monotonic objective function S in
order to measure layout convergence; it must also be tailored
to the MDS algorithm M. It should not invoke a costly full
stress function that requires computing all the high- and lowdimensional distances, which would obviate all performance
benefits of the system. We discuss S further in Section 5.3.
4.1. Glint Outer Loop
The Glint algorithm consists of a single threshold-controlled
loop, similar to algorithms like gradient descent where the
algorithm loops until the change in measured progress becomes very small. Figure 1 lists pseudocode for Glint. The
algorithm initializes with a random configuration of points
layout and then iterates through the main loop. In the main
loop, we first call the densification strategy DS. On the first
call it constructs the initial sparsity pattern Pt of the distance
matrix Dt0 , and on subsequent calls it densifies the pattern
by filling in more nonzero entries. Specifically, the sparsity
pattern Pt contains the set of nonzero indices of the Dt0 at
time t. After selecting the precise entries to change, Glint
updates the sparse distance matrix Dt0 by invoking the distance function for each pair of points contained in Pt . Next,
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5. Glint Instantiations

5.2. Component DS: Densification Strategy

A Glint instantiation substitutes implementations of three
concrete components into the abstract framework of the
Glint algorithm. We describe three Glint instantiations, one
for each of the three different MDS algorithm families described in Section 3: force-directed, analytic, and gradient.

The DS component determines which distances to compute
at each Glint iteration. For each instantiation, we follow a
strategy of adding numDists new distances per point to the
matrix D0 . By default, the numDists parameter is initially
set to dlog10 Ne.

Several of the Glint instantiations require choosing input
parameters, as discussed in detail below. Table 1 summarizes
the default value of each parameter and our method for selecting it. It also includes our analysis of the tradeoffs, with
the results for setting the parameter too small or too big.

Setting the numDists parameter to an overly small
value would result in an objective function S change that
is less than the termination threshold ε and thus an incorrect algorithm termination after the first iteration. A small
numDists is analogous to performing gradient descent
with too small a gradient step-size. To ensure numDists
is large enough, we follow a simple strategy of doubling
numDists during the first iteration until we achieve a
change in the objective function S greater than ε.

5.1. Component M: MDS Algorithm
The M component takes as input the low-dimensional input
coordinates and places them in a new configuration based on
the current distance matrix D0 as output. For the analytic instantiation we substituted the Pivot MDS algorithm [BP07]
for M, and for the gradient implementation we substituted
the SMACOF algorithm [dLM09] for M. The Pivot MDS
algorithm is used without change, but the other instantiations require algorithm parameter choices or internal modifications which we detail in the following subsections.

The distribution of new distances across the matrix D0
varies for each instantiation. We describe these distributions
on a per-instantiation basis.
5.2.1. Gradient Instantiation
The gradient instantiation DS is the simplest of the densification strategies. At each iteration, the DS uniformly samples
numDists distances per point without replacement.
5.2.2. Force-Directed Instantiation

5.1.1. Gradient-Based Instantiation

The force-directed DS is similar to the gradient instantiation, except for a single modification addressing Glimmer
point hierarchies. The Glimmer algorithm divides points into
a pyramid of levels, with the fewest points contained in the
top level and increasingly larger sets of points at lower levels [IMO09]. Sampling uniformly without replacement from
the distance matrix would often lead to the case that, at the
top level, several points will not have any distances computed between any of the other points in the top level, only
distances computed to points in lower levels. To solve this
problem, the force-directed DS samples numDists distances without replacement once for the points contained in
each level. The sampling for a given level is constrained to
be uniform over only the points contained in that level.

For the gradient-based instantiation, the SMACOF MDS algorithm has two tuning parameters: the inner termination
threshold, ε, and the maximum number of inner-loop iterations before termination, numIters. We use the same value
for ε as in the the main Glint algorithm.
We observed that the gradient of the stress function for
very sparse input matrices quickly shrinks in proximity to
a minimum. Setting numIters too large results in overoptimizing with incomplete distance information, while setting it too high leads to computing more distances than are
necessary. We select 100 as a good balance over all our
benchmarks between these two extremes.

5.2.3. Analytic Instantiation

5.1.2. Force-Directed Instantiation

Pivot MDS works by operating on a subset of complete
columns of the distance matrix. The uniform sampling of
distances per point used by the other instantiations would
violate this constraint by allowing zeros within columns. We
instead compute numDists new columns of the distance
matrix at each iteration. New columns are chosen using the
MaxMin strategy described in the Pivot MDS paper [BP07]
starting from a single column chosen uniformly at random.

In the force-directed instantiation, we substitute a modified
version of the Glimmer [Ing07,IMO09] algorithm for M. We
used the version of Glimmer that supports distance matrix
calculations in addition to handling points [Ing07]. To make
the Glimmer algorithm suitable as the M component, we
must alter the randomized sampling regime used by the algorithm. In Glimmer, sampling is uniform and unconstrained
over the entire distance matrix. Glint, however, only feeds a
sparse subset of the distance matrix D0 to M for each outer
loop iteration. To compensate, we constrain Glimmer sampling to be uniform over the given nonzeros of the sparse
distance matrix D0 .

5.3. Component S: Objective Function
Glint objective functions S are fast approximations of the
true objective functions F that are far more costly. In each of
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Parameter Name
ε
numIters
numDists
numRunsF
numRunsA
trainSize

Instantiation
all
gradient-based
all
force-directed
analytic
force-directed,
analytic

Default
0.001
100
log N
5
10
3

Selection Method
benchmark
benchmark
parameter doubling
benchmark
benchmark
benchmark

If Too Small
T:slower
Q:better
LT:faster
DT:slower
T:faster
Q:worse
LT:faster
Q:worse
LT:faster
Q:worse
T:faster
Q:worse

If Too Big
T:faster
Q:worse
LT:slower DT:faster
T:slower
Q:better
LT:slower
Q:better
LT:slower
Q:better
T:slower
Q:better

Table 1: Parameters used in Glint instantiations, their default values, how they were chosen, and the tradeoffs in setting them
too small or too big. T is total time, LT is layout time, DT is distance calculation time, and Q is layout quality.

the Glint instantiations, S fits the following template:
S(hi, lo, sel) =

this section we describe our strategy for creating a smooth S
from the noisy series of raw objective function values.

∑(i, j)∈sel(P) (lo(i, j) − hi(i, j))2
∑(i, j)∈sel(P) hi(i, j)2

A simple approach would be to filter the sequence of raw
values using a moving average. Since the noise in the signal
is white noise, with equal power across all frequencies, it
would manifest itself after filtering any bandwidth, so this
approach would not solve the problem.

Here, hi(i, j) and lo(i, j) are functions defining the high
and low-dimensional distances between points i and j. The
hi function varies from dataset to dataset, while lo is always
the Euclidean distance function. The sel function is an indexselection function that selects a subset from set of nonzero
distance matrix indices P. Intuitively, this function just measures the normalized sum of distance residuals between the
layout points and the data, but only for a small set of point
pairs instead of all pairs of points.

Fortunately, the observed noise can be modelled by a
Gaussian distribution. Stochastic processes where any subset of process samples are normally distributed are known as
Gaussian processes and can be accurately modelled by the
machinery of Gaussian process regression (GPR) [RW06].
(We confirmed normality with a Shapiro-Wilk test result of
p = 0.55 [SW65].)

Because they are stress-based techniques that minimize
distance residuals, the force-directed and gradient-based instantiations use D0i j for hi(i, j) and the low-dimensional
Euclidean distance for lo(i, j). The analytic instantiation
is strain-based, minimizing the inner-product residuals. To
measure strain, we set hi(i, j) to be the inner product of ith
and jth rows of the double-centered matrix C and set lo(i, j)
to be the inner product of the ith and jth layout coordinates.
The interested reader should refer to original Pivot MDS paper for more details on the computation of C [BP07].

In order to perform GPR we must select the forms of the
two functions that completely determine a Gaussian process,
the mean and the covariance function. The mean of the Gaussian process encodes information about the shape of the underlying process, for example whether it is linear or constant.
We chose a mean prior of zero, indicating that we have no
advance knowledge about the signal. We select the squared
exponential function, one of the most commonly chosen covariance functions [RW06], because it models smooth transitions between adjacent values of S, a behavior that matches
our expectations for the convergence curve.

For the analytic and gradient-based instantiations, the
index-selection function sel selects the entirety of the
nonzero matrix indices P. In contrast, the force-directed instantiation selects a subset of P. The precise subset of P is
the set of point indices contained in the union of per-point
random sample caches used by the Glimmer algorithm. In
the force-directed instantiation, S is equal to the sparse stress
function computed at the end of each Glimmer run [IMO09].

We can improve our smooth estimate of the mean of S by
increasing the number of samples computed at each outer
loop iteration. In the force-directed case, we compute more
samples by restarting M with the same initial layout and a
different random seed. Since the analytic case proceeds deterministically, the same technique cannot be used. To compute a set of random samples for the analytic case, for each
sample we select numDists columns uniformly at random
to leave out of P.

Each instantiation employs randomized sampling of new
distance matrix indices after each Glint iteration, as mentioned in Section 5.2. In the case of the gradient-based instantiation, this random sampling does not impart enough
random noise to the observed values of S to induce an unexpected termination. However, in the force-directed and analytic cases, we observed enough noise in the sequence of
S values that early termination was regularly observed. In

For the parameter designating the number of computed
samples per Glint iteration, there is a parameter tradeoff between the fidelity of the estimated mean, which affects the
likelihood of observing a false termination, and the speed of
algorithm. We empirically find that computing 5 runs for the
force-directed numRunsF parameter and 10 runs for the an-
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not reported [LMF07], our conservative estimate is that the
sum of the response times of the human participants took an
average of 10 seconds for each pairwise comparison. Table 2
summarizes our benchmark distance functions and costs.

alytic and numRunsA parameter yields good results over all
our benchmark datasets.
Using GPR requires initialization of the so-called process hyperparameters of the squared exponential covariance function. These include the length scale, or degree of
smoothness, and the noise level. The hyperparameters can
be efficiently learned from a small set of observations computed during the first trainSize iterations of the Glint
outer loop, by optimizing a likelihood function using conjugate gradients. We empirically find that using 3 iterations for
training yields good results over all our benchmark datasets.

d cost (sec)
0.00001
0.001
0.01
1.0
10.0

Distance Calculation
Euclidean m = 10
DB Query
Earth Mover 83 signature
Euclidean m = 4M
Human Elicited

Benchmark
molecule
concept
flickr
brdf
videogame

Table 2: The cost d of a single distance calculation for the
benchmark datasets in seconds rounded to the nearest power
of 10. Here m represents the number of dimensions of the
input data in the case of using a Euclidean distance function.

5.4. Instantiation Design Summary
Table 3 summarizes the Glint component design decisions,
emphasizing the underlying algorithm features that crosscut the three instantiations. Consideration of these features
could guide designers of future instantiations. For example,
an algorithm using the entire sparse input distance matrix,
like Pivot MDS and SMACOF, can remain unaltered for M.
Algorithms with objective functions S that are noisy, such as
Pivot MDS and Glimmer, can employ GPR smoothing.

6.2. Benchmark Speed and Quality Comparison
We validate Glint by comparing the benchmark performance
of our implementations against the previous work in terms
of speed and quality. Speed is measured in seconds to termination and quality is measured in terms of the full objective function F using the entire distance matrix D. For the
force-directed and gradient-based instantiations, F is the full
normalized stress function [BG05]. For the analytic instantiation, F is the full normalized strain function. We compute
F only for performance validation; it is never computed in
practice. All recorded values are averaged over 5 runs on an
Intel Core 2 QX6700 2.66 GHz CPU with 2 GB of memory.

6. Results
We present the results in terms of a benchmark performance
comparison and an assessment of convergence. We first describe the benchmark datasets in detail. We compare the efficiency and quality of Glint instantiations against the standard
algorithms in terms of time and stress using these benchmarks. We then discuss convergence issues and demonstrate
convergence behavior of each instantiation.

For the original approach in the force-directed and
gradient-based performance comparison, we ran the Glimmer and SMACOF algorithms, respectively, with the same ε
for these as used in Glint. For the original approach used in
the analytic performance comparison, we know of no algorithms with termination criteria. Instead, we used a humanin-the-loop Pivot MDS setup, where the first author added
numDists pivots at a time with a keystroke, and manually halted the process after visually assessing layout convergence. The Pivot MDS algorithm is unable to handle incomplete distance matrix columns, so we omit the videogame
benchmark, which possesses many missing matrix entries,
from the analytic results.

6.1. Dataset and Distance Function Description
The molecule dataset contains 661 points representing
polymer-based nanocomposites. The distance function is
cheap: it is the Euclidean distance metric where the number
of dimensions m is 10. We include this dataset as a baseline
where the Glint requirements are not met and unmodified algorithms should be employed instead. The 4000 points in the
concept dataset are biomedical terms where the distance
function to determine their co-occurrence in journal articles
requires running database queries. The Flickr dataset contains 1925 images culled from the first author’s public photo
collection, with distances computed using the Earth Mover’s
Distance (EMD) [RTG00]. The BRDF dataset is an example from the computer graphics literature, where computations involving 100 points representing images use the Euclidean distance function. The number of dimensions m is
four million [MPBM03]; this function is expensive despite
being Euclidean because of the huge number of dimensions.
The videogame dataset was created by gathering human
judgements in response to survey questions about 96 games.
While the exact timing information for the judgments was

Figure 2 and Table 4 compare the execution time and final
layout quality of Glint to the original approaches.
The speedup of the force-directed instantiation ranges
from 20 to 115 for the costly target cases, while the original Glimmer algorithm is several times faster for the cheap
baseline. The main benefit of the fully automatic analytic
Glint instantiation is the elimination of the need for manual monitoring and intervention. The Glint instantiation was
faster than Pivot MDS with a manual operator in the loop
for molecule and flickr, but slower for concept and
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Alg. Class
force-directed

M
altered sampling

gradient-based
analytic

unchanged
unchanged

DS
uniform pointwise
for each hierarchy
uniform pointwise
uniform columnwise

S
GPR smoothed stress-based across sample-cache sets
stress-based across P
GPR smoothed strain-based across P

Table 3: Glint component design summary for each MDS algorithm class.

Benchmark
Force-Dir.
molecule
concept
flickr
brdf
videogame
Analytic
molecule
concept
flickr
brdf
Gradient
molecule
concept
flickr
brdf
videogame

Glint
F

Orig.
F

Glint
Time

Orig.
Time

Speed
up

0.03
0.18
0.08
0.03
0.45

0.03
0.18
0.09
0.04
0.45

14
49
2.4K
3K
23K

4
1016
98K
304K
482K

0.2
20
40
115
20

0.35
0.93
0.48
0.078

0.42
0.94
0.59
0.233

3
96
1.2K
40K

23
63
2.9K
6K

9
0.7
2
0.2

0.01
0.18
0.06
0.008
0.16

0.03
0.18
0.04
0.005
0.13

360
0.1K
8K
4K
19K

700
113K
71M
859K
430K

1.9
880
8.8K
200
220

function F of the layout after each Glint iteration, while the
orange curve shows the value of the smoothed, fast objective
S. For those instantiations that employ GPR smoothing, we
also plot the random samples used in the regression as gray
dots. Similarly, for those instantiations that employ an iterative layout algorithm M, we plot the values of S after each
M iteration. As in the benchmark comparison, F is the full
normalized stress function for Glimmer and SMACOF, and
F is the full strain function for Pivot MDS.
The magnitude of the change in the cheap objective S approximates that of the change in costly F function. In the
case of Pivot MDS, the smoothed S series is slightly offset
from the gray random samples due to the effect of using sparsity patterns from the previous iteration. These benchmarks
validate the claim that setting ε to a given termination threshold will terminate Glint when the corresponding change in F
falls below the threshold modulo some sampling noise.
7. Conclusion

Table 4: Comparison of full objective functions, time (in seconds), and speedup between Glint instantiations and original MDS algorithms.

We have illustrated how expensive distance calculations
change the efficiency of existing MDS algorithms. Algorithms like Glimmer and SMACOF compute more distances
than are required for an existing quality of layout, while analytic algorithms require manually tuning the number of distances to compute as an input parameter. We solve both these
problems with Glint, an algorithm framework with three
components: a distance matrix densification strategy DS, an
algorithm M, and an inexpensive objective measure S. Given
these components, Glint samples distances from the distance
matrix in fixed batches, updating the low-dimensional layout
with new information until the layout quality converges. We
show how careful design of termination criteria can overcome the noise effect of random sampling on convergence.
We present and validate Glint instantiations for three separate types of previous MDS algorithms: the force-directed
Glimmer, the analytic Pivot MDS, and the gradient-based
SMACOF.

brdf. The speedup of the gradient-based Glint instantiation
is dramatic: several orders of magnitude in the target cases,
and a factor of two in the baseline case of molecule where
the distance function is cheap.
The quality values for Glint are roughly the same magnitude and variability for each benchmark in the force-directed
case. For the analytic instantiation, the quality values are
equal or better than the manual Pivot MDS method. In
the gradient case, most of the final quality values, except
molecule, are slightly worse than the standard approach
using the full distance matrix. The gradient Glint instantiation provides a speed and quality compromise between the
extremely costly but accurate full gradient approach, and the
fast but approximate force-directed Glint instantiation.

The Glint instantiations provide essentially equivalent
layout quality in all cases. The analytic instantiation was
roughly equal in time performance to Pivot PDS, with some
cases of speedup and some of slowdown; the main contribution of Glint in this situation is to remove the need for
manual monitoring and intervention. The iterative instantiations showed substantial speedups against Glimmer and
SMACOF in all of our target cases with costly distance func-

6.3. Convergence
We illustrate the convergence behavior of each Glint instantiation in Figure 3. Each log-scale plot displays two curves:
the blue curve represents the value of the full, slow objective
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Figure 2: Comparison of speed (top) and quality (bottom). In each pair, the top blue bar is the original MDS algorithm, and
the bottom orange bar is the Glint instantiations. The black lines indicate 95% standard error bars.
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Figure 3: Log-scale Glint convergence curves on each instantiation generated using the brdf dataset. The orange S curve is
derived from the noisy grey samples. S is designed to match the convergence behavior of the costly F series in blue.

tions, ranging from 20 to 115 with the force-directed Glint
instantiation and from 200 to 8800 with the gradient-based
Glint instantiation.

Glint reduces the time and cost of analyzing distance-based
datasets with MDS, opening the door for practitioners to apply MDS to problems with expensive distance functions at
an entirely new scale.

The Glint framework uses modified versions of existing
algorithms to more efficiently compute low-dimensional layouts on problems with costly distance functions. Glint reduces the total time spent computing distance information
by automatically selecting a reduced number of distance matrix entries to compute based on monitoring layout quality.
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Abstract
Time series data is an important data type in many different application scenarios. Consequently, there are a great
variety of approaches for analyzing time series data. Within these approaches different strategies for cleaning, segmenting, representing, normalizing, comparing, and aggregating time series data can be found. When combining
these operations, the time series analysis preprocessing workflow has many degrees of freedom. To define an appropriate preprocessing pipeline, the knowledge of experts coming from the application domain has to be included into
the design process. Unfortunately, these experts often cannot estimate the effects of the chosen preprocessing algorithms and their parameterizations on the time series. We introduce a system for the visual-interactive exploitation
of the preprocessing parameter space. In contrast to ‘black box’-driven approaches designed by computer scientists based on the requirements of domain experts, our system allows these experts to visual-interactively compose
time series preprocessing pipelines by themselves. Visual support is provided to choose the right order and parameterization of the preprocessing steps. We demonstrate the usability of our approach with a case study from the
digital library domain, in which time-oriented scientific research data has to be preprocessed to realize a visual
search and analysis application.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):
Generation—Line and curve generation

1. Introduction

I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image

tify and communicate on errors in their respective domain.
We assume that the visualization of the process and the data
can be the medium for this communication. As soon as the
pipeline is set up and tested, the preprocessing is applied as
an automated process. If it is not known whether the data
matches the requirements of the analysis, it certainly is not
advisable to apply an automated preprocess as a ‘black-box’
operation to see what happens. An interactive adjustment
of the pipeline can be used to learn about the characteristic properties of the data, to check the requirements and to
test the effects of suitable operations and their parameters.

Large time series repositories are built up in many scientific disciplines like climate research, genomics research or
high-energy physics. Many of these repositories are commonly shared by researchers to search for new findings. In
virtually all cases raw time series have to be prepared for
effective retrieval as well as for effective exploratory analysis. Data preprocessing is necessary whenever the data does
not match the requirements of the following analytical tasks
and methods. For example, an algorithm for time series clustering may require uniformly sampled data; another analysis
algorithm may not be able to deal with missing values etc.
Typically, preprocessing is a combination of different operations arranged in a pipeline.

Kandel et al. [KHP∗ 11] coined the term ‘data wrangling’
to describe scencarios of this type. They state that the process has to be visible and audible to domain experts to identify and correct potential errors or invalid assumptions. (Domain experts needed to search errors). The coupled interactive visualization of data and process - including all datafixing efforts - is required to enable domain experts to control the process. Following their recommendation, our work

The outset of our work is that a user is given an analytical
task and a large repository of time series data. The preprocessing task is shared by two user roles: The data mining expert is responsible to choose and modify the operations for
the pipeline. The domain expert is responsible to define the
criteria for useful data. Both experts are responsible to iden-
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Figure 1: Preprocessing pipeline creator: a visual-interactive time series preprocessing system. Effects of the Piecewise Approximate Aggregation (PAA) descriptor [KCPM00] are shown in the detail view (4). Statistics are shown in the statistics view
(5).
tightly integrates data diagnostics and data transformation
capabilities.

one parameter. Most operations can be combined freely,
making the task to search for a suitable, if not optimal, solution as complex as the analysis itself.

To succeed in her tasks the user must overcome a number
of challenges:

The contribution of our work is as follows:

The first challenge to the design is to trade-off a compact representation with a faithful representation. A compact
representation improves the performance of the analysis on
large repositories by eliminating irrelevant parts of the data.
It is up to the domain expert to define ‘relevance’. Hence,
the expert must stay aware if and how a preprocessing step
affects the outcome of the analysis.

Firstly, we present a system for the interactive design and
control of a time series preprocessing pipeline. It provides
user support for the composition of preprocessing operations
like data cleaning, data reduction an others. These operations
can be chosen from a toolkit and arranged freely to define
the pipeline. The effects of the preprocessing can be investigated by a visualization of the time series for every step of
the pipeline. The approach is designed for expert users and
non-expert users alike. In particular, the user is not required
to do programming or scripting. The design of the pipeline
can be monitored by time series visualizations, showing the
effects of every module applied to representative time series. The resulting preprocessing transforms single raw time
series into one or multiple descriptors each, depending on
the requirements of the following analysis. Since our focus
is on the refinement of single time series data, any metadata
attached to a raw time series is kept with the corresponding descriptors for further reference. Analytical operations
including an aggregation of multiple time series (like clus-

The second challenge is not to ‘overfit’ the pipeline. On
the one hand, visual inspection and testing is not feasible for
a large repository. On the other hand, designing the pipeline
using a single series does not always generalize and some
important properties of other series might not be processed
correctly. Instead the user is required to select a few time series to control and test the design. To increase the robustness
of the preprocessing, this selection should at least approximate the diversity of the repository.
The third challenge is the size of the design space. For a
typical operation like sampling a number of different methods are available. In turn, most of these methods have at least
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Data normalization solves problems with comparing data
of different scales or translations. Normalization is essential for natural and subjectively correct similarity calculations [KK03, WL05, GAIM00]. Normalization can have local or global effects, depending on the position within the
time series pipeline when applied.

tering, merging of time series etc.) is not considered part of
the preprocessing here.
Secondly, the user is supported in the selection of appropriate parameters for every module. An optimal choice of
a preprocessing setup actually requires a search in a multiparameter space. While the user can only change one parameter at a time, we aid her choice by generating an ensemble of alternative parameter values. Alternative results
are shown in the time series. An inspection of the alternative
effects leaves visual hints for potential optimization.

Data sampling is an important method to reduce the
amount of data. Data sampling can be defined as a subcategory of data reduction, surveys also describing data reduction in general are given in [Fu11, KK03, WL05]. Data
percentage sampling, date-sensitive methods or variants that
imply value-specific properties are applied [GAIM00,Fu11].

Thirdly, representative candidates of input time series are
suggested to design and test the preprocessing pipeline. At
the start of the preprocessing, reliable similarity measures
are not available for analysis. Instead we estimate the time
series variability by statistical properties. Candidates are
suggested for user selection which cover most of this variability to establish the boundaries for the design.

Data segmentation is applied on time series, since in many
indexing, classification and clustering approaches, only subsequences are considered [Fu11, KK03]. Segmentation approaches for patterns with equal length [GAIM00] and unequal length [KCHP01] exist.

We illustrate the use of our system in collaboration with
researchers setting up a digital library for scientific climate
data. We selected two tasks with two different preprocessing requirements. For each of these tasks we show how the
pipeline is implemented after diagnosing the time series and
how adaptions are made to meet the requirements.

Time series descriptors are compact representations of
time series raw data, that preserve the relevant information [DTS∗ 08,KK03,LKLC03,Fu11]. Approaches with high
compression rates which simultaneously preserve most of
the information have been presented. However, distorting
the shape of the time series creates problems if compression
rates are too high [Fu11], which is also called the trade-off
between compression and fidelity [KCHP01].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of existing techniques and toolkits for time series
preprocessing. In Section 3 we describe the core of our work,
the editor for the preprocessing pipeline including the toolkit
and views to try and test methods and parameters. We apply
our toolkit to a scientific repository of climate data. In Section 4 we show the design of the preprocessing pipelines for
two scenarios posing two different requirements for the analysis and preprocessing of this data. Section 5 summarizes the
contribution of our paper.

Similarity measure selection is highly domain- and
application-specific process and therefore a challenging task
[DTS∗ 08, KK03, WL05, GAIM00]. In many time series applications, the used similarity measures are predefined.
2.2. Visual Analytics Workflows
For the visual analysis of data in general, a great variety
of approaches has been presented to date. We refer to the
book Visualization of Time-Oriented Data [AMST11] for a
survey about relevant visualization and visual analysis techniques for time series data. Even though data analysts firstly
spent large parts of their time on data cleaning and other
preprocessing tasks before actual data analysis tools are executable [KCH∗ 03], comparatively little research advances
have been made in how interactive visualization can advance
data preprocessing [KHP∗ 11]. We identify works that relate
to research on visual-interactive data preprocessing.

2. Related Work
In the field of time series analysis, a diversity of analytical tasks exists. Current approaches differ by the targeted user group, the application domain and the analysis goal [AMST11]. For that reason alone the degrees of
freedom in time series preprocessing are comprehensive
[DTS∗ 08,WL05], not only in the choice of methods but also
for setting required input parameters [KLR04]. Moreover,
many sources of data problems and varying levels of data
quality [KHP∗ 11] exacerbate the complexity of time series
preprocessing tasks. We review both time series preprocessing techniques and data preprocessing workflows.

Regarding multidimensional data in general, several approaches for visual-interactive analysis exist. For example, an assisted descriptor selection approach based on visual comparative data analysis can be found in [BvLBS11].
In [SS04], the exploratory analysis of multidimensional
datasets is supported by a rank-by-feature prism. The user
can detect interesting features by choosing statistical ranking
criterions (e.g. normality of the distribution) and manually
select relevant features in 1D and 2D visualizations. Pretorius et al. [PBCR11] present a technique that supports users

2.1. Time Series Preprocessing, Descriptors and
Distance Measures
Data cleaning is important to ensure data quality [KCH∗ 03,
KHP∗ 11]. Prominent challenges are missing value handling,
noise and outlier detection [CBK09] (cf. Figure 3) and
avoiding non-equidistant representations [WL05].
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Figure 2: The time series preprocessing workflow. In the raw data space the user can create a number of operations with the
toolkit. A descriptor transforms the raw data into the feature space, the basis for subsequent time series analysis approaches.
in visually analyzing relationships between the input parameter space and the corresponding output in the field of image
analysis. In [IMI∗ 10], a system for visual-interactive dimensional analysis and reduction is introduced. The user can
combine a series of analysis steps, change parameters, and
get direct visual feedback of the intermediate results. Predefined workflows consisting of several analysis steps can be
stored and reused in later analysis processes. These systems
guide the users in the analysis of multidimensional data via
workflows. However, non of them focus on the specific characteristic of time series data in particular.

presents the idea and the additional value of this work. Each
of the following Subsections deals with one contribution, as
mentioned in the introduction: user support for the definition of preprocessing scenarios, guidance for the parameter
selection for individual preprocessing routines, and supporting the selection of representative testing data.
3.1. A Visual-Interactive Pipeline
We derive three insights from our review of the related work.
First of all, we assert that a large number of algorithms for
time series preprocessing has been established. However,
visual-interactive representations of time series preprocessing operations are scarce, [KCHP01] may serve as an exception. In addition, although visual analysis of time series as
such is a popular topic of research [AMST11], hardly any
visual-interactive time series preprocessing applications are
proposed. In fact, most approaches use preprocessing as a
‘black-box’-approach. Finally, we observe that visual preprocessing of other data has become popular, combining algorithmic power with human capability of detecting patterns
and steering the preprocessing process [IMI∗ 10, BvLBS11].

An example for the visual-interactive analysis of time
series data is realized with the ChronoLenses interface
[ZCPB11]. The system focuses on the visual exploration
of time series by enabling the user with real-time transformation of selected time series intervals, and pairwise comparison of different time series. However, the authors use
cleaned time series data. Therefore, preprocessing in general and the guidance towards appropriate parameter settings is not the focus of their approach. Further approaches
for visual-interactive time series analysis are presented in
[HDKS05], where importance-driven layouts guide the users
in finding interesting time series, and [SSW∗ 12], where the
user can compare different parameter setups for the detection
of local interest points. In [SBVLK09], clustering of time
series trajectory data is performed with enhanced visualinteractive monitoring and controlling functionality.

We introduce a visual-interactive system for the generation of time series preprocessing pipelines, the conceptual
workflow is shown in Figure 2. In the following, we call the
preprocessing pipeline a time series scenario. We choose a
generalizable approach for time series preprocessing. Beginning with the selection of raw data a variety of preprocessing
operations can be added to the pipeline and (re-)arranged
in arbitrary order. For most scenarios, however, the goal is
a compact representation of the time series [KK03], commonly called a descriptor. For the definition of a descriptor,
the pipeline may include a transformation of the raw data
to a feature space, the outcome is a so called feature vector. For example, the Discrete Fourier Transformation may
be applied to transform the time series into the signal space.

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any
technique that focuses on both the visual-interactive definition of an analysis workflow and the user-guidance in setting
appropriate parameters for time series preprocessing.
3. Visual Analytics for Time Series Preprocessing
In this section, we introduce our approach for visualinteractive time series preprocessing. Subsection 3.1
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can be set when the module is added or afterwards by clicking the edit button. By selecting a module, the preprocessing
pipeline is executed on a chosen time series up to this stage.
Re-ordering of the pipeline is possible by dragging modules
to other positions. Load and Save buttons at the lower right
of the system enable to re-edit and branch scenarios at a later
time. Since the optional normalization step in the scenario
does not require parameters, a radio button-like glyph is used
for the representation. Straight forward, the user can select
the favored normalization variant with a single click.

After an optional normalization step, a distance measure is
defined to complete the time series scenario.
We aim to make the different operations as exchangeable
and compatible as possible. Hence, the data model of our input time series consists of a list of so-called time-value pairs,
each containing a time stamp and a corresponding value.
This data model is able to represent virtually all possible
characteristics of time series data like non-equidistant time
stamps or missing values. Attached attributes like ‘location
on earth’ (meta data) are kept with the produced feature vectors for the subsequent analysis task. Some preprocessing
routines split one raw data into many (e.g. segmentation to
patterns), which then also holds for the corresponding meta
data. Additional qualitative results produced by preprocessing routines (e.g. compression rate) are adhered as additional
meta data and displayed in the statistics view (5) (cf. Section
3.2). As a consequence of this generalizable approach, our
system is not limited to a single time series input format. It
only takes the effort of implementing an interpreter interface
to make new data sources accessible.

The raw data selection view (3) is divided in two lists of
used and unused raw data represented as bars. The bar size
corresponds to raw data values according to a user-definable
statistical property (the median in case of Figure 1). The gray
value displays the degree of dissimilarity of unused raw data
(upper list) in contrast to the ones already visualized. Raw
data with black color hold maximum dissimilarity and thus
are mostly recommended to visualize. Section 3.4 further describes how this user guidance is algorithmically provided.
In the detail view (4) the user can trace the execution by
inspecting intermediate preprocessing results of the time series visualized as a line chart. The detail view provides direct
feedback on the initial raw data (upper), the last (middle),
and the current state of the preprocessed time series (bottom). Section 3.3 describes how the detail view supports the
user in setting appropriate preprocessing parameters.

Our intended users are data mining and machine learning experts, but also domain experts with the need to process time series data. Thus, we argue that typically users either have little data domain knowledge or are no experts in
scripting interfaces. The visual-interactive approach, combined with user support is aimed to open time series preprocessing workflows for broad user groups. During the selection of preprocessing routines, preview visualizations simplify the selection process. The visualization of alternative
parameters helps to discover the impact of distinct degrees
of freedom in the time series.

In the statistics view (5) statistical information about the
selected time series raw data and the preprocessed data is
provided to the user. Every change of the statistical information resulting from a preprocessing operation is highlighted
in red. By showing this additional meta data, the user can
immediately track the effects of the preprocessing.

3.2. System and Views

The proposed workflow is straight forward. The input data
is provided in the raw data selection view (3). The user selects the time series to be observed during the analysis. A set
of preprocessing modules can be added from the preprocessing toolbox (1) to the workflow view (2), parameter changes,
module re-ordering and result-storing is possible at any time.
By selecting a module, the user can observe respective modifications on the time series in the detail view (4). Additional
statistical information can be monitored at the statistics view
(5). After finalizing the scenario by defining a normalization
and a suitable similarity measure the preprocessing pipeline
completely configured. The scenario is ready for an execution on all time series coming from the current data source,
or another data source at a later data. The system supports
loading and remodeling of saved scenarios, which enables
building branches of preprocessing pipelines.

The graphical user interface of our approach consists of
five components (see Figure 1). The preprocessing modules
needed for the design of the pipeline are provided to the user
in a preprocessing toolbox (1). The available tools are structured into 6 classes of operations listed below. For each class
we implemented a number of alternative approaches.
•
•
•
•
•
•

data cleaning (e.g. missing values, moving average, etc.)
data reduction (e.g. sampling methods)
data normalization (e.g. min-max normalization)
data segmentation (e.g. subsequence and pattern def.)
descriptors (e.g. PAA, DTW, DFT, PIP, etc.)
similarity measure (e.g. Euclidean distance, etc.)

The workflow view (2) is the visual representation of the
preprocessing pipeline. All modules that possess user adaptive parameters are displayed as rounded rectangles. A module can be added by drag-and-drop from the preprocessing
toolbox. Each module glyph contains the name and an external hyperlink for additional information (top), the description and parameter setting (middle), as well as the operation class and an edit button (bottom). Parameter changes

3.3. User-support for Parameter Setting
Section 3.2 described how preprocessing modules are arranged to an entire time series scenario. In the following,
we give details about the parameterization of a single module, which is a problem in itself. Each preprocessing module
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Figure 3: Emphasizing noisy data by subtracting a moving average. Fine-tuning to a 32 minute moving average interval turns
out to be a satisfactory parameterization. The trade off between fidelity and generalizability is accomplished.
in the system provides ensembles of n alternative parameter values, as appropriate, whereupon n is a user parameter.
The time series arising from alternative parameterizations
are visualized as line chart bundle in the detail view. Figure
3 demonstrates parameterizations of a NoiseKeeper module,
alternatively to the examples in the application section. The
current parameterization of the particular preprocessing routine is always displayed in black. Curve progressions based
on other parameterizations are displayed with bipolar color
value from blue to brown. Color brightness is used to illustrate the divergence of each alternative parameterization
compared to the current, where darker values are more similar. A colored legend for each parameterization is given at
the right of the time series visualization window. In addition,
the middle part of the detail view (cf. Figure 1) compares the
current time series to the result of the previous preprocessing
module (gray) and the upper chart provides a comparison to
the raw input data (gray).

series preprocessing pipeline based on a small subset of visualized input data. Hence, guidance is needed. To help the
user in selecting appropriate time series samples, the system
uses a statistics model that estimates the dissimilarity of unused raw data in contrast to the ones already visualized. We
define three requirements for the statistical model:
1. Robustness to low quality raw time series data; no preprocessing before the calculation of the statistical model
2. Value and shape-based raw data discrimination
3. Low redundancy between the model features
We use a combined model based on (a) two statistical
properties that concern the values of a distinct time series
(median, and standard deviation) and (b) three properties
that originate from the decomposition of time series (trend,
periodicity, and noise). This 5-dimensional feature set is extracted from each input time series, and min-max normalized, afterwards. We recommend to weight each dimension
equally in the first iteration of the analysis. The calculation
of the Euclidean distance between all used and all unused
time series feature sets represented by numerical vectors,
produces a single value for each unused time series: the dissimilarity. This property is used for coloring (white is similar
and black is unsimilar), to guide the user. The raw data selection view (3) in Figure 1 illustrates our concept.

We provide two ways for the selection of alternative parameterizations. The user can manually edit the parameterization in the preprocessing pipeline by hand as described
in Section 3.2, or choose one of the alternative parameterizations by clicking on the colored legend in the time series visualization window. The number of alternative parameterizations can also be adapted by clicking the ‘plus’ and
‘minus’ button at the upper right of the window. Thus the
interval of the covered parameter space is also adapted. Incrementing the number n of alternative parameter values (by
a larger and a smaller one) increases the parameter interval
by the current parameter value times 2 power n.

This similarity concept is independent of the preprocessing operations of the system and of similarity measure chosen at the end of the preprocessing. We are using these
parameter-free statistical features to ‘boot-strap’ the analysis, if no prior knowledge allows for a systematic selection
of representatives. After studying hundreds of different input time series, we came to the conclusion that values and
shapes are well discriminated with our model. If, however,
new insights suggest a refinement of the representative set,
the user may change the propery weighting or freely chose
an entirely different representative as well.

3.4. Guided Selection of Representative Time Series
We tackle the problem of selecting representatives from a
pool of thousands of previously unknown input data. Since
scenarios are built to process all raw data, the user needs a
method to verify the ‘generalizability’ of the produced time
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Figure 4: A 30 minute moving average routine reduces noise too insufficient. For a better result we chose a 1 hour parameterization that smooths the curve yet without too much averaging.
4. Application

ical units include atmospheric pressure, relative air humidity, temperature and a variety of radiation-based measurements like short-wave downward radiation and long-wave
upward radiation. The data is archived, published and distributed by the open access library PANGAEA, a data repository operated by the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) for Polar and Marine Research in Bremerhaven, Germany. Most of
the data is freely available and can be used by domain researchers and interested users to validate hypotheses in earth
observations, e.g. regarding climate change.

In our case study, we apply our system to tasks coming from
the Digital Library domain. In the field of digital libraries,
scientific research data is considered valuable because research data possibly yields information that has not been
discovered yet. It is also challenging because of the size, the
heterogeneity and the many degrees of freedom of research
data (cf. Section 2.1).
The project VisInfo [BBF∗ 11] aims at providing visual search functionality for archived time-oriented research
data. In this project it turned out, that domain specialists,
librarians, and computer scientists have different time series similarity notions. This complicates the definition of
content-based queries for visual search operations in time
series data. In a time-intensive case study, we included the
researchers and librarians in the definition of preprocessing
scenarios for (A) search and clustering (cf. Section 4.2), and
(B) compact representations for visualization (cf. Section
4.3). The lack of a system for comprehensive illustration and
execution of time series preprocessing impeded the process
of defining these final scenarios at the start of the project. In
order to provide domain experts with a tool for defining their
own time series scenarios with direct visual feedback of its
data transformation steps we designed this system.

For our use cases, we choose a data subset from the
BSRN data pool [BK12], including 6813 files of monthly
measurements originating from 55 BSRN stations on earth.
The number of incorporated measurements rises above
500.000.000 data points. Together with the meta data the
disc space of the input data is above 20 gigabytes. Thus, data
compression will be an important objective in both use cases.
4.2. Use Case A: Extracting Features for Search and
Clustering of Time Series Data
Our first use case deals with the extraction of feature vectors
from time series data. Assembled in an index structure, the
features are used to support fast content-based search and
clustering functionality in a web portal for time-oriented research data. Since the user can sketch a time series curve as a
query for visual search (or use an example curve), we need to
specify a similarity measure for comparing time series data.
This similarity has to reflect the similarity notion of climate
researchers - the system should find time series that the researcher would expect to. Knowledge of domain expert users
has to be included in the time series preprocessing process.

4.1. Dataset
We focus on time-oriented scientific research data, gathered in the scope of the Baseline Surface Radiation Network
(BSRN) [ODF∗ 98]. The aim of BSRN is to detect important
changes in the earth’s radiation field which may be related
to climate changes. Thus, up to 100 parameters based on
radiation and meteorological characteristics are collected at
BSRN stations all over the world, recorded up to a temporal
resolution of one measurement per minute. Common phys-

Over a period of two years, we defined a preprocessing
pipeline for this purpose within a case study. In the following, we describe a workflow for the creation of time series
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different preprocessing scenarios. Scenario (b) is additionally normalized with a MinMaxNormalization to receive relative temperature curve patterns, while scenario (a) contains
absolute values without normalization. Finally we define the
EuclideanDistance as our similarity measure, since this is a
common way for the earth observation scientists to compare
their measurements.

scenarios that can be executed within minutes. Here, the pronoun ‘we’ indicates the cooperation with the domain experts.
We describe the preprocessing workflow for temperature
measurements. This data is imported as the raw data source
in the pipeline. Next, the statistical information about the
raw data is calculated and visualized in the raw data selection
view. The measurements differ in a range of values between
-70◦ C and 50◦ C. The missing value ratio for most raw data
is below 10%, the dominating quantization of the measurements is one minute. Most time series have periodic curve
progressions with a daily duration, the scientists call this the
‘diurnal variation’. We use the raw data selection view and
define a test set of raw data with great variabilities regarding
median, standard deviation, degree of noise, and periodicity.

We save our preprocessing scenarios. Thus, we are able to
modify our preprocessing pipeline if changes in the requirements arise in future.
We assess the outcome of our time series scenario. With
this pipeline we achieve a reduction of memory space of
more than 98%. The computation of similarities between
time series is accelerated considerably. Overall the search results of our prototypical time series search application were
judged as very promising by the domain researchers. However, a full evaluation of the preprocessing system and the
time series search application is still future work.

We clean the input data to provide a consistent data quality. The MissingValueRemover is added to the pipeline and
missing values are deleted from the time series. With the
TimeStampSorter and the IdenticalTimeStampMerger, two
mandatory routines are established. Since we want to define
similarity depending on the overall shape of time series, outliers and local noise can be neglected. We select a MovingAverageCalculator to address this task, the results can be
seen in Figure 4. By visual comparison we find out that a 30minute kernel parameterization is too small to reduce noise
sufficiently. Hence, we choose a 1-hour interval. The data is
now cleaned for subsequent preprocessing steps.

4.3. Use Case B: Extracting Features for Visual
Representation of Time Series Data
Our second use case deals with the visual representation of
large amounts of time series raw data for a web application.
A compact representation of each time series has to be stored
in a database for quick access. The goal is to optimize the
compression of the raw data for minimal memory consumption and quick data transfer. At the same time the important
features of the curve progressions have to be preserved for
the web visualization. The knowledge of domain experts is
crucial for the extraction of representations, since they can
define the important visual features to be preserved for a representative line chart visualization.

We follow the advice of the domain experts and normalize the time series with a specific TrueLocalTimeNormalizer.
This method ensures that measurements from all over the
globe become comparable, since the time axis is synchronized with the respective time zone. We register that natural
periodicities in earth observation mainly have the duration of
days and years. We apply the TimeSeriesSegmentation routine on our monthly data to receive daily time series patterns, all starting at midnight. Daily patterns with too large
gaps compromise the similarity notion. We remove patterns
with empty fragments longer than 4 hours with the UnderSampledDataRemover. Afterwards, an additional LinearInterpolation routine ensures a sampling rate of at least 1 hour.

This use case was developed in the project together with
a domain expert from the AWI and the librarians who will
host the web application in future. We reconstruct and refine
the workflow as follows.
We choose the solar-dependent short-wave downward radiation (SWD) measurements as our data source. Again, the
statistical information about the raw data is calculated and
visualized in the raw data selection view. In contrast to the
first use case the range of values is different. It spans from 0
W/m2 (at night - no radiation) to approximately 1500 W/m2
in desert-like environments. The standard deviation and the
degree of noise is larger than in temperature curves, which
constitutes an additional difficulty for the time series preprocessing pipeline to be designed. SWD measurements contain
a variety of spikes, caused by changing terms of cloudiness.
This effect (and its geographic dependency) is important,
e.g. for photovoltaic power generation. A popular search scenario is the identification of so-called clear-sky conditions,
when the sky is free of any clouds. In this case, a curve progression is nearly sine-like as it simply follows the solar altitude. However, our scenario also has to preserve the fidelity

As a next step we define a descriptor that represents the
original time series with respect to the similarity notion of
a climate researcher. We choose the PAA descriptor with a
quantization of 1 hour as it can be seen in Figure 1. This parameterization is chosen since on the one hand the researcher
affirms a sufficient fidelity to the original data and on the
other hand the descriptor exhibits a strong compression of
60:1. A higher compression is not feasible, because of too
inaccurate results (see the brown line-charts in Figure 1).
Since our domain expert wants to compare (a) absolute
values of the measurements (differences between high and
low temperatures) and (b) the shape (the slope of the daily
temperature curve progressions not depending on absolute
values), we decide to branch our pipeline and provide two
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control of preprocessing methods used for time series analysis. It allows to compose a pipeline of individual operations drawn from an extensible toolkit. Different steps of
the pipeline can be arranged in a very flexible way, because
of a common underlying data structure. The composition is
guided by a series of line-charts showing intermediate results
and statistics. A user learns about the characteristic properties of the data, and how these properties are changed by every step of the pipeline. Many unwanted effects can be pinpointed to a specific operation or parameter. In addition the
system provides visual cues for the defensible improvement
of parameter settings and the selection of testing data. By exposing the preprocessing and its effects in a visual way, the
confidence of the experts to the results have been increased
greatly. In the collaboration between experts parameter settings are now open for explanation and discourse. While we
illustrated the use of the system with climate data only, the
system can be used for time series preprocessing in many
other domains. This even applies to fields that use specialized data transformations.

Figure 5: The PIP 1000 causes losses in fidelity. However,
we use the PIP 2000 (dark blue) that has almost the same
visual appearance as the raw data (gray).
of cloudy weather conditions when measurement curves are
very noisy (cf. Figure 5).
Firstly we reuse the pipeline from use case A. Subsequent
to the MissingValueRemover, the TimeStampSorter, and the
IdenticalTimeStampHandler, we create a new branch for use
case B. To reduce the fraction of ‘micro noise’, we apply a
3-minute MovingAverageCalculator (the measurements are
mostly taken with a one minute quantization).

We consider our work a starting point which can be extended with respect to a number of aspects. For example,
our system does not include a comprehensive toolkit of
transformation methods known from literature. New operations, similarity measures or descriptors can be added to the
toolkit, without compromising the system’s architecture. A
more challenging extension is to expose a relation between
the raw data space, the feature space and the results of the
analysis. While the first draft of the preprocessing pipeline
often draws upon limited knowledge, new analytical findings
necessitate further adaptation. Exposing the right leverage
points for this adaptation would help to improve the pipeline
even faster. Another way to use experts knowledge for data
preprocessing is to consider labeled raw data. Labeled data
usually serves as a ‘ground truth’ to measure classification
quality. However, since differences and similarities imposed
by the labeling should be preserved by the preprocessing, it
also could be used as a ground truth to measure its fidelity.

In this scenario we can neglect the sequence segmentation since we want to visually represent the whole time series in the web application. As a next step we have to define a descriptor that represents the original time series preserving its important visual features, and at the same time
optimizes the compression level. We choose the PerceptionalImportantPoints descriptor (PIP) as applied in [ZJGK10],
since the algorithm is data adaptive and in particular sensitive to the preservation of fidelity. At the start of our project
this pipeline has been designed ‘by hand’. It compressed the
time series to 1000 data points per month. Now, we can see
with our system that this is not sufficient in general. The degree of noise in some raw data emerges to be larger than
initially expected, an example curve is shown in Figure 5.
The refinement of the parameterization to 2000 data points
per day reduces losses in fidelity. A benefit of the visual parameter support and the guided selection of input data.

In summary, shifting our attention from visual analysis
to visual preprocessing was beneficial. Our collaboration
showed that the ability to expose and discuss decisions and
their effects is crucial to improve analytical processes and
results.

As a result of our preprocessing pipeline we achieve a reduction of memory space of more than 95% with a satisfying
visual representation of the time series, again acknowledged
by the domain experts. Our prototypical visual time series
search system can now be equipped with a linechart visualization that resembles the original raw data.
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
The motivation of our work was to make time series preprocessing visible and accessible to domain experts. We presented an approach for the interactive diagnosis, design and
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Real-time Image Based Lighting with Streaming HDR-light
Probe Sequences
Saghi Hajisharif† , Joel Kronander‡ , Ehsan Miandji§ , and Jonas Unger¶
Linköping University, Sweden

Abstract
We present a framework for shading of virtual objects using high dynamic range (HDR) light probe sequences
in real-time. Such images (light probes) are captured using a high resolution HDR camera. In each frame of
the HDR video, an optimized CUDA kernel is used to project incident lighting into spherical harmonics in real
time. Transfer coefficients are calculated in an offline process. Using precomputed radiance transfer the radiance
calculation reduces to a low order dot product between lighting and transfer coefficients. We exploit temporal
coherence between frames to further smooth lighting variation over time. Our results show that the framework
can achieve the effects of consistent illumination in real-time with flexibility to respond to dynamic changes in the
real environment.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Image based lighting, pre-computed radiance transfer, high dynamic range video

1. Introduction

made IBL a standard tool in most production pipelines, and
even in real-time applications (based on approximations).

Image Based Lighting (IBL), [Deb98], is a widely used technique for photo-realistic rendering of virtual objects so that
they can be seamlessly composited into still or video footage
captured in real scenes. The key idea of IBL is to capture the
lighting present in the real scene and use this information
to illuminate the virtual objects. The scene lighting in traditional IBL is measured by capturing an omni-directional
High Dynamic Range (HDR) image, or HDRi, at a single
point in space. Such a panoramic HDRi is generally called a
light probe. Since the HDRi captures the full dynamic range
in the scene (from the direct light sources to the parts of the
scene that are in shadow), the light probe can be thought of as
a measurement of the scene radiance incident at the point in
space where the panorama was captured, and can be used as
an approximation of the lighting in the scene during rendering. The ease of use and level of realism attainable have now

†
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The key challenge in real-time IBL rendering is that the
scene lighting is described as an image with no explicit information about where light sources and other high intensity regions are located. When each fragment in the scene is
shaded during rendering, this leads to a significant sampling
problem of the spherical radiance distribution described by
the light probe image. This has led to the development of
techniques for Pre-computed Radiance Transfer (PRT), for
an overview see [Ram09]. In PRT, the light transport is approximated using basis projections, e.g. spherical harmonics
or wavelets, in which the light probe HDRi, material properties, and local self occlusion on the virtual objects can be
represented with only a small number coefficients, and the
interaction between lighting, material and geometry can be
efficiently computed in the transformed space.
Traditional IBL has been limited to only static lighting
environments. This is due to the fact that there are no cameras available on the market, that can capture true HDR images in a single shot. HDR images are commonly captured
using exposure bracketing, a series of differently exposed
images covering the dynamic range of the scene that are
combined into a final HDR image. This limits the capture to
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IBL has traditionally been limited to scene lighting captured at a single point in space and at a single instant in time.
The main reason for this is that the HDR image capture,
as introduced in the computer graphics community by Debevec and Malik [DM97], has been carried out by combining a series of differently exposed low dynamic range images into an HDR image covering the full dynamic range
of the scene. This technique, often referred to as exposure
bracketing, requires that several images are captured and can
thus not handle dynamic scenes or moving cameras. For an
overview of the background of HDR imaging see Reinhard
et al. [RWPD06].

static scenes and still images. However, recent developments
in sensor and imaging hardware, [UG07, TKTS11, KUG12],
have now made it possible to capture HDR-video (HDRv).
This in turn also enables the capture of light probe video
sequences, and thus IBL with dynamic real world lighting
environments and moving light probes.
Contributions In this paper, we present a technique and
system overview for real-time IBL using HDRv light probe
sequences. Real world scene lighting is recorded using a
high quality and high resolution 4Mpixel HDRv camera running at 25 or 30 frames per second (fps). Utilizing a real-time
CUDA kernel, the input HDR images are processed and the
spherical radiance distribution described by each frame in
the video sequence is projected onto a low order spherical
harmonics basis. Using precomputed techniques, real-time
image based rendering of synthetic objects is achieved. and
used for image based rendering of synthetic objects.

Moving beyond conventional cameras, a number of approaches and hardware setups for HDR imaging and even
video have been proposed in the literature. In order to minimize the temporal artifacts in the exposure bracketing algorithm, Unger et al. [UG07] presented an HDR video camera, where they programmed a SMART CMOS sensor from
SICK-IVP AB to capture the exposures back to back on a per
pixel basis in rolling shutter fashion, and do the HDR assembly directly on the sensor chip itself. Another option to the
time-multiplexing is to trade spatial resolution for dynamic
range. Nayar and Mitsunaga [NM00] placed spatially varying exposure filter array in front of the sensor. This approach
was extended to rgb-color image capture [NN05] and even
capture of multi-spectral HDR-images [YMIN10]. Currently
the best performing approach for single shot and HDR-video
capture is based on the idea of internally, inside the camera system, splitting the optical path onto multiple synchronized sensors [AA04,WRA05,MH07,TKTS11,KUG12]. By
placing Natural Density (ND) filters with varying density
in front of the sensors, e.g. [AA04], or more sophisticated
beam splitter optics, e.g. [TKTS11], the different low dynamic range exposures can be captured with full resolution
at the same instant in time and with the same integration
time. This prevents ghosting artifacts from scene motion and
ensures correct motion blur for all sensors. These systems,
now, also enable high quality HDR-video capture.

2. Background and Previous Work
The way in which illumination varies in a scene as a function of location in space (x, y, z), time t, direction (φ, θ)
and wavelength λ is described by the plenoptic function
P(x, y, z, φ, θ, λ,t), Adelson and Bergen [AB91]. In computer
graphics image synthesis, this corresponds to the radiance
distribution L(x,~ωi ) incident at a surface point x from an angular region subtended by a set of directions ~ωi , as described
by the rendering equation, Kajiya [Kaj86]:
Z

L(x,~ωo ) =

L(x,~ωi )ρ(x,~ωi ,~ωo )d~ωi

(1)

Ω

where ρ describes how the surface material at x transforms radiance incident from a direction ~ωi towards the outgoing direction ~ωo from which the point x is observed. In
computer graphics, the time t is usually fixated, and the spectral characteristics, λ, of the plenoptic function, P, are usually described using three spectral bands for red, green and
blue colors respectively.

The benefit and impressive rendering results from using
IBL has motivated research and development of techniques
for real-time rendering. These techniques use a single light
probe image captured at a single instant in time, and generally focus on describing L(x,~ωi ) and ρ in the rendering
equation, Eq. 1, as well as local visibility information using approximations that make it possible to solve the rendering equation in real-time for complex scenes. Ramamoorthi
and Hanrahan [RH01] projected the captured illumination
onto Spherical Harmonics (SH) basis functions, and showed
that diffuse materials could be accurately simulated by representing the environment illumination with 9 SH coefficients. Sloan et al. [KSS02, SKS02, SLS05] later extended
this technique and introduced Precomputed Radiance Transfer (PRT) of glossy materials, performing expensive computations as a pre-computation step. An in-depth overview of
PRT-methods is presented in Ramamoorthi [Ram09].

Based on the observation that the lighting plays a key
role in the visual realism of computer generated images, Debevec [Deb98] introduced image based lighting; a technique
that enables virtual objects to be rendered into real scenes
and appear as if they were actually there. In traditional IBL
the incident radiance distribution L(x,~ωi ) is described by a
panoramic HDR image I j captured in a real scene, where j
denotes the linear index for each pixel in the image. Each
pixel j in I j can be thought of as the radiance contribution
from the solid angle of direction ~ωi subtended by the pixel
area, i.e. L(x,~ωi ) ≈ I j . Since the panoramic image I is captured at a single point in space, the spatial coordinate x vanishes, and the image I j describes only the angular variations
in the incident radiance distribution. This corresponds to the
approximation that the lighting environment captured in I j is
infinitely far away from the virtual objects being rendered.
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For dynamic environment maps methods like sequential
Monte Carlo sampling [GDH06] have also been considered
however these methods do not run in real-time and therefore
not suitable for our purpose.

and the rendering integral becomes:

L(x,~ωo ,t) =

Considering the illumination as HDR light probes, the underlying assumptions in this paper are that each pixel I j in a
light probe image can be thought of as a radiance contribution from a corresponding incident direction ~ωi , and that the
captured real environment is far enough so that the radiance
contribution I j is parallel over the entire scene.

L(~ωi ,t)V (x,~ωi )(Nx ·~ωi )d~ωi

(4)

3.1. Spherical Harmonics Representation
Definition Spherical harmonics basis functions, denoted as
ym
l (θ, φ) are frequency space basis functions which are defined over the unit sphere. The order, or the number of bands,
of the SH functions is indicated by l, and m is the degree
where l > 0 and −l < m < l. Using real-valued spherical
basis functions, we can define them as follows:

Rendering objects that are illuminated by such distant environmental lighting requires solving the rendering integral,
Eq. 1. The integrand describes the product between the incident radiance distribution and the surface material that includes the cosine falloff factor. To take into account shadowing, we also include a visibility factor V (x,~ωi ) that describes the self occlusion at a surface point x such that:
V (x,~ωi ) = 1 if the distant environment is visible in direction ~ωi , and V (x,~ωi ) = 0 if geometry occludes the environment in the direction ~ωi . Assuming that the scene is static
and only contains Lambertian material, the material ρ will
be independent of the viewing angle ~ωo and only depend on
the diffuse albedo ρA (x)/π and the cosine between ~ωi and
the surface normal Nx at x. Consequently, Eq.1 (with the
temporal domain included) is simplified to the following for
Lambertian surfaces:

Z

L(~ωi ,t)T (x,~ωi )d~ωi

Our task is now to compute the rendering integral at high
frame rate, while supporting HDR light probe sequences
as input. Our algorithm is based on pre-computed radiance
transfer [SKS02] and extends these ideas to the temporal domain. We approximate the spherical lighting measurements
I j and local transfer function T using spherical harmonics
and utilize the orthogonality of this basis to efficiently solve
the rendering integral Eq. 4 as a dot product between SH
coefficients. For the sake of the presentation, here we use
static scenes and Lambertian materials. It should, however,
be noted that our technique applies similarly to previously
presented methods in PRT that support both dynamic scenes
as well as glossy materials, e.g. [SLS05].

3. PRT for Realtime Rendering with HDR Video
Sequences

ρA (x)
π

Z
Ω

Building on this body of work, our method extends IBL
and PRT to include also the temporal domain, i.e. in our
framework L(x,~ωi ) in Eq. 1 becomes L(x,~ωi ,t). We also
demonstrate how the projection of the captured light probes
onto a spherical harmonics basis can be parallelized and
computed in real-time for each frame in the input HDR video
sequences. This means that, under the assumption of low
angular frequency in the illumination, our processing and
rendering framework supports dynamic HDR environment
maps.

L(x,~ωo ,t) =

ρA (x)
π

ym
l (θ, φ) =

(
|m|
Klm Pl (cos(θ))cos(|m|φ) if m ≥ 0
|m|

Klm Pl

(cos(θ))sin(|m|φ)

if m < 0

(5)

|m|

where Klm are normalization constants, and Pl are Legendre polynomials. Each band is equivalent to polynomials
of the same degree. Since the SH functions are orthonormal,
the projection of a spherical function f (~ω) defined over a
domain s onto the SH basis functions is as follows:
flm =

Z

f (s)ym
l (s)ds

(6)

s

An nth -order SH basis function is described by n2 coefficients. It is common practice to truncated the order, n, to
a finite number, in the PRT case typically 3, 4 or 5 . An approximation of the projected function f (~ω) can then be reconstructed from the truncated SH basis functions according
to:

(2)

Ω

where Ω is the hemisphere centered at the normal Nx . We
now define what is referred to as the transfer function T , that
includes the visibility and cosine falloff :

n−1

f (~ω) ≈

l

∑ ∑

ym
ω) flm
l (~

(7)

l=0 m=−l

T (x,~ωi ) = V (x,~ωi )(Nx ·~ωi )

Spherical harmonics are rotation invariant and orthonormal. The orthonormality makes it possible to compute the

(3)
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3.3. Off-line Pre-processing of the Transfer Function

convolution of two function defined on a spherical domain
as a dot, or inner, product of the SH coefficients in the projective space. In the PRT case the transport function T (x,~ωi )
and the spherical radiance distribution L(~ωi ,t) are projected
onto an SH basis, and the dot product between the SH coefficients corresponds to solving the integral in Eq. 4. For more
details about the SH basis functions and their use in PRT, we
refer to [RH04], [Ram05] and [Gre03].

The local visibility, V , in Eq. 2 is computationally expensive
to compute, and cannot be determined on-line. Therefore the
transfer function T in Eq.3, is calculated in a pre-processing
step. For each vertex on each surface, the local visibility is
sampled on a spherical domain using ray-casting. The dot
product between the sample direction and the surface normal is calculated, and the transfer function, T is computed
and projected onto SH basis functions as described in Eq.6.
The transfer function coefficients , which we denote as cTlm ,
are stored to be used during on-line image synthesis. Using
Monte-Carlo integration, the integral of Eq.6 can be numerically evaluated as:

3.2. Algorithm Overview
We use an experimental setup consisting of an HDR video
camera with a resolution of 2400 × 1700 pixels capturing the
full dynamic range of the environment through the reflection
in a mirror sphere (see Section 4). The camera is running at
25 or 30 fps and the processing and rendering is performed
in real-time. Our algorithm can be outlined in an off-line preprocessing step, an on-line processing and rendering step:

cTlm =

Z

~ i )Yl m (ωi )dωi ≈
T (x, ω

Ω

N

∑ w(~ωi )T (x, ω~ i )yl m (~ωi )

i=1

(8)

Off-line pre-processing of the transfer function:
At each vertex on each object in the virtual scene, the transfer function, T , described in Eq. 3,is calculated and projected
onto an SH basis. This information is stored on disk and uploaded onto the GPU at runtime.

where w(~
ωi ) is a weighting function and N is the number
of sample directions. Using stratified sampling over a unit
sphere leads to a constant weight function w(~
ωi ) = 4π/N.
Note that at each shading point we are sampling a spherical
domain instead of hemisphere. This is to avoid transformation of global coordinate to local coordinate.

On-line processing:
For each HDR light probe image streamed to the GPU, the
real-time algorithm can be outlined as:

3.4. Light Probe Image Processing
1. Light probe image processing - Down-sampling, filtering
and processing of the HDR light probe image prior to SH
projection.
2. Lighting SH projection - The down-sampled image, I j , is
projected onto a SH basis of order 3, 4 or 5 according to
Eq. 6 above. A CUDA kernel is used to accelerate the
process and enables real-time performance.
3. Temporal filtering - Since we only use a single light probe
image at each time step t, the entire virtual scene will be
affected by lighting variations that in reality only would
affect a small part of it. This may introduce flickering
artifacts introduced by strong spatial variations in light
probe images. To avoid this, we (optionally) perform filtering of the projected lighting SH coefficients in the time
domain.
4. Lighting reconstruction and rendering - The SH representation of the pre-processed transfer function, T , of
each vertex in the scene and the SH projection of the incident illumination L(~ωi ,t) are used to efficiently solve
the rendering integral, Eq. 4, at each fragment being rendered. Finally, the full resolution image is projected onto
a quad oriented perpendicular to the virtual camera and
used as backdrop onto which the rendered objects are
composited.

The HDR light probe image available for time step t, is
streamed to the GPU. We first iteratively down-sample the
image to a lower resolution version for the SH projection.
This is reasonable as the order of the SH projection is generally low and thus low pass filter the image. We use a
Gaussian blur filter for down-sampling. The result of downsampling is passed to the projection kernel.

3.5. Lighting SH Projection
The environment lighting is considered to be dynamic and
based on HDR video streams. This means that the incident
lighting is changing in each frame, and the SH approximation of the radiance distribution needs to be re-computed for
each frame. Traditional methods of projecting the environment lighting onto SH basis functions require a considerable processing time not suitable for real-time frame rates
and temporal coherency. In order to accelerate this process,
we use GPGPU programming to perform these operations in
real time.
During the SH projection, we loop over each pixel in
the input image, i.e. we perform uniform sampling in image space, and that each pixel corresponds to a solid angle
in a certain direction. The light probe images are captured
in real-time and mapped with latitude longitude mapping.
The image domain is parametrized with u, v ∈ [0, 1]. Thus

Below, we describe each step in our algorithm in detail,
and present an overview of the real-time processing, SHprojections, filtering and reconstruction.
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the mapping from image coordinates to directions in world
coordinates can be described as:

(θ, φ) = (πv, 2πu)

(9)

(Dx , Dy , Dz ) = (rsinθcosφ, rsinθsinφ, rcosθ)

(10)

each block. We use a parallel reduction technique for computing the partial sum in each block, shown in Fig.2. At each
step, the addition is reduced in half and this process is repeated until all threads are processed. The result is written
into global memory and further reduction is performed between blocks until all partial sums of Eq.12 are calculated.
Using reduction is the best way to massively parallelize the
computation. In the kernel, samples are converted from uvcoordinate to spherical coordinate using Eq.10 to compute
the n2 SH coefficients.

The incident lighting corresponding to each pixel is then
projected onto SH basis functions. As described in Section
3.3, projecting a function, f onto an SH basis requires the integral of the products of f , and the SH basis functions over
the domain of f to be computed. The incident lighting, denoted L(~
ωi ), is projected onto SH basis functions according
to:

cLlm =

Z

~i
L(~
ωi )Yl m (~
ωi )d ω

Spherical harmonics basis functions are well-suited for
reconstructing low frequency lighting and shadows. However, when the signal is clamped, this reconstruction is accompanied with a ringing effect known as Gibbs phenomena [HH79]. We use a Hanning window to minimize this
problem, see [Slo08] for more details.

(11)

S2

3.6. Temporal Filtering
The PRT approximation of distant environments means that
we use only a single light probe image per time step. Since
a light probe image measures only angular variations in the
radiance distribution, it is not possible to capture the spatial
variation that would occur in the real world if an object was
gradually moving from e.g. strong illumination into shadow.
Instead the entire rendered scene will be affected at once. In
lighting environments with high spatial variations this may
lead to flickering. To avoid such temporal artifacts, we (optionally) perform filtering of the lighting SH coefficients in
the time domain. Using the lighting coefficients of the previous frame , cLlm (t − 1), and the current frame, cLlm (t), the final
lighting coefficient is calculated by a linear interpolation as
follows:

Using a Riemann sum over the light probe image, Eq.11
can be estimated numerically as follows:

cLlm ≈

1
N

N

∑ w(θ, φ)L(θ, φ)Yl m (θ, φ)

(12)

i=1

where N = nu nv , nu and nv determines the number of
samples on v and u. w(θ, φ) = sinθ × 2π2 is the area measure
transformation of sampling from (u, v) space to the direction on the space on the sphere. In order to enable real-time
processing we perform these computations using a CUDA
kernel.
In order to make use of all available cores on the GPU and
to minimize memory latency, CUDA programming requires
launching a large number of threads and using fine grained
parallelism.

cLlm (t) =

We have designed a CUDA kernel assigning one thread
to each pixel in the light probe image. During execution,
the threads are grouped together into blocks [NVI11]. The
threads are distributed over a set of 2-dimensional blocks.
Each block has access to a limited fast shared memory. In
the process 16 × 16 pixels of light probe image are passed to
each block where n2 (for n-band SH basis) coefficients are
computed. Each block calculates a partial sum of Eq.12 that
is stored in the shared memory. Shared memory is chosen for
achieving better performance, since it is the fastest way for
the threads within a block to communicate with each other.
The result of one block is shown in Fig. 1.

cLlm (t) + αcLlm (t − 1)
α+1

(13)

where α is a non-negative constant. Note that since each
two sequential coefficients are interpolated, the coefficients
of the previous frames will have a small affection on the current frame’s coefficients. This leads to a smooth transition in
illumination changing.
3.7. Lighting Reconstruction and Rendering
To relight the scene, according to Eq.2, the projected functions need to be reconstructed. Using orthonormality of SH
basis functions, the projections of two functions, T and L
over the unit sphere, satisfy:

The actual coefficients are then calculated by summing up
the projection results from each thread and block. In order
to calculate the first coefficient, we need to add up the projection results of N light directions onto the first SH basis
function. Therefore, the first element of each thread is added
together. This process is applied for the other elements in

n

L(~
ωi ,t) ≈

∑ cLkYk (~ωi )
k=1
n

~ i) ≈
T (x, ω

∑ cTk Yk (~ωi )

k=1
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Figure 1: The arrangements of threads in each block and the shared memory used for storing the result.
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Figure 2: The result of partial summations in each block is added to the other results using reduction. m is dependent on the
width and height of the input light probe image.

~ o ,t) =
L(x, ω

Z

n2

~ i )L(~
~i ≈
T (x, ω
ωi ,t)d ω

∑ cLi cTi .

(14)

i=1

Thus, the rendering integral, Eq.2, is reduced to a scalar
product of the projected coefficients.

Figure 3: The HDRv camera captures HDR images of
2400 × 1700 pixels exhibiting a dynamic range in the order of 10.000.000 : 1 at up to 30 frames per second. Here
the camera is displayed in a real-time light probe setup and
images the scene through the reflection in a mirror sphere.

4. Results and Discussions
In this section, we give an overview of the experimental
setup used to test our approach in practice, present a set of
example renderings, as well as an evaluation of the algorithm
in terms of performance.

axis. For each captured frame, this yields a close to 360◦
panoramic HDR image that covers the full dynamic range of
the scene. HDR video sequences are stored on disk as individual OpenEXR frames.

4.1. HDR Video Setup
The dynamic HDR light probe input data used for the experiments presented in this paper were captured using an HDR
video camera prototype developed in a collaboration between Linköping University, Sweden and the German camera manufacturer SpheronVR AG. The camera system captures images with a resolution of 2400 × 1700 pixels with
a dynamic range in the order of 10.000.000 : 1 at up to 30
frames per second. For the experiments presented here, the
camera is mounted in a real-time light probe setup depicted
in Figure 3. In this setup the HDRv camera uses a Zeiss
Makro-Planar T* 100mm f/2 ZF.2 lens and images the scene
through the reflection in a mirror sphere placed at a distance
of 1250 mm from the center of projection along the optical

4.2. Results
The test results were acquired on a 3.2 GHz Xeon computer
running Linux Ubuntu 11.04 with 23.6 GiB memory and an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX580 graphics card. All stages of our
method were implemented using C++, CUDA, OpenGL and
GLSL respectively. For reducing memory bandwidth cost
for data transfer between the GPU and CPU, we are using
the OpenGL vertex buffer objects (VBO) extension. We are
using diffuse reflecting surfaces and our models are standard
models from Stanford university database.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Testing the shading of the scene with different scaling of the light probe image resolution of a single frame of the
environment map. (a) 1628 × 814, (b) 814 × 407 (c) 203 × 101 (d) 50 × 25

The CUDA kernel which calculates light’s coefficients,
utilizes overall W ×H threads, where W is the width and H is
the height of the image that is captured in real-time. For each
HDR-video frame, the image is uploaded as an OpenGL texture to the graphics memory where it is used as input to the
CUDA PRT kernel, as well as for rendering the environment
background. For achieving better performance, the environment map input image is down-sampled before SH projection. The actual resolution can be changed in real-time.

cients is 7.17 min with visibility testing and 0.1 sec without
it. In Fig. 5 the dragon model is rendered with visibility testing on and off. Despite the time consuming pre-process step
that is required, as Fig. 5-b indicates, shadows add to the
realism of the results. The number of sample directions per
shading point, are also important in calculating the transfer function for shadow testing. Using more samples will
result in more accurate shadows and less ringing. This is
shown in Fig. 8, where the model is rendered with 100, 900
and 2500 sample directions per vertex. The result shows that
2500 samples are enough for our application.

Figure 4 displays the dragon model rendered with different resolution of the environment map. As shown in Fig. 4-b,
the first iteration of the down-sampling does not have a visible impact on the output shading. However as the procedure
continues with higher ratio, the shadows become softer and
starting to fade away. Table 2 shows how the performance
measured in fps scales according to light probe image resolution.

Using OpenGL vertex buffer objects, the transfer function
coefficients are transferred as vertex attributes to the graphics memory. The final reconstruction and rendering is then
performed in a GLSL shader. To do so for an object with
6384 vertices and with spherical harmonics with 4 bands,
we need a texture of 6348 × 16 pixels stored in GPU memory. In order to perform the final multiplications according
to Eq.14, the coefficients are transferred to the GLSL shader
memory. We are using an RGB color model, and for each
channel there will be 16 coefficients based on order-4 SH
functions. The method was tested for 5th order SH functions,
and we found that for lighting a Lambertian surface order-

Table 1 shows timings of the pre-processing phase with
visibility on and off. The visibility calculations are multithreaded. For a test scene containing the Stanford bunny and
a ground plane with 7455 vertices, and 14868 triangles, the
processing time for computing the transfer function coeffi-
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Table 1: Pre-process time required for our test scenes with 2500 sample directions, (the plane is included in the calculations)
Shape
Sphere
Bunny
Buddha
Dragon

Vertices
6384
7455
54938
54952

Faces
12760
14868
109900
109900

Time(Visibility off)
0.1 sec
0.1 sec
0.9 sec
0.9 sec

Time(Visibility on)
5.19 min
7.17 min
330 min
376 min

Figure 6: Specular reflection using environment map and
our method.

vironment and the following equation is used for finding the
final color of each pixel:
Figure 5: The Dragon model rendered in the scene (a) without and (b)with visibility testing.

Color f inal = Cdi f f use + ck ∗Cre f lection

(15)

where ck ∈ [0, 1] denotes specular reflectivity in the material of the object. The result of this reflection is shown in
Fig. 6

4 SH functions suffice. However, in order to reduce ringing
artifacts, higher order SH bases can be used. Ringing effects
can also be minimized using spatial filtering as described.

5. Conclusion and Future Works

Finally, Figure 7 shows renderings using input HDRvideo sequences from three different scenes, captured both
indoors and outdoors. The figure shows the result from the
processing, reconstruction and rendering steps in the realtime algorithm described in Section 3.2.

This paper presented a method for real-time rendering of
synthetic objects illuminated by real world lighting captured as HDR-video streams. The method is based on precomputed radiance transfer, where the rendering integral is
efficiently computed by projecting the reflectance distribution and spherical lighting environment onto spherical harmonics basis functions. The algorithm was tested using input
data from a high resolution HDR-video camera.

The effect of temporal filtering is to reduce flickering to
some extend and by experience we observed that adding
more weights to the coefficients of the previous frame can
result in a smoother change of illumination in the rendered
objects. The result of temporal filtering is shown in the supplementary video attached to this paper.

In future work, we would like to investigate other basis
functions as well as explore augmented reality as an application where real and virtual objects are mixed. We will also
further investigate temporal filtering and, based on the coherency between consecutive frames in the input sequences,

To simulate specular reflection of the environment in the
synthetic object we are using reflection mapping of the en-
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Figure 7: Synthetic scenes rendered in three different environments.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a framework, called Embedded-System Safety Aspects Visualization (ESSAVis), that is
a system prototype designed to analyze the safety aspects of embedded systems. The ESSAVis prototype provides
a 3D environment that aids in detecting infected components in the hardware of the target embedded system.
The prototype also provides an abstract representation for the failure mechanisms of the target embedded system,
including the software structure and failure path information for the underlying safety scenarios at a certain
moment in the system’s life. The results indicate clearness of our proposed method over existing techniques and
promise acceleration in performance of the failure detection process in embedded systems for critical applications.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—B.7.2 [Design Aids]: Graphics—Simulation D.2.6 [Programming Environments]: Graphical
environments—

1. Introduction

The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) technique is one of the most
common modeling techniques, which helps in understanding
failure mechanisms in embedded systems. FTA emphasizes
the logical relations amongst the set of basic failures which
could lead to a specific undesired state of the system. That is
called the Top-Event (TE) state [KGF07, KLM03].

Embedded systems are widely used in our daily activities.
Some examples of such systems are control systems in cars,
airplanes, rail-road crossings and even washing machines.
Normally, embedded systems consist of both hardware and
software components. Therefore, most of them have complex structures and are not centralized in one component
but are distributed among a set of components, which represent the system parts. These components communicate with
each other via a set of hardware and software interfaces.
These features help in developing relatively complex systems since many small-embedded systems, although physically separated, can be grouped together to construct larger
systems. [LS10].

As a descendant of this technique, the Component Fault
Tree (CFT) concept provides an extension of the FTA concept by introducing additional information about the system’s structure. CFT is used to depict the failure scenario
in complex embedded systems as a directed acyclic graph
[KLM03, KGF07]. Usually, results of the CFT model of
complex embedded systems could be very large. Therefore,
the process of analyzing and tracing the failure paths in such
complex models becomes a tedious task. In this work, we
aim to give an overview of the set of components involved
in a given failure scenario. Moreover, we aim to provide a
mean for visually comparing the components with respect
to the system safety aspects. This work also provides an insight into the ways in which components might contribute
to an undesired system failure. To achieve the above mentioned goals for our framework, we map extracted information from the CFT to visual elements in our final layout. As

For many embedded systems, the safety and reliability
aspects are very important. Consequently, as the complexity of such systems increases, the task of detecting or analyzing failures of the system becomes increasingly difficult [KGF07, KLM03]. The process of analyzing failures is
necessary, in order to trace the reasons that lead to a specific
hazard of the system’s life. Subsequently, many techniques
have been proposed to trace the failure propagation paths
amongst the set of cooperating components in the failure.
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2.1. Visualization in Safety Domain

described above, the underlying embedded system consists
of hardware parts, originally modeled as in a CAD model,
which can be intuitively visualized in a 3D world.

Depicting the failure relations among the system parts is
critical to understand the failure mechanism. Many existing
tools try to visualize this by showing a tree structure of the
failure. Most of these tools visualize the fault tree in 2D representations like ESSAREL [Sof12], UWG3 in [KLM03],
and Cecilia OCAS in [BBC∗ 04]. In these tools the node-link
diagram is used to show the relations between the infected
system parts. While the simple primitive shapes are used to
show the components of the Fault Tree (FT) e.g. small circles
to represent basic events and a small rectangle to show the
gate (the logical connector) between two basic events. These
tools also use color or/and the text to depict other information such as the gate type. These kinds of tools are useful to
model the failure relations between the system parts, but they
do not provide options for analyzing the failure path or the
set of the critical parts in the underlying system. In spite of
the facility of editing and modifying the FT structure in these
tools, generally they lack the abilities of analyzing the FT itself and the presentation of an overall view of the current
failure mechanism. However, amongst them the ESSAREL
tool provides a textual description of some safety aspects of
the FT (like, the set of the minimal-cut-set), which is unreadable in most of the cases due to the data size and the file
format.

We accomplish this by providing a Virtual Reality (VR)
environment that allows exploring certain safety scenarios in the 3D model of the hardware components. The 3D
model is integrated with an abstract representation that describes the hierarchy of failure relations among cooperating components in the current failure scenario. We visualize the abstract representation using the radial layout algorithm [Ead92], because the underlying CFT model is inherently depicted as a tree in most of the cases. We use the radial
layout algorithm to help in utilizing the screen space more
efficiently and for showing the hierarchical relations of the
failure among the infected components. Our work attempts
to provide an effective means of identifying and classifying system artifacts like software and hardware components,
with respect to their participation in safety critical system
outages. Of particular interest in this work is the development of visualizations, which are able to support the analysts
in answering questions like:
• What are the critical system artifacts and how do they contribute to a system failure?
• How severe is their influence in terms of probability of
occurrence?
• Which artifacts influence each other and how strong are
those influences?
• Do the causes occur within SW or HW components or in
both?

There are some other tools that analyze the safety aspects
of software systems. For example PLFaultCAT [DL06] has
been used to reduce the effort needed to safely reuse the
software requirements and to customize the product-line for
software fault tree analysis (SFTA) during product-line engineering. [YKL∗ 12] a visualization system has been proposed to support the engineers in identifying proper solutions for the system visually. The proposed visualization integrates the fault tree and a plot which represents the causeeffect relationship between the solutions of the system failures and the resulting risk reduction of the system. Moreover, the authors tried to associate the component fault tree
view with the plot diagram to allow maintaining helpful context information about the current state of the system.

Our goal is to support common analysis by providing representations integrating different views about safety critical
embedded systems. The rest of the paper is organized as following: Section 2 provides a list of the related work. Section 3 provides the background information about the application domain. Section 4 highlights the proposed ESSAVis
framework in details. While in Section 5, we present the results of the brief evaluation for our proposed framework. Finally, we conclude the work in Section 6.
2. Related Work

An interesting visualization system, called SViT (Safety
Visualization Technique), was proposed by [KSZ09] showing the status of the digital home. SVit helps the homeowner
to know the current safety level of the home and the reasons
behind this level. It provides multiple interfaces for each device at home. It also automates the safety computation process of the safety information for each device. This helps
homeowners to determine the required safety levels of their
homes.

The visualization step is considered as one of the most important steps increasing the cognitive level of users. This is
due to the facilities and the techniques which are offered
to support the user in getting the correct insight about the
current situation of the data only by watching or interacting
with it. As mentioned earlier, this work’s goal is the diagnosis of system status faster and more accurate by providing two linked-views of the CFT model and the 3D CAD
model, where they are attached to each other, in a 3D environment. Therefore, we categorize the related work into two
categories: Sub-section 2.1 presents the related work with
regard to visualizing the FT and the CFT in general while
Sub-section 2.2 presents the related work with regard to visualizing the data into the 3D world.

2.2. 3D Visualization Approaches
The 3rd dimension has been utilized in many information
visualization techniques for many purposes. For example,
the hyperbolic layout has been proposed by [Lam96,LRP95,
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Mun97, Mun98, MB95] to show the information structure in
the 3D world, while [CM00] presented the cone tree layout method as a pure 3D layout algorithm for hierarchical
structures. Another example is semNet, which can be found
in [FPF88]. These examples were based on using the animated 3D visualization and the lightening to show the depth
perception. Collins et al. [CC07] provided many examples
for showing the usability of the third dimension in encoding
different aspects of the data. They achieved it by isolating a
subset of a 2D graph representation to a separate layer, thus
a 2.5D would be created. In this case, they proved that the
third dimension could be used to encode some aspects of the
data instead of the relations between nodes. The third dimension in [BDS03] has been used to show the evolution of the
graph over time where each separated layer is used to represent the graph at a certain time step. Eades et al. [EF96] also
used the third dimension to depict the hierarchical nesting of
clusters in the graph using a set of transparent layers.

Figure 1: Fault Tree Concept vs. Component Fault Tree
Concept.
The CFT modeling technique is useful for relatively large
systems because all components can be developed independently and then can be saved in separate files, which provides a way to integrate the components and reuse them independently. The CFT extends the tree structure of the FTA
into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). This feature gives the
ability of producing compact representation for large failure
scenarios [KGF07, KLM03]. Although the safety scenario
in our framework can be modeled as a DAG structure; currently, our prototype provides only the basic functionalities
of the system. Therefore, at the moment we model only the
tree structures as they are often used to model safety scenarios in such applications. However, for future work we would
like to visualize more realistic models that can be visualized
as a DAG structure to reflect the CFT concept.

The current state of the art in graph visualization shows
some interest in using the 3D layout in few cases. For a general introduction to graph visualization techniques, we refer
the reader to the work of Herman et al. [HMM00]. In our
work, we use the third dimension to represent the hardware
components of the real model of the underlying embedded
system, linked with the abstract representation of the safety
scenario, which shows the important safety information of
the current Top-Event. Initially, the abstract representation
is laid out in a 2D plane that is integrated in a 3D world with
the 3D model of the underlying embedded system.

Visualizing the safety aspects of embedded systems is
comparatively a new field. As the complexity of the underlying embedded system is increased the size of corresponding
fault tree is also increased, which makes it difficult to handle the failure detection process. Moreover, it makes maintenance of the underlying system more costly and time consuming. The information visualization can play an important
role in speeding up the system developing process because
it eases the step of finding the important information from
both the system and the user’s perspectives. Also, it helps in
reducing the errors made by human in searching the relevant
information. For example; a study, conducted by IBM and
Industry Studies [BV10], shows that 30% of people time is
wasted on looking for the important information. Moreover,
the visualization helps in interacting with the data and automates the steps of information extracting, which helps in
detecting the relevant information more accurately. Furthermore, the visualization can provide the integration between
different parts of the complex system. Like in our case, it
helps in integrating the hardware part and the abstract safety
view, which is useful in conveying the whole story to the end
users.

3. Background and Motivation
The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) technique is a top-down approach. It supports modeling the safety scenarios of complex systems [KGF07, KLM03] in which the relations between the set of faults (basic events) leading to a specific
undesired event (Top-Event) are depicted graphically. The
basic event is defined as one of the reasons causing the
current Top-Event with a certain failure probability to occur [KLM03]. In the Fault Tree model, sets of basic events
are represented as the tree leaves. The FTA depicts logical
relations between sets of basic events that lead to a specific
Top-Event, as shown in Figure 1. The Component Fault Tree
(CFT) technique is a safety and reliability modeling technique that supports a hierarchical decomposition of large
systems. The difference between CFT and FTA is that FTA
offers a decomposition of the system into modules, which
is a breakdown process of the system regarding the hierarchy of failure influences rather than the system architecture.
Whereas, CFT represents each component by an extended
fault tree that contains input and output ports besides basic
events and gates. By connecting the set of components via
set of ports, components can be integrated into a higher-level
system model [KGF07, KLM03].

Due to the interaction between safety analysts and systems engineers, the task of analyzing the system is an iterative task. We summarize this process in the following steps:
first, system engineers and safety engineers built the FT for
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a specific Top-Event in a way that reflects the system design;
then the relevant information is analyzed from the safety engineers’ perspective. Whereas in our case, we are interested
in showing the most critical components of the system from
both the hardware and the software perspectives; then system engineers react to fix the infected components based on
the analyzed output from the previous step; and finally the
corresponding FT is updated accordingly as it is shown in
Figure 2.
4. The Embedded System Safety Visualization
(ESSAVis) Framework
The proposed ESSAVis framework provides a two-views
layout where the first view shows a 3D model of the hardware part while the second view shows an abstract representation of the underlying safety scenario as shown in Figure 3.
To achieve this, we analyze the safety scenario that represents a critical status of the underlying embedded system.
In this work, we analyze the critical situations of a robot,
called RAVON [Pro10]. The safety scenario is modeled using the Component Fault Tree (CFT) technique. We analyze
this safety scenario to produce the required data structure we
need in computing the set of critical components for the scenario. This set of critical components consists of all those
components that have a high probability to fail. For each
component, we compute the criticality based on many factors such as the number of basic events and their probabilities or the number of failure paths that pass through each
component. We visualize the abstract information using the
Radial Layout algorithm [Ead92]. The main task of the abstract representation is to reveal the failure relations between
the collaborating components in a specific hazard of the system at a certain time. In this abstract representation, the set
of nodes represents components set while the set of edges
reflects logical relationships among components of the CFT
model (as shown in the left-side of the Figure 3).

Figure 2: The embedded systems safety analysis cycle using
ESSAVis.

Figure 3: Integrated view showing infected hardware components (right) and the corresponding failure path in the abstract layout (left).

safety engineers in defining the set of critical components.
As mentioned earlier, the criticality of components is based
on many factors, such as the number of failure paths passing through each component or the accumulated probabilities of the contained basic events [KGF07]. We generate the
required safety scenario using a specialized safety-modeling
tool, called Essarel [Sof12]. The Essarel tool supports quantitative analysis of safety, availability, and reliability of embedded systems. Also, it provides the feature of exporting
the model into an xml file, which contains a description of
the safety scenario, or into the component fault tree model
and corresponding required safety attributes. For example,
the set of minimal-cut-set in the current scenario is included
together with the information about the related set of components and failure connections among them. This xml file
is the input of our framework, where we extract the safety
data related to each component and then arrange the set of
components to be ready for the visualization process.

ESSAVis also provides a 3D model of the hardware part
of the underlying embedded system. For example, the 3D
model of RAVON is dedicated to convey right impression
of the real physical model of hardware components. To do
this, ESSAVis parses VRML files of physical components
of RAVON and assembles them together to produce the full
model of RAVON. Then the two views are rendered in a
3D world. The ESSAVis framework synchronizes between
the two-views to let users trace the set of changes in both
views faster. For example, we highlight infected components
in both views in red color according to the underlying safety
scenario (as shown in both views of Figure 3).
4.1. The ESSAVis Pipeline

For visualizing data, we use Vrui package [Kre12], which
is a toolkit to provide a virtual reality development environment. Vrui package shields the application developing process from the particular configuration of the VR environ-

To achieve the desired goals, we developed a tool that reads
a safety scenario of the underlying system at a certain time.
Then we extract the relevant safety information to help
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ment. Moreover, it works in many different hardware platforms. Therefore, it is possible to render the application in
many different environments such as 3D displays, PowerWall displays, or CAVE systems. This feature increases the
scalability and portability of our framework into different
environments, which also helps in showing the depth cue
in the 3D world more precisely. We render the 3D model
of the RAVON robot using the Vrui package as it supports
the construction of 3D world using a scene graph data structure. Then we link the safety information, generated using
the Essarel tool, with the 3D model of RAVON. This allows
us to highlight directly infected components in the hardware model, which helps system engineers to identify faults
quicker than the traditional way of the textual description.
Figure 4 shows how the different toolkits in our framework
are interacting together.

view the abstract view larger than the 3D model (as shown in
Figure 7) or system engineers can go for the opposite case.
While in the third view, the depth is used to show importance degree of the representation. Initially, the two-views
are arranged in the same depth value that is zero in our case
(as shown in Figure 5). However, this arrangement can be
modified by changing the view through the layered-view option. For example, if user is interested in the hardware model,
the view of hardware model pops up to a layer closer to the
viewer point and the second view will be stacked behind the
current active view in the first layer as it is shown in Figure 3. In this example case, the second layer represents the
abstract representation while the first layer represents the 3D
model of RAVON robot respectively. The user can toggle between the different views on demand. If he/she is interested
in the hardware model then this view will be the dominant
in the screen. The user then can change the visual cues of
this view accordingly, e.g. changing the transparency, size,
or orientation. The toggle view option is provided via one
of the main menu options. Currently, users can interact directly with the prototype using a pop-up menu that includes
the basic functionalities of the framework. This menu has a
set of sub-menus that are used to list the extracted information from the current safety scenario. These submenus allow users to map the needed information with the actual 3D
hardware components and components in the abstract visualization (as shown in Figure 6).

Figure 4: The ESSAVis pipeline.

4.2. The Two-Linked View
In this subsection, we describe the proposed integration
model between the two data representations. As mentioned
earlier, ESSAVis synchronizes between the abstract layout
and the hardware model in a 3D world. Initially, both representations are visible side by side as shown in Figure 5. ESSAVis gives the possibility to toggle between different views
on-demand. It provides three different arranged views to link
between the two layouts. The initial one is the side-by-side
view, in which both representations are displayed next to
each other with equaled sizes for both and at the same distance from the viewer. Users can change this by selecting
the toggle view option from the ESSAVis main menu. The
available options are the big-small view option and the layered view option.

Figure 5: The initial integrated layout of hardware model
and the abstract representation.

The menu in the prototype is triggered by clicking the
right mouse button at any free space in the 3D world. ESSAVis also supports the basic interaction techniques in the
3D world, like zooming, panning or rotation. One of the options that are provided by the Vrui itself is scale bar option,
which helps user to indicate the size of the object in the 3D
scene and quickly adjusts the display’s zooming factor to a
standard ratio, like 1:10 or 50:1. The zooming ratio is between the physical space length and the navigational space
length of the object [Kre12]. As mentioned earlier, the abstract visualization is used to encode relations between the
infected components in the corresponding safety scenario.
For example, in Figure 8, we show an abstract representa-

The big-small option provides the facility to users scaling up of one of the representations while scaling down the
other one, as it is shown in Figure 7. This option is useful in
few cases, e.g. safety engineers, who are interested in knowing more about some failures in the system, can decide to
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tion of a component fault tree consisting of 30 components.
The top-event node represents the main hazard in the system
that is depicted as the root of the tree, which is the central
node in the radial tree layout. The leaf nodes are those components that have the set of basic events, which contribute in
a specific Top-Event.

Figure 7: A big-small view to integrate the different views.

scenario are highlighted in red color. This is applied on both
views, the hardware view and the abstract view, as shown
in Figure 8b. This helps system engineers to diagnose the
system status quickly; hence, it speeds up the maintenance
process of the underlying system.

Figure 6: An integrated side-by-side view showing the correlation between the infected components in the hardware
model and the abstract representation.
ESSAVis provides a list of options for analyzing the safety
aspect of the corresponding safety scenario. This helps in answering the set of safety engineers’ questions, already mentioned in Section 1. For example, users can highlight infected components in both representations by selecting the
component name from the submenu. The current prototype
also allows users to get information about each involved
component in the scenario such as basic events for each component. Figure 8a shows mapping between the selected basic
events and the related components. This function is crucial in
helping safety engineers in finding the criticality of the component according to the probability of basic events that it has.
It is worth mentioning that each basic event has a probability
value, which indicates the occurrence probability of such an
event. The current prototype provides information about the
basic event probability via a label containing the value that
is attached to the basic event name in the list. We intend to
use other visual cues to encode the probability value to help
users getting more insight about such an important metric
from one glance.

Fault trees for large systems are considerably complicated
and difficult to read. Therefore, it is quite harder to achieve
in them the process of tracing the path failure between any
component and the root component. Our prototype provides
an option to show paths between the infected components
that collaborate in a Top-Event in the system based on the
current configuration. This feature provides the safety engineers the ability of finding out the set of influenced components through the selected ones. This option facilitates them
an insight of those components that might fail next according
to the current selected components. ESSAVis also provides
the facility to animate the failure path among the infected
components by selecting one component from the abstract
layout to the top-event node. As a result, the set of edges,
which contributes in the selected failure, are highlighted in
orange color. We use a simple animation for showing the
propagation of the failure path. This case is illustrated in Figure 8c. Beside the failure propagation path, edges between
the set of components are also used to show the criticality of
the path between two components. Different thickness are
used to depict the path criticality, as shown in Figure 8a.

One of the important aspects about our framework is
showing of the Minimal-Cut-Set (MCS) information. The
MCS indicates the least number of Basic Events that are required to cause a top-event in the system. Showing the MCS
is a strong indicator of the infected components influence
in the current scenario. ESSAVis provides a mechanism to
show the relations between lists of MCSs in the current scenario with correspondence components in the 3D hardware
model. This facility aids safety engineers in diagnosing the
critical components in the current scenario. We give users
the ability to interact directly with the list of MCSs and to
select one of the entries of the underlying scenario. Due to
user selection, the set of infected components in the current

5. Framework Evaluation
A brief evaluation was conducted for the proof of the validity
of our proposed ESSAVis solution.
• Environment settings: we carried out the evaluation experiment using a Zalman stereoscopic desktop display
equipped with polarized 3D glasses. The participants in
the evaluation were from two different user groups. The
first group consisted of 6 safety experts while the second
group consisted of 3 robotics experts. A safety scenario,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: (a) Abstract view for a safety-scenario in a certain moment. (b) Red colored components represent the set of infected
components by a specific MCS. (c) The failure path depiction between the selected component and the Top-Event and the edge
thickness indicates the path criticality.

consisted of 40 components aligned side-by-side to the
3D model of RAVON, was presented to both groups.
• Hypothesis: we assumed that the ESSAVis solution increases the detection process speed of infected components of the current scenario. The detection speed is compared with the detection speed of the traditional tools like
Essarel tool.
• Tasks: the participants were asked to answer the following
questions:

The results also indicate the need of training for both
groups to read the new representation and the 3D environment that is used for the rendering process. Beside this, we
found that some visualization aspects need to be optimized
more, especially the path tracing option as shown in Figure 8c. In this regard, participants were not able to map the
changes in the abstract view with respect to the changes
in the 3D model. So, there is a need to provide a solution
for tracing the changes between the different views of our
framework. Moreover, one limitation of the current prototype is performance of the rendering speed of the 3D model
of RAVON. It is comparatively large model and consists of
395 vrml files. Therefore, there is need to apply some filtering techniques to such a large model for speeding up the
rendering in order to increase the response time of ESSAVis.

– Detect the infected components in both representations; the abstract representation and the 3D model
representation of RAVON using our prototype.
– What are the basic events that are related to a specific
component.
– What is the failure path between a specific component
and the top-event node.
The preliminary results of the evaluation show the usability
of our framework especially from the system engineers’ side
that work with the hardware model of RAVON robot. They
agreed that our given framework could help them in defining
and detecting the infected components in the current state
faster than the textual description of the failure. We discuss
the accuracy in terms of users’ groups to accomplish the task
successfully. The accuracy of system engineers’ group answers was 94% with average time of 24 seconds. Also, it was
easy for them to infer those components that have the possibility of failure based on the current configuration. While
the safety group mentioned that our given prototype could
help them in detecting the relations between the infected
components beside in tracing the failure propagation paths
among the infected components. 5 out of 6 safety group participants were able successfully to find out the set of most
critical components approximately within 18 seconds with
accuracy reached to 85%.

6. Conclusions
We presented a framework, called ESSAVis, to visualize the
failure mechanism of embedded systems. ESSAVis shows
the infected components in parts of any embedded system,
the hardware parts or the software parts. Based on a specific
safety scenario at a certain time step, it visualizes the hardware components as 3D objects and highlights the infected
components in red color. For showing the failure mechanism
among the different types of components in the underlying
component fault tree, it provides an abstract visualization to
depict the failure relations among the system parts. To prove
the validity of the framework, a brief evaluation took place
using a stereoscopic desktop display to show the real 3D
impression of our work. Results show the intuitiveness and
clearness of our technique over the traditional techniques
that currently provide a textual description of the system’s
safety aspects.
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As a future work, we intend to conduct a more extended
version of the evaluation by comparing performance of
our prototype with other available systems, which are
currently used to analyze the safety aspects of embedded
systems, with different scenarios and different data sizes.
As mentioned earlier, the real data is more complex than
the normal tree structures and has many different possible
scenarios that are included in our current version of the
prototype. Therefore, we intend to include those cases,
such as DAG case, in our visualization. Moreover, as we
mentioned the designing of an immersive environment
for visualizing safety aspects of embedded systems; so,
we also intend to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed
framework in different environments, like using CAVE
system, Power-Wall, and stereoscopic desktop display.
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Abstract
The conventional approach for parameter optimization of biomedical image analysis algorithms is to tweak parameters by trial-and-error. This presents a challenge: parameter space is often inadequately explored and, consequently, output quality suffers. Interactive visualization can alleviate this problem but has not been widely adopted.
Moreover, few examples of the successful application of visualization for parameter optimization of image analysis algorithms have been published. To address this and to illustrate the potential usefulness of interactive visualization, we present a case study. A multidisciplinary team developing novel image segmentation software for
histopathology was observed. Within the context of our study, our hypotheses were confirmed: (1) using interactive
visualisation, participants considered larger parts of parameter space than they had previously by trial-and-error;
(2) participants gained a better understanding of their algorithm (an unknown logic error and errors in its implementation were discovered); and (3) participants achieved higher quality output. Our work is also an example of
the value of case studies in iterative design. We describe how a valuable additional requirement was revealed (the
importance of derived measures) and how our visualization method was extended to cater for this.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Visualization; I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—Biomedicine

1. Introduction

promising visualization methods for parameter optimization
of image analysis algorithms have been proposed, they have
not been widely adopted. This can be partly attributed to few
examples of the application of such methods in real-world
image analysis scenarios.

Parameter optimization is often encountered in applied science and engineering and presents a non-trivial challenge:
given a system with several input parameters that produces
one or more outputs, how do users find suitable parameter
values such that certain requirements hold for the outputs?
In particular, the application of segmentation algorithms to
biomedical images requires users to find parameter values
to accurately detect objects, such as cells, or higher-level
structures, such as regions of tissue. The conventional approach, which we refer to as stepwise iterative refinement, is
to find suitable values through a process of manual parameter tweaking by trial-and-error. Users supply parameter values, initialize and wait for algorithms to execute. The output
is inspected, parameter values are changed, and the process
repeated until satisfactory output is produced.

To address this, the primary contribution of this paper is
a case study of a multidisciplinary team using interactive visualization to develop novel histopathology image segmentation software. We hypothesized that using visualization,
as opposed to stepwise iterative refinement, our participants
would: (1) analyze larger parts of parameter space; (2) gain
a better understanding of the underlying algorithms; and
(3) achieve higher quality results. Our study provides anecdotal evidence in support of our hypotheses and illustrates
the potential usefulness of interactive visualization for parameter optimization purposes (albeit in a limited context).
It also serves as an example of users’ reactions to the introduction of interactive visual analysis into the established

A second category of approach is to find optimal parameter values by using interactive visualization. Although some
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field of biomedical image analysis. As a secondary contribution, our work is an example of the role of case studies in
iterative design. We discuss how an additional requirement
was discovered and addressed. We also share preliminary results of how this changed user behavior.

work, Berger et al. apply a similar approach for exploring
parameter space [BPFG11]. The user is provided with visual
guidance to potentially optimal regions in parameter space.
Again, approximations of output are shown in visualizations
of the local neighborhood of a user-selected focal point. Uncertainties associated with predicted output are also shown.

2. Related Work

Torsney-Weir et al. present an approach to systematically
explore the entire parameter space of a segmentation algorithm [TWSM∗ 11]. Their system, Tuner, combines guided
exploration with several linked visualizations of parameter
space and output space. First, parameter space is sampled
sparsely and segmentation outputs are computed for these
points. Outputs are then evaluated with respect to a ground
truth image (an optimal segmentation marked up by an expert) to compute quality measures. Next, a statistical model
is used to estimate the quality of the entire parameter space.
Regions likely to yield high quality outputs are highlighted.
The user is guided to resample and investigate high-potential
regions of parameter space until parameter values that yield
suitable outputs are identified. In related work, Bergner et
al. introduce an approach for interactive exploration of parameter space for multivariate simulation models [BSN∗ 11].
The user is visually guided to discover regions of parameter
space that are qualitatively different. There is also assistance
for resampling regions of interest more finely.

Many techniques exist for automating parameter optimization. Numerical optimization methods apply mathematical
or statistical techniques to minimize (or maximize) an objective function defined over parameter space [Onw00]. Wellknown examples include linear programming and gradient
descent. Another trend is to apply artificial intelligence techniques (such as genetic algorithms) to optimization [AH97].
Automated techniques usually seek to minimize a single objective function. However, users often have multiple
conflicting requirements. Moreover, end-users of image segmentation algorithms find it a daunting task to rigorously and
mathematically formalize optimization criteria. This leads to
human-in-the-loop approaches, which we describe below.
2.1. Stepwise Iterative Refinement
The most frequently encountered approach is to require
users to search for optimal parameter values without additional support. Stepwise iterative refinement involves manual parameter tweaking by trial-and-error. It is a drawn-out
procedure where users change parameter values and invoke
a system or algorithm to produce the corresponding output.
Output is judged qualitatively, input settings are changed,
and the process repeated until satisfactory output is produced. For example, CellProfiler is a popular biomedical image analysis tool [CJL∗ 06]. The incorporated algorithms are
parameterized and users have to try different parameter values until they are satisfied with the quality of the output.

The above methods are powerful but they require users
to understand complex mathematical and statistical notions to interpret visualizations. Although there are niche
users for which this is applicable (automotive engineers,
for instance [TWSM∗ 11]), end-users such as biomedical researchers are likely to find this challenging. The methods
also rely on the existence of objective functions, quality
measures, or ground truths, which are not always available.
Interactive exploration. A number of techniques enable
users to explore parameter space and evaluate output qualitatively by visual inspection. Parameter space is typically
high-dimensional, so standard multidimensional visualization techniques can be used [WB97]. Examples include parallel coordinates and scatterplot matrices [Ins85, Har75]. A
number of techniques have been developed specifically for
parameter visualization, however.

Stepwise iterative refinement is recognized as a bottleneck
in parameter optimization [PBCR11,TWSM∗ 11]: many iterations of the above process are typically required and users
rely on memory recall to compare current output with previous results. Consequently, parameter space is inadequately
explored, which negatively impacts the quality of output.
2.2. Interactive Visual Analysis

Several approaches, including those above, employ multiple coordinated visualizations. In the Influence Explorer,
Tweedie et al. show histograms of input parameters and of
outputs [TSDS95]. Users specify an active range for each
histogram and data items for which one or more dimensions fall outside these ranges are dimmed. In later work,
Tweedie and Spence extend the approach to prosection matrices [TS98]: 2D scatterplots, each with an associated third
dimension for which users can specify an active range. Data
items with one or more dimensions outside these ranges are
hidden. With both methods, users discover relationships between parameters and outputs interactively. Dynamic query-

Several visualization methods have been developed to address the deficiencies of stepwise iterative refinement.
Guided navigation. Piringer et al. developed a technique for
guided parameter optimization in a system called HyperMoVal [PBK10]. It shows multiple linked visualizations of
the local neighborhood of a high-dimensional focal point in
parameter space. This supports an iterative process where
the user is guided to optimal parameter values by showing residual errors of estimated output of sampled parameters compared to known pre-computed output. In subsequent
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ing enables them to explore different scenarios and identify
parameter combinations that meet or fail requirements.
A few methods focus on changes in parameter values,
and corresponding outputs, during the optimization process.
Ma shows the parameter search process as a directed graph
to help users find rendering parameter settings for computer graphics scenes [Ma99]. When parameter values are
changed a new scene is rendered and a thumbnail representation is connected to the previous rendering with an edge.
Callahan et al. use a similar approach for history management in VisTrails [CFS∗ 06]: a visual history tree is maintained as users generate different visualizations of a dataset.
Both methods use the visualization of the evolution of outputs as an external memory aid. Search paths are shown and
existing outputs can be selected and refined further.
Some techniques emphasize the structure of parameter
or output space. Jankun-Kelly and Ma use a spreadsheet
metaphor to let users investigate the influence of rendering
parameters on computer graphics scenes [JKM00]. Pairs of
parameters define the x- and y-axes of a table and renderings
that correspond to a pair of settings are shown at the intersection of the two coordinates. In Design Galleries, Marks
et al. structure their visualizations on perceptually recognizable differences of outputs [MAB∗ 97]. Parameter values are
chosen so that outcomes are perceptually distributed. Several outputs illustrating these differences are shown to enable users to identify suitable regions of parameter space.
Bruckner and Möller sample parameter space and apply a
novel clustering method to identify key changes in the output
space [BM10]. Both the clusters and output are visualized.

Figure 1: Segmentation of histopathology images. Detected
contiguous regions are filled with a random colour and outlined with a bounding box. (a) Poor quality segmentation of
a lymph node section resulting from default parameter values identified through stepwise iterative refinement: multiple
smaller parts of the three main contiguous regions are detected. (b) High quality segmentation of a lymph node section resulting from more optimal parameter values identified
by interactive visual analysis with Paramorama. (c) Poor
quality segmentation of a cervix section resulting from default parameter values: in addition to the coloured regions,
the entire image is also detected as a contiguous region.
(d) High quality segmentation of a cervix section resulting from more optimal parameter values identified by visual
analysis. Histopathology images often contain noise resulting from sectioning ((a)(i) and (c)(i)), and artifacts on the
glass slides ((c)(ii)). A subtle error in the original implementation of the algorithm, where smaller regions, such as (d)(i)
and (ii) were not combined with larger regions that contain
them, was also identified by visual analysis.

The visualization system considered in this paper supports
interactive exploration of parameter space and was designed
to analyze relationships between input parameters and outputs of biomedical image analysis algorithms. The approach
does not rely on objective functions or ground truths as
they cannot be assumed to exist in our target domain. An
overview of this system is deferred to Section 3.2.
3. Parameter Optimization for Image Analysis

part of an ongoing initiative, independent of the present
study, to develop virtual microscope software [TJOH∗ 09].

To compare stepwise iterative refinement with interactive visual analysis, we conducted a case study. Before it is discussed, we first describe the software systems that we used.

The goal is for the software to accurately detect contiguous regions of tissue in an image. This is achieved by several
image processing steps. For instance, a thresholding step distinguishes foreground and background based on pixel-level
intensity differences. Each processing step requires the specification of values that indicate, for instance, the amount of
thresholding to apply. As we describe in Section 4, a set of
default values had been identified for these parameters by
stepwise iterative refinement and were subsequently hardcoded in the software. For a particular input image, the output is an image where each detected region is filled with a
color and marked by a bounding box (see Figure 1(a)).

3.1. Proprietary Segmentation Software
Histopathology images are very high resolution scans of
microscopic-scale tissue slices (typically 80,000 × 100,000
pixels). Consequently, a user may be viewing morphological
structures at a very high zoom level. This makes it difficult
to navigate the images efficiently as context is lost. The software we considered is being developed as part of a set of
methods to assist in (semi-) automatic navigation between
distinct regions of tissue in histopathology images. It forms
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3.2. Paramorama

capabilities such as linked views and filters. A popular feature is to tag regions of parameter space that are associated
with high- or low quality outputs. When a user tags regions,
they are marked with a green (good) or magenta (bad) background in the overview and detail view (Figure 2(a) and (b)).

We also considered a visualization prototype designed for
parameter optimization of image analysis algorithms in a
biomedical context. This technique differs dramatically from
the software described in Section 3.1 in the way that parameter optimization is approached by providing interactive visual support. It is an example of using visual analysis for
parameter optimization, as discussed in Section 2.2.

4. Histopathology Case Study
The software described in Section 3.1 requires parameters to
be set to ensure accurate region detection. We hypothesized
that the visualization method implemented in Paramorama
(see Section 3.2) would enable users to: (1) consider larger
parts of parameter space; (2) better understand their algorithms and the influence of parameter values; and (3) achieve
higher quality segmentation. We observed three participants
as they used Paramorama to analyze the results of the segmentation software using sampled parameter values.

In previous work we presented a design study for interactive visual optimization of parameters for biomedical image analysis algorithms [PBCR11]. Our initial design was
informed by interviews and discussions with domain experts at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard and observations of users at a hands-on introductory workshop on image
analysis. Our technique was developed to visually analyze a
Cartesian sampling of parameter space. This has the benefit of being conceptually simple: for each parameter a user
wishes to sample, they simply specify a range and the number of samples to compute. To facilitate this, we originally
implemented a sampling plugin for CellProfiler [CJL∗ 06].
Our approach is not tied to CellProfiler or any particular algorithm, however. As we will demonstrate, users of other
tools can extend these to sample any parameters of interest
and analyze their results with our prototype. Requirements
analysis revealed that users are usually interested in sampling 3–7 parameters at 3–7 intervals each [PBCR11].

4.1. Method
Participants. Adam is an undergraduate research assistant
who had implemented the histopathology segmentation algorithm described. Bob is an academic member of staff and
an active member of the image processing research community. He has developed several biomedical segmentation
algorithms in the past and served as Adam’s supervisor.
Charles is a practicing histopathologist with deep domain
knowledge in the analysis of histopathology images. He
has been involved in several research projects where image
analysis methods were applied in a histopathology context.
Charles served as a domain expert during the development of
the algorithm. None of the participants had prior experience
with our visualization prototype. All were initially skeptical
about the suitability of interactive visualization methods for
the analysis and optimization of segmentation results.

As shown in Figure 2(a), we visualize sampled parameter
space as a tree, using a node-link depiction oriented left-toright. Every level represents a parameter and users can interactively change the order to suit their analysis needs. In the
figure, the first parameter was sampled four times, shown
by four second-level nodes (the root contains all samples).
For each of these values, the second parameter was sampled
four times, and so on. Users can identify, navigate to, and select particular combinations of parameter values. When they
select regions of parameter space (subtrees in the node-link
view) thumbnails of the actual image-based output are displayed in the detail view (Figure 2(b)). We developed a layout with the following properties [PBCR11]: each selection
is shown in a distinct region; the top-to-bottom ordering of
regions preserves the ordering of selections in the overview;
the hierarchy of each selected subtree is shown by nesting;
and within each region, the numerical order of sampled parameter values is shown left-to-right. The layout is parameterized and users can specify a parameter for which values
are positioned top-to-bottom to make comparisons easier.

Materials. Three tissue types were considered: biopsies from
the oesophagus of patients with Barretts’ esophagus, resections of the cervix, and excised lymph nodes. For each type,
two images were selected. The first was a “textbook” example with one to three clean contiguous regions of tissue.
The second image, which contained more noise, was emblematic of what often happens in practice. Histopathology
images are high-resolution scans of thin sections of tissue
fixed to glass slides. Noise is introduced when tissue tears,
separates, and distorts during the sectioning process (see
Figure 1(a)(i) and (c)(i)), or by artifacts on the glass (Figure 1(c)(ii)). All sections had been treated with hematoxylin
and eosin stain (H&E), which is widely used in histopathology. It colors cell nuclei blue while cytoplasm is colored
pink/purple. The study was conducted on a desktop workstation (2.4GHz CPU; 12GB RAM) running Windows 7 with a
30-inch flat panel monitor (2,560 × 1,600 pixels; 60Hz).

Users are often interested in contextual information in the
form of a reference image to interpret the results of segmentation algorithms. Typically, they want to compare outputs
to the original input image to determine whether correct objects, and not noise, were identified. We supply a reference
image view as shown in Figure 2(c). When users move the
cursor over any thumbnail, it is superimposed on the reference image. Our prototype provides standard interaction

Procedure. An initial discussion with Adam and Bob revealed the overall goal of the segmentation software being
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Figure 2: Visual analysis of parameter space with Paramorama. (a) Sampled parameter space is visualized as a tree where,
left-to-right, every level represents a parameter. (b) For selected regions in parameter space, the corresponding image-based
output is shown as thumbnails in the detail view. Users can tag results as good (green) or bad (magenta). (c) A reference image,
typically the original input image, is supplied to visually compare the results to. The visualized data is of segmentation results
for a histopathology image of lymph node tissue.

developed and the research context in which this was happening (see Section 3.1). It was a challenge to identify how
the implementation of the algorithm had been parameterized. After discussions with Adam and Bob, it was decided
that some of the hard-coded values in the algorithm might
better be considered as parameters and that different values
for these might be more appropriate under different circumstances. Adam’s approach had been to run the algorithm on a
single input image and to identify suitable parameter values
by stepwise iterative refinement. Once identified, these values were hard-coded in the implementation of the algorithm.
Adam and Bob were confident about the robustness of these
values and were not convinced that they could be improved
on by exploring the parameter space further.

the parameter values to use. He then wrote a script to perform Cartesian sampling of the parameter space and to call
the algorithm with all unique combinations of the sampled
parameter values. Next, suitable intervals and the number
of samples to compute over each interval were identified:
parameters were sampled four times each, yielding 1,024
unique combinations. Corresponding segmentation output
for the six input images were computed overnight.
After a training session with our prototype Adam was
given an opportunity to identify regions of parameter space
that produce high-quality segmentation results. In a second
session, Bob was given training to use our prototype and then
asked to review Adam’s results. Finally, in a third session,
the functionality and features of our prototype were demonstrated to Charles before being given an opportunity to try it.
All participants were comfortable using Paramorama after
30 minutes of hands-on training.

After a code-review with Adam, five parameters were
identified for closer scrutiny. These were smoothing (how
much noise reduction to apply), thresholding (the pixel intensity at which to differentiate foreground and background),
dilation (how much to expand the foreground to “fill” holes),
expansion (how much to expand foreground regions before
detecting intersections), and merging (a threshold for discarding or combining intersecting regions). Adam modified
his code so that it could be called with arguments to specify

4.2. Results
Adam. Our first participant required 10-30 minutes to analyze each dataset for a total analysis time of 1 hour 21 minutes for all six. The first two datasets, respectively, required
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segmented, Bob did pay attention to object count. Many results were rejected by noting, for example, “far too many artifacts”. However, there were a number of individual results
where Bob proceeded to view the segmentation results in
more detail using the reference image view (see Figure 2(c)).

25 and 32 minutes but this dropped to between 9 and 11 minutes for the final three datasets.
Using the node-link visualization of parameter space (see
Figure 2(a)), subtrees were systematically selected starting
from the top and working to the bottom. Thumbnail versions of the corresponding outputs were viewed in the detail
view (Figure 2(b)). In most cases Adam tagged all displayed
thumbnails based on an initial impression formed by scanning the thumbnails (“good” or “bad”). Tagging was done
in one operation by using the nested representation of the
detail view to select all outputs. Most regions of parameter
space that Adam thought yielded poor results were identified like this. Individual results of which he was uncertain
were viewed in more detail using the reference image view.
This often resulted in flicking “bad” tags to “good” (and vice
versa). We noticed that Adam devised a rule-of-thumb for
each of the six input images during his analysis. This involved scanning the output to determine whether key regions
had been identified. This was often vocalized, for example:
“yes, the five major regions are correctly detected” or “too
many regions are identified, it’s picking up noise”.

By reviewing his colleague’s work, Bob identified a subtle
logic error. The algorithm detects small contiguous regions
and should progressively combine these to form larger regions, provided certain criteria hold. However, in many cases
overlapping regions of dissimilar size were not being combined (see Figure 1(d)(i) and (ii)). Bob concluded that either
the heuristics for deciding when to combine smaller regions
were insufficient, or the implementation was incorrect. This
sparked follow-on discussions between Adam and Bob that
confirmed the existence of a logic error. It also led to a code
review where additional implementation errors were discovered. The logic and implementation errors were flagged as
high priority changes for a next release of the software.
Charles. When Charles reviewed Adam’s results, he spontaneously changed the order of parameters in the node-link
representation of parameter space. He explained that his aim
was to identify those parameters that have the most “striking” influence on segmentation quality, using Adam’s tags
as an indication of quality. He remarked that our prototype
made these relationships “very clear”. Using an approach
similar to that of Bob, many cases were found where Charles
disagreed with the initial tagging of the outputs. This was put
down to inexperience and a lack of in-depth domain knowledge on the part of Adam. Charles recognized this as a common problem when trying to get results quickly and emphasized the need for more expert reviews in the future.

Adam made a number of important discoveries. For all six
input images, more optimal parameter values that differed
from the hard-coded values were identified. Using the number of segmentations as a crude quality metric, the default
parameter values resulted in 21 regions being erroneously
segmented for Barrett’s noisy, 22 for cervix noisy, 26 for
lymph clean, and 16 for lymph noisy. Visual inspection also
revealed that the boundaries of regions detected for Barrett’s
clean and cervix clean were closer to what a human expert
would have picked. In particular, two parameters (smoothing and thresholding) were discovered to have an important
influence on the quality of the outputs produced by the segmentation algorithm. Figure 1 contrasts the results of applying the segmentation algorithm to two of the datasets
with the original hard-coded parameter values (Figure 1(a)
and (c)) versus the values identified with Paramorama (Figure 1(b) and (d)). Even casual visual inspection shows that
there is a vast improvement in quality for the newly identified values. Adam also came to a more general conclusion:
suitable parameter values are extremely context sensitive.
Each of the six images required a different set of parameter values to yield the best results. This convinced Adam
that different types of tissue and the amounts of noise in
the images require different parameter values to ensure highquality segmentation.

4.3. Discussion
The above results provide anecdotal evidence to support
our hypotheses (within the context of our study). First,
participants explored larger parts of parameter space using
our visualization prototype than they had previously using
stepwise iterative refinement. All participants agreed that it
would have been prohibitively time-consuming to analyze
the number of parameter combinations they considered with
Paramorama using their conventional approach. Second, visualization helped all participants to achieve new insights
and learn more about the relationships between input parameter values and the resulting output. They were also more
confident in their understanding of the algorithm than before.
Third, using interactive visualization, participants achieved
higher quality output that differed from those produced by
hard-coded parameter values.

Bob. Upon reviewing Adam’s tagged results, Bob did not
perform an exhaustive analysis of parameter space, but focused on a few regions that had been mostly tagged as
“good” or as “bad”. Bob next scanned the thumbnails for
these regions in the detail view. For many results he deemed
the thumbnails sufficient to confirm his agreement with the
categories that had been assigned by Adam. Although not
as vocal about the number of regions that the algorithm had

In our experience, our case study is a good example of the
reaction of users to the introduction of visual analysis as an
alternative to an established approach (stepwise iterative refinement of parameters for image analysis algorithms, in this
case). Despite initial skepticism, participants were soon able
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We were interested to see whether, and how, users who
had not previously used our prototype would apply this
new feature. To do so, we performed a preliminary study
with eight students majoring in biological sciences. Because
histopathology images were considered too specialist, we
used the sampling plug-in we had developed for CellProfiler
to compute segmentations for two 640 × 640 pixel photomicrographs of human osteosarcoma cells (cancerous bone tumor) [PBCR11, Bro]. Both images had been stained with
DRAQ, which highlights cell nuclei as light gray on a dark
background. Five parameters were sampled four times each
to yield 1,024 different outputs. After training, each participant was presented with the results of one of the two images
and given 10 minutes to find a region of parameter space
where cell nuclei are most accurately detected.

to apply the new method to great effect. As a case in point,
an important logic error and implementation errors were discovered using our visualization prototype. These had previously gone undetected despite the analysis of segmentation output and the identification of what were believed to
be optimal parameter values. Also, all participants were far
less certain about the robustness of the algorithm and the
hard-coded parameters after using Paramorama than they
had been originally. This suggests that visual parameter optimization may be able to facilitate critical reflection better
that stepwise iterative refinement.
Visual analysis also highlighted flaws in participants’ assumptions and quality control during algorithm implementation. In particular, it emphasized the gap that exists between “good” results for different stakeholders (with technical versus domain knowledge). Our prototype facilitated discussion between stakeholders that would have been difficult
without the ability to visually compare and refer to different
outputs interactively. The threefold drop in analysis time by
Adam over the six datasets suggests that there is an associated learning effect, but once users become familiar with
visualization tools, such as Paramorama, they should be able
to analyze large parts of parameter space in shorter periods.

All participants used the metric view to converge on a region of parameter space where they thought the object count
was correct (see Figure 3(a)). In most cases, they started with
a low guess for object count, selected the corresponding histogram in the metric view, and scanned the output thumbnails in the detail view (Figure 3(c)). Repeating this process, they revised the object count upward until settling for a
value. As observed during the case study (Section 4.2), participants then considered the thumbnails in the detail view
to analyze individual outputs (Figure 3(d)). Parameter values were inspected with the node-link view (Figure 2(b)).

The case study also revealed an important shortcoming
of our approach. In terms of analysis strategy, Adam systematically considered all outputs corresponding to sampled
parameter values. However, he often referred to the number of objects detected when judging whether an individual
result is acceptable. The other two participants also mentioned object count while analyzing the outputs. From this
we concluded that, had a facility been available to select or
filter results based on object count, Adam would probably
not have analyzed all outputs exhaustively but would have
discarded large parts of parameter space where associated
object counts were unreasonable. We also suspect that such
a facility would have enabled Bob and Charles to target their
detailed analysis to smaller subsets of the generated output.
When we raised the issue, our participants agreed on the potential advantages of augmenting our approach with derived
measures such as object count (the number of objects identified by segmentation) and area occupied (the sum of regions
occupied by detected objects). They felt that this would allow users with a “gut feeling” of what suitable quality involves to identify high-potential parts of parameter space.

This is a positive result that shows an improvement on
our previous design, but there are further opportunities to explore. First, the inclusion of several derived measures could
assist users in further reducing the subset of outputs to review, as with faceted search [Tun09]. Other measures, such
as the total area covered by identified objects, could be used
for this (our prototype already caters for an arbitrary number
of measures). Second, the output of an objective function
for each point in parameter space could be shown to more
closely resemble guided navigation (see Section 2.2). We
note, though, that all domain experts we interviewed were
reluctant to introduce more complex measures. A third option is to visualize the distribution of outputs per parameter
for a meaningful measure (using histograms, for example)
and to enable users to directly filter the outputs to view in
more detail using a scented widgets approach [WHA07].
6. Conclusion
The presented case study serves as an example of the potential usefulness of interactive visualization to identify suitable
parameter values for biomedical image analysis algorithms.
As hypothesized, using our visualization prototype, participants were able to: (1) analyze larger parts of parameter
space; (2) obtain a better understanding of the underlying
algorithms; and (3) achieve higher quality results than they
had previously with stepwise iterative refinement. The study
also serves as an example of users’ reactions to the introduction of interactive visual analysis into the established field of

5. Follow-on Work
To investigate the role of derived measures, we extended our
prototype to show a histogram of the distribution of values
for each derived measure associated with the data (see Figure 3(a)). Inspired by the work of Tweedie et al. [TSDS95],
this metric view is linked with all other views (Figure 3(b)–
(d)): when the user selects one or more bars in a histogram
the corresponding regions of parameter space are selected in
the overview and the output shown in the detail view.
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Figure 3: (a) Interactive histograms that show the distribution of output for one of more derived measures were added to our
prototype after a case study revealed this as a requirement. These are linked with (b) the parameter space view, (c) the detail
view, and (d) the reference image view. The visualized data is of segmentation results for photomicrographs of osteosarcoma
cells (cancerous bone tumour).

biomedical image analysis. Despite initial skepticism, participants discovered an unknown logic error in their algorithm and errors in its implementation.

the real world often require scarce specialist skills to interpret and analyze. Moreover, our findings suggest that participants would require sufficient time for training and we
anticipate that the value of interactive visualization methods will emerge with repeated use over extended periods of
time. This implies a longer evaluation timeline than feasible
with a typical laboratory-based investigation. Designing and
implementing user evaluation studies that meet all these requirements is a significant challenge similar to those encountered by other visualisation researchers [Pla04]. In this light,
a more realistic goal may be for researchers to conduct more
longitudinal investigations, to accumulate, and to present
more anecdotal evidence, such as the present study [SP06].

Our work also serves as an example of how case studies
can serve as an important part of iterative design. Collaboration with experts revealed an important additional requirement: facilitating analysis of derived measures. Our preliminary results suggest that interactive visualization of derived
measures further reduces user effort during parameter optimization. Based on this initial work, we anticipate that users
will benefit further from methods that help them effectively
select an even smaller subset of outputs for detailed analysis.
Our prototype is available for download at [Pre].
We anticipate that the visual analysis design principles
implemented in Paramorama should generalize to different
image analysis algorithms and input images (in biomedicine
and beyond). Indeed, the case study and follow-on work discussed in this paper were based on different segmentation algorithms and considered different input images (histopathology versus photomicrographs). To investigate this and to
generalize the findings summarized above, more empirical
evidence is needed. This presents a number of challenges.
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Abstract
An initial study of how text clones can be detected and visualized in technical documentation, i.e., semi-structured
text that describe a product, software, or service. The goal of the visualizations is to support human experts to
assess and prioritize the clones, since certain clones can be either intentional or harmless. We study some existing
visualizations designed for source code, and provide initial and limited adaption of these. A major difficulty in this
adaptation is to manage the semi-structured technical documentation compared to structured source code.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—

1. Introduction to Clones and Clone Detection

pair. We assume f to define an equivalence relation. Hence,
we can classify all text fragments using f and the fragments
F1 , F2 , . . . , F3 of the same class form a so-called clone set.

Duplicated and redundant text, so called (text) clones, can be
a problem in technical documentation. Technical documentation is semi-structured text that describes a product, software, or service. We consider the text to be semi-structured,
since it generally contains markup, such as XML, but this
structure is defined by the authors of the document.

Clone detection is automated extraction of similar text
fragments. Approaches are in the domain of similarity function f , which could be based on plain text sequences, their
syntactic structure, e.g., induced by XML markup, and their
meaning (the latter is undecidable in general). For a given
set of documents (files) and a given similarity function f ,
we can compute the clone sets. As the clone fragments of
different clone sets may overlap or be included in each other,
post-processing is necessary to deduce the actual document
uniqueness or similarity. Moreover, to avoid noise, thresholds for too small text fragments and to disregard simple
or automated text transformation, pre-processing could filter
and abstract from the original text sequences, for example
by replacing tabs and linefeeds with spaces.

Clones increase the size of the documentation, which adds
to the cost to store, translate, print, etc. while more effort is
required to maintain the documentation, for example due to
update anomalies. An update anomaly occurs when not all
clones are changed to reflect an update to the content, e.g.,
an instruction is only changed in certain parts of the documentation. However, clones can also improve the quality of
a documentation, by increasing readability and understandability. Duplicated text can help to create context and familiarity, and reduce the need for cross-references. The dual nature of clones is a problem to assess the quality of a documentation and there is a need to identify clones. Further, how
human experts faced with this problem can be supported by
visualizations. We ask the following question: how can visualization help to (quickly) identify clones?

Text cloning could happen when writing with haste, but
also intentionally, e.g., when similar text fragments are required in different documents, or as a result of the writing
process itself, e.g., when documents come in variants or versions. In any case, awareness of clones and understanding
of their genesis is necessary for assuring the quality of documentations. It helps fixing typos and spelling errors consistently, uncovering plagiarism, understanding related document sets and their evolution, and identifying text fragment
that may be generated automatically. Even awareness of absence of expected clones, for example a common header that
should be present in all documents, can be helpful.

Roy et al. [RCK09] introduce the foundations of clone
detection. A text fragment F is any sequence of text characters. It can be uniquely identified, e.g., by its file, starting,
and ending position. A fragment F1 is a clone of another
fragment F2 if they are considered similar. We can define
(different) function(s) f to determine similarity. If f (F1 , F2 )
is true, F1 and F2 are clones, and F1 and F2 form a clone
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2. Visualization of Clones
There are plenty of research on how to visualize clones in
source code. However, it is not clear how many of these visualizations are suitable for technical documentation. It is
also not clear if the aim of these visualizations are to simply
detect clones or also help to classify them. Here, we outline
different kinds of visualizations and discuss how they can be
adapted to technical documentation and if adapted versions
provide enough information to help classify the clones. We
base our discussion on the summary by Jiang et al. [JHH06].
They divided the visualizations on what relation they focus
on; clone pairs or clone sets and since we want to classify
clones we only focus on clone set visualizations.

(a) The documents clustered by clone set families

The six visualizations of clone sets are: Metric
Graphs [UKKI02], Hasse Diagrams [Joh94], Hyper-linked
Web [Joh96], Linked Editing [TBG04], Duplication Aggregation Tree Map, and Clone Class Family Enumeration [RDL04]. Metric Graphs presents a set of metrics for
each clone set, such as %coverage or radius (maximal distance from a common ancestor). Hasse Diagrams can be
used to display a partial order based on the subset relation
between files in clone sets. With positioning in a 2D space
it shows relations between and properties of the clones, e.g.,
the degree of similarity. Hyper-linked Web can be considered a hypertext version of a Hasse diagram, where each
clone set is displayed as a document with metrics such as
size and links to super- and sub-clone sets as well as the
actual files. Linked Editing shows clones in an editor view,
where cloned parts are marked and can be edited simultaneously, i.e., a change can be made to all instances of a clone.

(b) The clusters clustered by clone set with each document colored
by which of the eight parts of the documentation it belongs to

Figure 1: Visualizations of clusters of documents (square).
Each cluster represents a group of document that are part of
the same clone set family(ies). Nodes are not weighted and
edges are removed to make the grapher clearer.

since the structure is not as controlled as it is in software
where a method or a class have specific rules and purposes.
3. Experiment
We implemented a set of visualizations and applied them
to the result of clone detection. The clone detection is performed on 300 documents from a real-world documentation of a telecom product that consists of about 600 documents. We define an information extractor that removes the
XML markup from the documents, normalizes whitespace
and converts all text to lower-case. We define a simple similarity function that recognizes identical sequences of words
in sequences that are at least 100 words long. Text fragments
that are identical form clone sets and are presented using a
triple that consists of file name, line number of the first, and
last line of the fragment, e.g., (doc1, 4, 19). The total size of
the 300 documents is approximately 90,000 lines.

Duplication Aggregation Tree Map is modified to allow
empty space. Each directory represent a box that contains
smaller boxes (files). The size of the file boxes shows the
number of internally (width) and externally (height) cloned
lines. The size and shape of the directories mimic the amount
and ratio of internal and external clones. Clone Class Family
Enumeration groups clone sets if they contain the same set of
files. In a 2D space, the clone class families and source files
are positioned with respect to lines of cloned code, number
of source files, lines of code and how many clone class families the source file is a member of, respectively.
Hyper-linked Web, Linked Editing and Hasse diagrams
have interesting properties, but they are not suitable to
quickly identify clones. Metric graphs rely on various metrics calculated on clones and [KKI02] put forward the need
for more discussion on what metrics can be used to determine related clones. Duplication Tree Map Aggregation
and Clone Class Family Enumeration provides new and improved ways to show dependencies between files, however
at least Duplicate Tree Map Aggregation relies on properties of source code (package/class/directory structures, etc.).
Based on our experience with documentation, it can be difficult to apply these structure properties to documentation,

The clone detection results in more than 500 clone sets,
and approximately 25,600 lines (28%) of the documentation are clones of some other part. Compared to real-world
software systems, where it is not uncommon that 7-20% of
the source code are clones [RC08], this may seem high, but
compared to our previous results for documentation (e.g.,
[WELL10], where we find in the range of 40-50% cloned
text), this is low. On average, each clone set contains 7 document, and the largest contains 87.
Figure 1a shows document similarity: each node is a document grouped by similarity. Each of the four clusters depicts
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(b) The “green” cluster from Figure 1b

(a) All documents

(c) The four node “yellow” cluster from Figure 1b

Figure 2: Pixelmap representations of three different clone sets. Each pixel represents a line, red pixels represent clones and
green pixels represent non-clones. Each pixelmap is restricted to documents between 100-400 lines for clearer figures.
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across the middle that mirrors the length of the document. If
we investigate the cluster with four documents, where documents have another purpose, we can see that each of them
shares a common postscript.
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To gain more structure insights than the pixel maps provide, we project the clone sets w.r.t. one document and calculate a hierarchy based on textual containment; Figure 4
shows such a hierarchy (tree). Each tree shows the structure
of clones in respective document, and each direct child of
the root represents a red sequence of pixels in Figure 2 If we
project and overlay the clone sets w.r.t. several documents
and represent the tree nodes using different colors per document (and appropriate color mixtures for nodes representing
clone sets of several documents), we can see similarity in the
clone structure between the documents. This idea is similar
to Jiang’s et al. visualization of super clones, i.e., combinations of clones, using code execution structure (basic-block
graphs) to relate different source files. Since we do not have
such structure in documentation, we have to rely on simpler
methods to relate different documents. One approach is to
normalize the length of a document in order to make it comparable. Figure 3 shows the relative number of clone sets a
line is part of. So, if the first line of all the documents are
part of 10 of a total of 100 clone sets, the position 1 would
have a value of 10%.
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(b) The “green” cluster from Figure 1b

Figure 3: Histograms depicting the percentage of clone sets
(y-axis) that a line (x-axis) is part of. The documents are
normalized to the length of the largest document. Clones are
positioned relatively, but their length is not normalized. The
pattern in (b) is more distinct than in (a) due to the common
structure of the documents in (b).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

a Clone Class Family. It illustrates where the clones exist,
which is generally not enough information to gain an understanding and prioritize which clones to remove. For example, pair-wise comparison of 87 documents using a diff-tool
or further visualizations is a cumbersome task. We applied
a coloring based on which documentation purpose a document belongs to (extracted from file name conventions), and
two clusters shows a strong correlation between purpose and
similarity (cf. 1b).

Our main finding is that even though we rely on clone detection and extraction for source code, most of the visualizations are not a good fit for documentation. A major challenge is that documentation lacks some of the structure that
is available in code. Our initial attempts suggest that further work is needed on both extraction and visualization of
text clones. Most of the documentation we analyze contains
text and markup, even if most of the discussion here is focused on text. We can extract certain structural properties
from the markup, such as bullet lists, headers, etc., but they
are not as well defined nor used as purposefully as structure
and (static) semantics information of a programming language. The company that produce the documentation often
provide structure, rules, and guidelines, and these could be
used to provide additional semantic information. For exam-

The largest cluster contains documents describing a function or command. The document similarity indicates that a
common template is used and clones are intentional. If we
consider a pixelmap (cf. Figure 2) of a subset of the documents (documents between 100 and 400 lines, to help reduce the image size), we find that the clones (red pixels) are
placed in the beginning of the documentation and in a band
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Figure 4: A tree that depicts clone sets and subsets that are present in a single document. Each box shows the clone sets the
clone is part of and the line numbers in the document. The tree is built using subset containment, i.e., a parent contains the
subsets of all its children. Each red sequence in a single document in Figure 2 is a direct child of the root.
clones, but we will study other types of software and information visualizations. Even if our experiment shows that
properties of the documentation, such as types of documents,
etc. can be a risk to include when clustering documents that
are similar, we see if we can find a better set of properties, for
example author, creation date, etc. Also, we need to improve
our tools and the quality of the visualizations produced.

ple, our coloring of the document similarity graph, based on
purpose (file name conventions) helps to explain one of the
large clusters of clones. However, such semantic information
is based on written guidelines or convention, which might
not be used consistently. Consider, e.g., the four documents
with the same postscript; these all have the same purpose,
but there are 15 other documents with the same purpose that
are not part of the cluster.
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Abstract
Considering the increasing pressure of competition and high dynamics of markets, the early identification and
specific handling of novel developments and trends becomes more and more important for competitive companies.
Today, those signals are encoded in large amounts of textual data like competitors’ web sites, news articles, scientific publications or blog entries which are freely available in the web. Processing large amounts of textual data is
still a tremendous challenge for current business analysts and strategic decision makers. Although current information systems are able to process that amount of data and provide a wide range of information retrieval tools,
it is almost impossible to keep track of each thread or opportunity. The presented approach combines semantic
search and data mining techniques with interactive visualizations for analyzing and identifying weak signals in
large text collections. Beside visual summarization tools, it includes an enhanced trend visualization that supports
analysts in identifying latent topic-related relations between competitors and their temporal relevance. It includes
a graph-based visualization tool for representing relations identified during semantic analysis. The interaction
design allows analysts to verify their retrieved hypothesis by exploring the documents that are responsible for the
current view.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentations]:
User Interfaces—Graphical user interfaces (GUI), Interaction styles H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
Content Analysis and Indexing—Abstracting methods

1. Introduction

In contrast to SEWS, common information systems usually
provide keyword searches that make intensive use of information retrieval technologies. These search mechanisms are
primarily focused on providing the users with easy access to
information of their interest and deal with the access to information items and resources [BYRN10]. The underlying
assumption of information retrieval platforms is an initial information need of the user that is usually expressed by a keyword query. In response to the given query the user receives
a sorted list that is often supplemented by Key-Word-InContext (KWIC) snippets. In contrast to typical search tasks,
weak signal discovery rarely starts with an initial intention
expressed as a set of keywords but rather with the exploration of key topics and trends that are latent in an underlying collection of text documents. After getting an overview,
analysts dive deeper into a specific topic and achieve new
hypotheses and impulses by identifying novel knowledge artifacts and recognizing relations between them.
In this paper we present an SEWS called Signal Tracing that

The early detection of novel developments and trends is crucially important and confers companies a significant advantage over their competitors in global competition. Concepts
known from the field of strategic management like weak
signals [Ans75] and environmental scanning [Agu67] constitute the theoretical foundation for detecting early warnings and systematically scanning the environment of an organization for relevant information [Sch05]. Today, different research areas focus on adopting these concepts in different kinds of software systems that aim at (semi-) automatically identifying knowledge for facilitating strategic decision making. On the one hand, business intelligence platforms consider mainly internal data, whereas competitive intelligence platforms aim at gathering semi- or unstructured
data from the external environment of an organization with
the aim of supporting the optimization of strategic decision
making. The latter are also known as Strategic Early Warning Systems (SEWS).
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is based on analytical semantics visualizations for discovering latent signals in large text collections. The approach utilizes a backend system that provides semantic analysis and
data mining tools for summarizing and querying the underlying document collection. Starting at an initial state, the interactions of the analyst are translated into different queries
whose results are visualized in several visualizations. In the
following section we briefly introduce the general process of
a SEWS followed by a detailed description of the visualization and interaction techniques that are used in Signal Tracing for discovering latent signals in large text collections.

components are connected by brushing and linking techniques for providing multiple interactive and aspect-oriented
perspectives on the underlying text collection. Altogether
the user interface (Figure 2) integrates six different components: (1) Entity Explorer, (2) Trend Visualization, (3) Topic
and Keyword Explorer, (4) Relation Graph, (5) Document
Browser and (6) Reporting Tools.
The actual analysis and diagnosis follows a prolonged interactive loop of querying, exploring and refining using the
tools provided by the Signal Tracing user interface and the
analytical, semantic backend system. So the analyst is able
to develop new hypotheses and to gain novel insights into
the gathered sources and to infer strategic decisions. This
interactive cycle includes the following tasks: (a) Entity Exploration and Selection, (b) Trend Discovery, (c) Topic Detection and Exploration, (d) Relation Analysis and (e) Validation and Verification. Thanks to the design of the user interface and its juxtaposed components, the sequence of these
analytical tasks is not strictly defined but analysts are able to
combine the tools in different orders. For example it is possible to insert a unknown topic identified in the Topic and
Keyword Explorer as a new entity for identifying its temporal correlation with existing entities. Hence, it is possible to
consider new acquired knowledge from the one perspective
in another perspective to visually correlate novel insights
with already existing entities in an iterative loop. A detailed
explanation of how the components of the Signal Tracing
user interface are related to these tasks and how the components are interactively connected is provided in the next
subsections.

2. The SEWS Process
Usually a SEWS passes through three general and repeating process steps (Figure 1), namely (1) information gathering, (2) analysis & diagnosis and (3) reporting and decision making. In the first step, data is gathered and se-

Figure 1: Process of Strategic Early Warning Systems

lected either fully automated or manually by detecting key
issues in the environment of a company. In most cases the
collected data contains mainly text documents like news
feeds, company websites, newsletters, customer ratings, etc.
but it may also contain pictures and video material that
requires additional preprocessing (e.g. image recognition,
speech2text, etc.) for extracting the main content. The gathered text collection is analyzed during the second step of
the process. After some preprocessing steps like stop-word
removal and stemming, different techniques like document
clustering, classification, key term extraction, topic detection and tracking (TDT) and more domain specific methods like those described in [ZS06, MZ05] can be utilized to
summarize the collection and to extract latent signals. Beside the described data mining methods, information visualizations are increasingly used to communicate and summarize the discovered information. In addition to common
visualization techniques like pie, line and bar charts there
are also a number of more sophisticated methods like topicbased visualizations [LZP∗ 12, DWCR11], interactive maps
[FMG05, PM06] or graph-based methods [ZS06, GM04] for
exploring latent knowledge in text collections. Finally, in the
third step the inferred signals are used to evaluate strategic
possibilities, to formulate potential reactions and to assess
the consequences of uncovered trends and topics.

3.1. Entity Exploration and Selection
The Entity Explorer presents known entities and their corresponding categories that are either identified during the information gathering step of the SEWS process or emerged
during the semantic analysis of the given document collection. For each entity the view includes the number of occurrences for providing an overview of the quantitative distribution. The Entity Explorer is directly connected with the adjacent Trend Visualization so that the temporal characteristics
of selected entities are also visible. Thus the Entity Explorer
also serves as a kind of filtering instance for selecting entities that are relevant for the further analysis. It also allows
the definition of custom entities that can be incorporated in
subsequent analysis steps.
3.2. Trend Discovery
The awareness of emerging and disappearing trends constitutes a decisive factor for evaluating current strategies
and for accurate strategic decisions. The Signal Tracing
user interface includes a Trend Visualization that represents
the temporal occurrence of selected entities in an extended
stacked-graph visualization. By exploring the temporal distribution, analysts are able to identify correlations between

3. Visual Discovery of Latent Signals
The user interface of Signal Tracing is based on several visualization tools that cover different analytical aspects. These
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Figure 2: The user interface of Signal Tracing incorporates the following components for discovering latent signals in large
text collections: (1) Entity Explorer, (2) Trend Visualization, (3) Topic and Keyword Explorer, (4) Relation Graph, (5) Document
Browser and (6) Reporting Tools.

selected entities. The advanced overlay techniques (3.4) integrated in the stacked graph enable the exploration of topic
specific and temporal co-occurrences in the given document
collection.

between competitors that are often mentioned together in the
documents. The graph also contains a paging feature for preventing visual clutter and switching between pages of related
entities. The interactive linkage with the entity explorer allows the selection of related entities for enabling subsequent
trend analysis.
The second type of relation analysis enables analysts to identify relations between topics and selected entities and to inspect their strengths over time. Visually this feature is implemented by overlays for each entity in the stacked graph.
By selecting an entry in the Topic and Keyword Explorer,
a query is generated for each visible entity in the Trend Visualization. The result of each query is the number of cooccurrences of an entity and the selected keyword over time
that is visualized as a visual overlay in the Trend Visualization (Figure 3). The strength of the relation is indicated by
the intensity of the overlay for each time interval. So it is
possible to explore the evolution of a certain topic in relation to selected entities. For instance, an analyst may be interested if selected competitors are involved in a novel technology and to identify increasing or decreasing activities in
this specific sector.

3.3. Topic Detection and Exploration
For obtaining an overview of the content, the Topic and Keyword Explorer summarizes either the whole corpus or the
current entity selection. Therefore, the background system
analyses all documents that are related to the current state
of the visualizations. The extracted topics and keywords are
ordered according to their relevance and presented in a list
view. Next to each entry, the view also includes sparklines
for indicating the temporal development of each keyword
and the documents that are related to the current state are
included next to the Topic and Keyword Explorer in the Document Browser.
3.4. Relation Analysis
Signal Tracing provides two different types of relation discovery: Analysis of entity relations and the analysis of topicspecific and temporal co-occurrences. The first type of relations is visualized in a graph representation that shows relations between entities. The strength between the entities is
indicated by the thickness and the color intensity of visible
edges. So analysts are able to identify unknown relations e.g.

3.5. Validation and Verification
Finally, the Document Browser includes all documents that
are responsible for the current selection and the state of the
visualization respectively. So analysts are able to validate
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and to verify their hypotheses by means of the sources and to
collect additional data for reporting and strategic decisions.

edge in large text collections. Besides the common process
for SEWSs we presented several visualization approaches
incorporated in Signal Tracing and the interactive design that
fosters the identification of weak signals for strategic decisions. For the future work we plan to extend the current prototype with additional tools e.g. a visual comparison of keyword distributions might help analysts to compare different
players and to apply the prototype to additional corpora.
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Abstract
The analysis of multivariate networks is an important task in various application domains, such as social network analysis or biochemistry. In this paper, we address the interactive visual analysis of the results of centrality
computations in context of networks. An important analytical aspect is to examine nodes according to specific centrality values and to compare them. We present a tool that combines exploratory data visualization with automatic
analysis techniques, such as computing a variety of centrality values for network nodes as well as hierarchical
clustering or node reordering based on centrality values. Automatic and interactive approaches are seamlessly
integrated in one single tool which provides insight into the importance of an individual node or groups of nodes
and allows quantifying the network structure.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): E.1 [Data Structures]: —Graphs and networks H.5.2
[Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—Graphical user interfaces (GUI) I.3.6 [Computer
Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction techniques

1. Introduction

similar nodes together, adding a node-link view to provide
the analyst with traditional topological network information,
and a complete reimplementation of our tool using OpenGL
to speed up the analysis process for larger networks.

Network centralities are used to discover the relative importance of nodes within a complex network topology. Especially the comparison of several different centrality values
in larger networks is an open problem. Identifying communities and central actors in social networks or the calculation of the importance of specific nodes in biochemical networks are some examples where multiple network centralities are used. Typical tasks during network centrality analysis include: finding nodes with high/low centrality values or
finding nodes with high values in several centralities across a
large number of nodes. Especially the latter task raises challenging analytical problems.

Background This paragraph provides a brief overview of
network centralities in order to facilitate the understanding of the rest of the paper. Because of the page limit,
we abandon the inclusion of standard graph definitions and
centrality formula. Instead, we refer the reader to various
works, such as [GPQX07, DBETT99] for graph definitions
or [JKS06, DHK∗ 06, JKL∗ 05] for centrality measurements.
A network centrality C is a function that assigns a value
C(u) to a node u ∈ V of a given graph G = (V, E). In order to compare network centralities according to their importance, u is more important than v if C(u) > C(v), with
u, v ∈ V . By using network centralities, analysts are able to
better understand the structure of networks and to identify
central actors. Typical examples are degree, eccentricity or
random walk betweenness [New10]. Whereas the degree of
a node is a very simple centrality that orders the nodes according to their degree values, eccentricity is calculated by
using the distance (based on shortest paths) between nodes
of an undirected, connected graph. More central nodes have
therefore a higher value. Our tool uses the CentiBiN plugin [JKS06] that computes up to 17 different network centralities. Note that not every centrality measure can be applied

In this paper, we propose analytical extensions for our
tool ViNCent [KKZ12] that offers solutions to interactively
visualize networks together with their centralities. Our previous work addressed mainly visualization problems, such
as the visual representation of the network itself together
with the computed centralities, the interactive filtering of
(non-)interesting nodes by using histogram brushing, or the
minimization of clutter by the implementation of several
edge bundling methods that work without a node hierarchy. Here, we discuss a set of extensions which support the
analysis process. These are node reordering in the circular
network drawing for selected centrality measurements, automatic cluster analyses over a set of centralities to group
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Figure 1: Overview of ViNCent. The center shows the radial centrality view of the Les Miserables network. Alternatively,
another view with a node-link drawing can be displayed. The right side displays the corresponding histograms of the network
centralities as well as detailed values of the network centralities for the currently hovered node “Thenardier”. The left panel
allows changing the render settings and displays an overview of the respective node-link layout of the network. A node group
has been manually created in the node-link view and is shown as a light-blue stripe along the outer circle in the centrality view
as well as in the overview (bottom left) by using a background region of the same color.
to every graph. The problem of choosing the right centralities differs from network to network. For the computation of
suitable centralities, data about the functional properties of
networks is often missing. This data would allow to choose
the “right” centrality measures. Therefore, this analysis is
usually done by visual comparison of centrality values on
the networks [DHK∗ 06].

Action [PS08]. It allows users to rank nodes by centralities
and to display them in coordinated views as ordered lists
or to compare them by scatterplots. A recent overview of
techniques and tools for social network analysis is given by
Correa and Ma [CM11].
2. Approach
ViNCent provides multiple, coordinated views on the input
data, see Figure 1 for an overview. Concretely, it supports
a radial centrality view, a standard node-link view, interactive histograms for filtering as well as a view to display the
individual centrality values of hovered nodes. The node-link
view uses a standard force-directed layout algorithm to show
the general network structure. The centrality view is used
to display and analyze all calculated centralities of the input network. Each network node is represented by a small
quadrangle that is positioned on a circle. The quadrangle is
gray-scaled according to the corresponding node’s degree.
Its connections to the other nodes (i.e., the edges) are laid
out inside of this circle. The centralities are stacked as additional quadrangles on each node, providing a good comparability of all relative centrality values. In order to distinguish

Related Work The visualization of network centralities
was not much discussed in the visualization literature so far.
Typical methods are the use of correlations, scatter plots,
and parallel coordinates. These solutions have disadvantages when used with networks, since they do not show
where those correlations occur within the network. Dwyer
et al. [DHK∗ 06] describe three techniques to visualize network centralities in context of network drawings. These
techniques and other related works are described in our previous work [KKZ12].
In the field of information visualization, there is much
related work in context of general network analysis, especially in the field of social networks. Some tools include
the analysis of centrality measurements, for example, Social-
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between single centrality values, a specific color schema is
employed. A more detailed explanation about the visualization and interaction approaches used in our tool can be found
in [KKZ12]. For our sample screenshots, we use the network
of characters in the novel Les Miserables [Knu93]. It consists of 77 nodes which represent characters and 254 edges
which connect characters that appear in the same chapter of
the novel.
2.1. Interactive Visual Analysis Methods
All views of ViNCent are connected to each other via brushing and linking. Hovering an object in the network centrality
view, node-link view or histogram bars highlights the respective node or its corresponding data in all other views. Filtering of nodes or centralities is possible by clicking on a histogram bar, by changing the range sliders of the histograms
or by clicking on a node in the centrality view. To better
facilitate the analysis of centralities in a graph, our reimplementation of ViNCent offers new options to group and to
order all or selected nodes in the centrality view based on
their centrality values.

(a) Node-link view with two groups manually created by the user.

Node Grouping If the initial layout of a graph displayed
in the node-link view reveals a couple of nodes that look
interesting, the user can manually select these nodes and
group them together. All grouped nodes will be drawn side
by side in the centrality view, increasing the comparability
of all centralities in a group. The group markers are drawn
as small colored stripes along the outer circle in the centrality view. Figure 2 shows an example with two manually
selected groups. The user can also automatically group all
nodes by using a k-Means clustering algorithm [Mir05]. For
this, he/she chooses which centralities should be used for the
clustering algorithm and how many clusters (k) are desired.
Automatic clustering is especially useful while analyzing
large networks, where it is difficult to see central nodes by
just looking at the node-link representation. Figure 3 shows
the centrality view after clustering the Les Miserables graph.
(b) Centrality view showing the selected groups. The group markers are drawn as colored stripes along the outer circle.

Node Ordering By clicking on a rectangle of a specific centrality value in the centrality view, all nodes are arranged by
their corresponding values in descending order. This makes
it easier to compare centrality values within the same magnitude. Figure 3 shows a small use case based on our sample
data set. In Figure 3(a), the user has clicked on the centroid
centrality for the node representation of the character “Marius”. All nodes are now aligned in descending order of their
respective centroid centrality values, whereas the ordering is
done for each group individually. In this case, “Marius” has
the highest centroid centrality and is therefore drawn at the
first position of his group. This rule applies for all following groups on the circle, providing the possibility to quickly
identify the highest/lowest centrality values for each group
individually. Figure 3(b) shows the same data set with a node
ordering based on the eigenvector centrality.

Figure 2: Two manually grouped nodes displayed in the
node-link (a) and centrality view (b). Color brushing is used
to identify the groups in each view. The name “Tholomyes”
is hovered and simultaneously highlighted in red color
within both views. All direct neighbors of the corresponding
node, i.e., in graph-theoretic distance of one, are highlighted
in orange color together with the connecting edges.

3. Conclusions and Future Work
The additional node-link view enables the user to better perceive the network’s topology in order to interactively preselect interesting nodes. It also supports node grouping to
analyze the nodes in the centrality view afterwards. With
the help of our new node ordering functionality, nodes with
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reasons, we plan to embed centrality views into the nodelink representation to either manually or automatically group
nodes and replace them by our circular centrality view, similar to the NodeTrix approach [HFM07]. Using hierarchical
clustering layouts [NL05] in this context should decrease the
number of overlapping groups in the node-link view. Additionally, we will evaluate our tool together with domain experts in biological and social networks to clarify arising challenges while analyzing the centralities of large networks.
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Abstract
In this work, we aim at facilitating the analysis of spatial simulations of particles at the microscopic level. This
level poses significant challenges to interactive visual analysis tools. On the one hand, the data may contain up to
100.000 data points, and on the other hand, the data exhibit Brownian motion. As a first step to deal with these
challenges, we apply well-accepted techniques to visualize the data and to allow analysts to interact with the
data and their visual representation. Preliminary results from a spatial simulation of protein–lipid-raft interaction
indicate that interactive visual solutions are indeed a useful addition to the modeling and simulation toolbox.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS):
Visualization of simulation data

I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Miscellaneous—

1. Introduction

2. Simulation of Proteins and Lipid Rafts

Interactive visual analysis tools have the potential to significantly aid in modeling and simulation of biological phenomena. Current research investigates spatial simulation at
the microscopic level, a level that imposes significant challenges to be addressed by a visualization solution. A primary
concern is the visualization of thousands of moving entities associated with multiple attributes evolving in space and
time. On top of that, the visualization has to deal with chaotic
movement, because entities moving at the microscopic level
are governed by Brownian motion.

Spatial simulation of cell biological phenomena at the microscopic level can reveal previously unknown behavior,
even for well-studied components such as the MAPK pathway [TTNtW10]. New modeling and simulation approaches
follow this promising avenue. In this work, we deal with
membrane surface dynamics of receptor proteins and lipid
rafts [NBPH06], which are relevant to cellular signaling (e.g.
in the cancer-related Wnt pathway [KYS09]). To gain new
insights into the interplay of proteins and lipid rafts, the
simulation experts apply a rule-based model description and
hybrid simulation approach, called ML-Space, which combines (mesoscopic) reaction-diffusion system and (microscopic) particle-based simulation [BHMU11].

We present our ongoing work to facilitate the simulation
of spatial phenomena at the microscopic level under consideration of the above challenges. We show how common
visualization approaches can be applied as a first step to support analyzing microscopic-level simulation data.

Here the focus is on the particle-based simulation. The
simulated models comprise up to two thousand proteins with
a diameter of approximately 2 nm and up to a few hundred
lipid rafts with diameters varying between 6 and 50 nm. The
particles are simulated in continuous 2D space.

In the next section, we will provide some more details
about the application background, the involved simulation
methods, and the generated simulation data. Based on that
we describe major challenges to be tackled by interactive visual analysis tools. Then we illustrate how the current simulation practice can be improved by means of interactive visualization of the simulated particles. The results achieved
with our preliminary solution attest to the advantages of interactive visual analysis.

During the simulation, the following rules are applied.
Based on a diffusion factor, the positions of the particles are
updated randomly such that the particles exhibit Brownian
motion [CCFV05]. Potential collisions are handled differently depending on the involved particles. When a protein
and a lipid raft collide, the protein is placed just inside the
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raft’s boundary and its diffusion factor is reduced. If two entities of the same type are about to collide (for which no
applicable reaction is defined in the model), a new random
position is drawn until the collision is resolved. Moving a
raft implies taking along all the proteins it includes. That is,
the protein positions are updated by their own and their encompassing raft’s update vector. When a protein inside a raft
moves against the raft’s boundary, it is placed right outside
of the raft and its original diffusion factor is restored.

Developing tools that address these challenges is our ongoing research. Next we present first steps towards this goal.
4. Visualization of Protein–Lipid-Raft Interaction
Our initial solutions consists of a preprocessing step to enhance the data, a dynamic animation of moving particles and
a static visualization of movement trajectories, as well as interaction techniques to filter the data. The following paragraphs will provide the details.

The simulation is started with all proteins outside rafts
and stopped when the number of proteins inside rafts has
reached a steady state. The simulated time frame then is between fractions of a second and a few minutes .

Data Enhancement The raw data hold only sparse information about the simulated proteins and lipid rafts. There are
tuples (i,t, p, e), where i is an identifier, t is a time-stamp,
p is the particle’s position, and e is an optional event flag.
Events occur when proteins entered or exited a lipid raft,
and when the simulator resolved a potential collision.

3. Visualization Challenges
Developing interactive visual tools to assist in the simulation
is challenging for reasons related to the generated data and
for reasons related to the tasks and goals of the analysts.

Because the time domain is continuous, the simulator reports particle positions and events separately for individual particles at arbitrary time-stamps. In order to ease the
data enhancement process, we first transfer the data to a
unified time line, where missing data points are computed
via linear interpolation. In a second step, we derive data attributes a1 , . . . , an providing further details on the particles
movement and thus form tuples (i,t, p, e, a1 , . . . an ). Following the suggestions for potentially interesting attributes by
Andrienko et al. [AAH⇤ 11], we compute speed, direction,
and curvature as derived attributes. Furthermore, we take the
special simulation background into account and compute for
each protein the distance and the relative difference in direction to the closest lipid raft. The enter/exit events are translated to a containment attribute. Beside storing attributes on
a per-tuple basis, we additionally compute cumulative values
per particle (e.g., average speed). This comes in handy when
searching for interesting particles through dynamic queries.

The data can become quite large with thousands of particles evolving over hundreds of time steps, resulting in data
sets that can easily exceed 100,000 data points. On top of
that, the simulated particles follow Brownian motion due
the physical laws in force at the microscopic level. Therefore, any movement analysis will have to face undirected
high frequency motions as the fundamental components of
the data and heavily self-intersecting movement trajectories.
So visual clutter will be a serious concern.
Within this chaotic motion of many particles, our collaborators seek to gain insight into the complex spatial interplay
of different types of particles. In the first place, the scientists
need to confirm certain characteristics to validate the simulated model and the simulator itself. Secondly, the data of
valid simulation runs need to be analyzed for new findings
regarding the simulated biological phenomenon. This analysis involves several facets.

Visualization Design Due to the multi-faceted character
of the simulation data and the analysis goals, it makes sense
to investigate different visualization techniques. Our initial
solution is a two-fold design: a dynamic representation of
the particle movement and a static representation of derived
movement attributes.

Understanding spatio-temporal characteristics is at the
heart of any spatial simulation. This requires appropriate
communication of the spatial and temporal dimensions of
the simulation as well as the particles’ location and movement in space and time. Although this is nothing uncommon,
it becomes difficult when several attributes associated with
each entity evolve during the movement and have to be visualized accordingly. While the visualization of a single attribute along self-intersecting trajectories is complex for its
own, it becomes even more challenging when two or more
related attributes need to be shown together.

The dynamic representation shows animated particles for
live monitoring of the simulation. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
each particle is represented by a circle whose size corresponds to the particle’s diameter. Color is used to encode
the type of the particle: lipid rafts are green, proteins inside
lipid rafts are red, and proteins outside lipid rafts are blue.
To include a bit of the history of the particle movement, old
positions are indicated as dimmed circles.

Besides these primary challenges, there are further aspects
concerning the exploration of data. For example, flexible interaction techniques are required to enable the user to focus
on specific parts of the data. In order to extract characteristic behavior, it should be possible to compare potentially
interesting regions.

The static representation in Fig. 2 shows the particles’
movement as trajectories which encompass all positions a
particle has visited during the simulation. We use a straightforward polyline visualization of the trajectories. Along the
polylines we color-code a user-selected attribute. That cod-
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The color coding helps in distinguishing outside and inside
proteins, with the latter constantly growing in numbers. Finally the lipid rafts reach a kind of steady state, dropping and
collecting proteins in equal measure. When looking at individual animation frames, the current particle positions and
the particle distribution can be seen without clutter. Since no
conspicuous features like overlapping proteins appear, it was
concluded that the basic position updates work correctly.
On the other hand, the animation suffers from intense
flickering due to Brownian motion. It is difficult to judge
particle characteristics like speed, general direction, or collisions. The same applies for the particles’ evolution in terms
of their movement and their associated attributes. Showing
dimmed circles for previous positions and providing interaction techniques to navigate in time are only first approaches
to overcome this drawback. Still this issue requires further
investigations.

Figure 1: Snapshot of the particle animation.
ing is based on an appropriate classification of the attribute’s
value range and on adapted color schemes from [HB03].

Static Representation The static representation primarily
focuses on the evolution of the particle movement. All particle trajectories are shown condensed in one view (Fig. 2).
Alternately selecting a derived attribute to be color-coded
along the trajectories helps in confirming further aspects of
the simulation. For example, Fig. 2(a) (bottom-left) shows
the evolution of the particle speed. Although individual particles are difficult to extract, it is overall clearly visible that
proteins slow down (red) in certain regions. To find out
why, an interactive filter (operating on the containment attribute) is used to focus on protein’s trajectory segments that
lie inside of lipid rafts. The filtered visual representation in
Fig. 2(a) (top-right) reveals that the slow speeds occur exclusively inside lipid rafts. This is the expected behavior as
modeled by the rule to reduce the diffusion factor when proteins enter a lipid raft.

Interaction To address the chaotic character of the Brownian motion, we provide Gaussian kernels of different size.
These can be applied and adjusted interactively depending
on the concrete data and the desired smoothing results. They
have to be used carefully, since smoothing implies a loss of
high frequencies in the data. On the other hand it is beneficial for example when examining the overall movement direction of lipid rafts and interior proteins. To further address
the serious clutter of trajectories, we provide several interactive filter sliders. These can be used to reduce the time
range to be shown or to focus on particles of different type.
Filtering out class intervals of the visualized attribute via an
interactive legend further helps in focusing on those parts of
the trajectories relevant to the task at hand. Common zoom
and pan operations and smooth viewport transitions facilitate
overview and detail exploration.

The trajectory based visualization is also useful to confirm the synced movement of lipid rafts and interior proteins (Fig. 2(b)). Interactive filters are applied to limit the
visible time span and to create appropriately small trajectory extracts. This way, visual clutter is reduced and individual trajectories become visible allowing for the comparison
of movement directions. Analyzing the synced movement is
supported by a color map that encodes the derived similarity
of movement directions (from green: equal direction to red:
opposite direction, blue: lipid raft). The colored trajectories
clearly show that the lipid rafts and their included proteins
follow similar paths, as it was intended by the model’s rules.

Although being rather straight-forward solutions, the insights that could be gained with the help of them are already
quite promising.
5. Preliminary Results
The interactive visual approach was successfully applied to
confirm that the simulated models are mostly valid. Additionally, new and unexpected findings could be revealed using the interactive visualization.
Dynamic Representation The particle animation (Fig. 1)
communicates fundamental characteristics of the spatial
simulation. When looking at the animation as a whole, one
can confirm that the Brownian motion mechanism performs
well: All particles move constantly resulting in a fully dynamic animation without any suspicious behavior such as
halting particles or preferred moving directions. Another important result is the correctness of the inclusion mechanism.
At the beginning, the animation shows empty lipid rafts,
which continuously collect proteins during the simulation.

Besides confirming characteristics defined by the model,
the trajectory approach also unveiled new findings. Although
the dynamic visualization approach revealed no suspicious
behavior concerning the distribution of proteins at the level
of individual time points, the trajectory visualization does so
for the whole simulation. In Fig. 2(c) only the particle trajectories (black: proteins, blue: lipid rafts) are shown. What
we can see is an uneven distribution of particles: Dense
(marked areas) and sparse (arrows) regions emerge near the
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finding prompted investigations of models with different diffusion factors and protein numbers.
But as with the animation approach, the trajectory-based
approach has some drawbacks. Some simulation characteristics are not visible at a glance. This includes for example the
position of particles at a certain time, the particles’ extent,
as well as collisions or the inclusion of proteins. Therefore,
dedicated attributes and interactive filters have to be used.
6. Conclusion
The challenges identified in this work are significant. Our
initial approach to address them is to apply basic visualization techniques combined with appropriate interactive tools.
This straight-forward solution already helped simulation experts in their work.

(a) Speed of particles.

However, more research is required to come up with fullfledged approaches dealing with the Brownian motion, multiple evolving attributes and with larger simulation data. In
future work, one could investigate mechanisms to abstract
from the Brownian motion in order to allow for a more abstract visual representation. This would also open up possibilities to visualize multiple attributes and to handle larger
datasets. Another promising avenue is to follow a featurebased approach to automatically extract interesting regions
in the data (like those we marked manually in Fig. 2(c)).
(b) Similarity of direction.
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Figure 1: Visualization of the bus transportation system of Konstanz (Germany) created with BusVis. Left: Geographical layout.
Center: Radial layout. Right: Stress-majorization layout.
Abstract
On-line journey planners encourage the use of public transport systems by easing the task of finding “optimal”
routes between start and destination locations. Most of the tools lack the flexibility of comparing journeys that
end at different (but maybe nearby) destinations. In this paper, we propose a novel visualization tool for public
transport journey planning that integrates graph layout techniques to allow visual comparison of travel time and
journey directions. Our tool uses data from the bus system of Konstanz. Taking this data as example, use cases
describe the tool’s applicability to trip planning with route alternatives.

1. Introduction

to refine results accordingly. However, most of them lack
the ability to set multiple destinations to compare different
journeys.

The motivation of using public transport is often hindered by
inflexibility in journey planning. Without careful planning a
traveler might end up wasting a lot of time waiting for the next
connection or walking a long distance to reach another station.
To solve this problem much effort has been devoted to develop
on-line journey planning tools, for example, the Transport for
London journey planner [Lon], the Public Transport Victoria
journey planner [PTV], or the Rail travel planner Europe
[Rai]. Most of these systems allow the user to enter a starting
point and destination of a planned journey to find optimal
routes between them. Some systems additionally allow for
setting preferences (e.g., change times or types of vehicles)

In this paper we propose a novel visualization system that
provides overviews of a transport system in terms of distance
and travel time, as well as easy comparisons between different
routes and journeys. We exemplify our approach by showing
our tool, BusVis, for planning bus journeys within the city of
Konstanz, Germany. The system focuses on visualizing travel
time between different locations and supports comparison
of multiple destinations. Two modes of visualization display
travel time with focus on a position selected by the user.
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00:00 – 00:01

2. Related Work
Map drawing is a well established discipline ranging from
prominent examples like Beck’s map [Gar94] to recent techniques allowing automatic creation of metro map layouts [SRMOW11, NW11]. While being a generally broad topic, we
want to focus strongly on related approaches for journey
planning.

A

00:01 – 00:02

B

00:02 – 00:03

C

00:03 – 00:04

Figure 2: Change times allow suboptimal intermediate steps
to result in an optimal solution. From station A the fastest
path to B is the red line. Considering a change time of two
minutes, it is impossible to catch the blue line at B. Therefore
the green line has to be taken. However, when a traveler takes
the blue line at A he reaches B later than with the red line but
arrives earlier at C.

Early evidence for superior efficiency of using spatial maps
over tabular data for choosing bus routes has been given by
Bartram [Bar80]. Bogen et al. [BBZ10] analyze map examples, both historic and current, to open up space for innovative
map designs, blending art history and computer science. In
this context, the authors propose distortion and details-ondemand techniques to help the user focus on relevant areas
rather than the complete map. Böttger et al. [BBDZ08] use
such a technique to warp maps. A semantic zoom provides
the possibility to explore the nearby area of a station without distortion while the overview is warped to represent the
schematic map.

techniques are applied to show query results in a way that
allows intuitive understanding, interaction, and comparison
between different routes.

Hoar [Hoa08] proposed a web based geographic information system that displays schedule times of buses. The user
can interactively query the system by entering bus stops or
geographic locations and see the optimal route highlighted.
Visualizing network lines on top of a geographic map has advantages in reflecting distances between stations. In crowded
central areas of a map lines may be occluded. Wang and
Chi [WC11] addressed this occlusion problem and proposed
a focus and context technique that allows highlighting of
routes while the remaining context is deformed. In contrast
to standard focus lens techniques their deformation method
is guided by Beck’s map constraints. Both approaches, like
many existing on-line journey planners, allow only planning
of one-start-to-one-end connections.
Our system was encouraged by a visualization of the London Underground by Tom Carden [Car12]. His system allows
to focus on a station and recalculate travel time from this
station to other stations. Time is projected as distance to the
selected station and angles reflect directions on the original
map. One drawback of the system is that it uses time independent routing which ignores the schedule and possible waiting
times.

BusVis provides an interactive graphical user interface to
support dynamic queries and shows the results visualized in
a dynamic node-link diagram where nodes represent stations,
edges show connections between them, and the size of a node
depicts the number of lines. This allows rapid interpretation
of overall connectivity and easier path tracing than adjacency
matrices such as regular bus plans [GFC04, Bar80]. Edges
of bus lines connecting same stations are drawn next to each
other distinguished by line color. Walking edges are drawn in
black when used for traveling. The interface allows the user
to set a starting location and starting time, optional destinations of a planned journey, maximal tolerated walking time,
and an estimated duration of changing bus lines. Automatic
selection of the current time allows real-time updates. The
results are shown in two different visualizations that allow
either local correctness or global stress minimization for the
distance mapping. Transitions are smoothly animated and
the initial layout shows the geographic positions to retain the
mental map [MELS95]. The schematic overview plan in the
top left of Figure 3 provides a stable layout for easy station
localization. Semantic zooming adaptively adds or removes
station labels to make the visualizations less cluttered.

3. Application

4. Routing

We design BusVis as interactive visualization tool for journey
planning in transit systems exemplified on the bus network of
the city of Konstanz, Germany. Our goal is to provide a flexible system that allows travelers to search for optimal routes
between locations while still being able to compare different
routes. The example data set consists of 123 bus stations, 18
bus lines and 16,088 edges between stations with departure
times and travel duration. Based on this, the system finds
fastest routes from one starting location to multiple destinations and maps travel time to visual distance. Visualization

The travel time between two stations may vary throughout
the day because of waiting periods and irregularities of the
schedule. We modified the Dijkstra algorithm [Dij59] in order to determine routes on a graph with time dependent edge
weights. Starting on a node at time t the optimal travel time
lies in the interval [t,t + w(t)] where w is the edge weight
function. Using the partial periodicity of the schedule, bus
lines can be split up into tours, which can be defined as an
identification of a bus in its line. Later tours can be omitted
because using a later bus of the same line never leads to a
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Figure 3: The BusVis graphical user interface. Note the preservation of the geographic relations in the radial layout (center), as
seen on the schematic overview (top left). The start location is indicated red and a color legend for bus lines is provided in the
bottom right corner. The distance of a node to the origin is mapped to the travel time needed to reach the station.

faster route. Changing bus lines requires time so that suboptimal intermediate steps can still lead to an optimal route. In
Figure 2 the optimal route from A to C uses a suboptimal edge
to B when assuming a change time of two minutes. Keeping
track of the complete route from the starting location avoids
this problem and also allows to reconstruct the final route.
The worst-case runtime is similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm although practically below, because most of the edges are not
considered.

not result in an exact solution. We used the SMACOF algorithm [dL77] to minimize the global stress function. Geographic positions of the stations are chosen as initial layout in
order to roughly maintain the shape of the bus network. While
travel times along edges are represented more accurately than
in the radial layout, the mental map is not as well preserved.
Overlaps cannot be resolved since node movements result in
higher stress. However, stations connected by the same bus
line can easily be identified as seen in Figure 4.

5. Visualization Techniques
We display the routing results in two different layouts. The
radial layout (Figure 3) arranges stations concentric around
the starting location while visual distance between any station and the center exactly reflects the fastest travel time to
reach the station. To preserve the mental map we chose the
direction to align with the geographic positioning. Concentric
rings represent five-minute intervals and help the user compare distances in different directions. Resulting overlaps may
occlude information and make the visualization less visually
appealing. We resolved this by slightly changing the direction
of overlapping nodes which does not affect visual distances.
However, visible edges between two stations do not necessarily show the time needed to travel on them because only
distances to the center are correct.
Figure 4: Stress-majorization layout. The edge lengths between stations approximately represent travel time. Stations
connected by the same line are lined up and can easily be
identified (blue and red line).

The stress-majorization layout reflects distances between
all stations by finding an optimum in which every edge approximately has the length proportional to the time it takes
to travel on it. This is an optimization problem which does
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6. Use Cases

query results. The radial layout is especially useful at transit
stations, where the starting point of the layout is the transit
station itself. The tool is easily adaptable to support journey
planning in other cities and networks with different means
of transportation, only the data at the back-end has to be
exchanged. We demonstrated the usefulness of the tool by
a number of use cases that involve different tasks and user
groups. As future work we want to show applicability of our
approach on larger, more complex data sets.

Our tool is useful for different user groups. Bus schedule
planners can use the radial layout to get an overview of how
well stations are connected throughout the day. To identify
long waiting times when changing bus lines on a route, the
stress-majorization layout can be used. Also frequent walk
suggestions or outlier stations in one of the layouts indicate
bad reachability.
The system can also be used to easily compare travel times.
For example in the city of Konstanz, the bus stations Universität and Egg are geographically very close despite having no
connecting street and therefore no bus connection. This raises
the question when it is rewarding to chose one destination
over the other. The user can simply choose the station that
is closer to the center in the radial layout. Figure 5 shows
that the optimal choice can change throughout the day. A
similar scenario would be to find the fastest reachable restaurant for dinner from the current position. The corresponding
stations could be integrated into the system. Another task is
for citizens to find a flat with fast access to basic needs like
grocery stores, doctors, and workplaces. The possibility to
experiment with different times enables the user to check how
the reachability of those places changes throughout the day.

The authors thank Feeras Al-Masoudi for his support.
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